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(The prices in brackets are those at whioh the books are obtainable, post
free, by Officers, Non•Commissioned Officers, and .Men, in tht:1 manner
prescribed by Appendix XXIII. of the King's Regulations and Orders
for t.ne Armyr 1912, Applications should be made on Army Form
L. 1372, and addressed to the Secretary, War Otf:l.ce, S.W.)
ABYSSINIA. Expedition to. ~ vuls. and lllaps. 1870. Hnlf Mor.• £5 5s. Cloth, £4 ,i.,
AFRICA. C'outineut of. Geology of. Notes on. HIOtl. 3s. (:?s. 4d.)
AM'HARIC LANGUAGE. Short :Manual of the. Wit\1 Vocabulary. 1909. 5.t, (31. 6d.)
ANIMAL MANAGEMENT. ElOK ls. 6d. (ls. 4d.)
ARABIC GRAM.MAR. 'l'wo parts. 188i. (Sold to O,/ffrefs only). 10,, (10s. 6d.)
ASt,1'4.0URERS. Iustructions for, in the care, rnpair, browning, &c., of Small Anne,
Machine Guns, "Pa.rapet " Carriages, and for tlle care of Bicycles. 1912,
ls. 6d. (ls. 4d.)
Ditto. Ameudmeuts. Aug. 1912; Aug. 1914. Each ld. (ld.)
ARMY CIRCULARS AND ARMY ORDERS issued before Dec. 31, 1892, which
are still in force and required for reference. Reprint of. May 1896, 3d, (3d.)
ARMY ORDERS. Monthly. Each 3d. (3d.)
ARMY ORDERS. Covers for. 9d. (9d.)
ARMY ENTRANCE Regulations:R.M . .AC'Ademy. Admission.to, and for First Appointments therefrom to the Royal
Artillery aud Royal Eugiueers, during the period of the "~ar. 1915. ProYis10nal. Id. (Jd.)
R.M. College. Admission to, and for First Appointments therefrom to the Regular
Army, during the period of the War. 1915. Pru,,isional. Id. (ld.)
Military Forces of the Self~g-overuiug Doruioions and Crown Colonies. Officers
of the. 1912. ld. (ld.)

r~!~f:, a.:~s!:?~~eirb~~~~~~:::· M~:('A~f1U~~. !17~~er~~da

<k1iitia, Channel Islands
Militia, and 'l'erritorial Force. Officers of the. 1912. Id. (ld.)
University Caodida.tes. HH2. ld. (le!,)
Warrant Offi~ers and N.C.O. of the Hegul:tr Army. Combatant Commissions a.e
Secood Lieut_en~r.ts. Hll~. Provisional. ld. (ld.)
See also Comnnss10n; Medical Corps; Special Rese!·\•e; Territorial Force.
Vete-rinary Corps.
'
ARMY LIST, TLe. Quarterly (not is_med in October, 1914). Each 15s. (10s. 9.i.)
.LR~~.pta~' ctJ.)01ntment,,Promot1on, and .Non-Effective Pay. Royal Warrant,
ABMY ALLOWANCES Regulations. 1914. 6d. f6d.)
A.lLMY REVIEW. Quarterly. July 1911 to Oct. 1914. 1,, (Up to July 1914, ta.;
Oct. 1~14. lld.)
(Publicatimuuspenfkrl)
(• 11840) Wt. 49530-577 3M 2/16 H & S
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ABMY SERVICE CORPS,Reg~::~~an~:;a;;, 2frd;~~- (l~f{L 6d.
(Gd.): Amendments
Training. Part I. l\lU!l. (lh•priut.(•<l, with ArnP111\11w11ts, l'.ilfq. 9d.
Dittt.

'

al&J(\!\d.)~fopplics.

Ditt~ 915{a;~II( 9d~rau ..,port.

ld.

(ld.);

(!hi,)
cHepriutL>d, ltllJ, witl, Dew A1,1H.:1Jdb: XII.)

l\lO!J.

1911.

(llqiriutcd, with A11wndmeuls to April

~.,~~f:ion.

ABTI~};g)ERl.a~i~t,'Y~Il~~l111~nb~~~.\1~~1
1n5, fld.'
(Out of print)
AH.TILLERY AT THE PIOARDY MAN<EUVRES iu HltO.
Translated
from the French. 2s. 6d. (~$.)
AH.TILLERY. Royal:Oflicere' Meee Management. (Ste Orduauce Co!l,•g:e.)
Practice. Instructions:Garrisou. Coast Defrnces. Seaward:,. 1914-15. ~J. (.':\d.)
liarri!".on. Siege and Mornble Armament. l\H4. 3d. V)d,)
)forse, Field, aud Hea,·y. 1914. Gd. 15d.)
Standing Orders for:Brigade of Mounted Artillery. 1d. (ld. l
_L,ieut.-Colonel's Command. H.G.A. (Coast and Siege). Id. (ld.)
Trarnrng:Field. 19U. 9d. (fld.)
Ditto. E!!.:amples of Ranging (to 1rnpl'll'1:wut tlw:,e ginn iu S~c. ~~7).
2d. ('.!d.)
G&rrii.onVol. I. 1914. 6d. (Gd.)
Vol. II. (~iege). 1911. (RPprilltt•tl, ·with .\m,·,udmt·ut~, 10H). 9d. (Sr/.)
Yo], IIT. 1911. (Repriut1•d, \\'ith Alllt>ud111._.u1s, HJJ-t).· 1s. (lld.) ·
AllTILLEBY COLLEGE.
Rt'ports upo11 the 1-Hh to lt,:th Seniur Classes.
Eflch b. (9d.) (See al$u Ord11anc1~ Cull1•g-e),
AR'l'ILLEB.Y, FIELD.
The 'l'actks of. ( J"mi Si:ltell).
Tr:wslated. l!JOU.
h. (lOd.)
ARTILLERY INSTRUMENTS. H.'.uHlbuok of. lflH. ls. Gel. (ls. !d.)
Ditto.
AnwndmC'nts. Id. (111.'l
!)it.to.
AJJ .. 11dm11 h•. ~"- ~"2J)
Dittu.
..\.1•1wu11ix. r>t!C. Ull;'i l l';·1·i,-c.-,1,.··)s, ,\'1·.-l: aud .:\.lw!udment;;
top. 1111,f tlw lbudl,,..,]c lr/. (1,l.)
ABTILLERY MUSEUM in the Rotuuda., \\·uolwich. Oflidal Catalogue. 1~06 .

.AJL~ttt~:~Ro~;l~

~J;i;E RANGES ACT, 1885, and MILITARY
LANDS ACTS, 189i to 1!.l03. Byl'laws m1der:Aldeburgb, 1896: Ash (Aldershot Camp), 1~87; Fiuborou_!!'l1, 1901 ; Hytlw. 18\14:
Inehkeith Battery, 1896: Kiug-l10rurn,ss, 189{;; Lan(lg11;inl. 18J-<7; Ly(ldDungeness, 1895; MidJlewiek, 1~·,10: Mi)·ILrook, 1888; Oreharr_J I\,rtman, 11'96;
Scarborough, 190~; S(_'raps Gate;' 1H8G : :-;Jwebur_rness, lt1n5: Southwold, ll'.i~6 ;
Strensall, 1900; Wa:,U, 18~11; Whitt'liaveu Battery (Ou1nberla11J), 1896.
Each Id. ( ld.)
Purfleet, 1911. ls. (9d.)
Sa.lisburv Plain, 1000. 4d, (,!rl,)
ABTILLERY STO.RE ACCOUNTS AND TEE SUPERVISION OF
R.G.A. SUB-DISTRICTS. Notes r,n, 1914. k
(l0d.)
ABTILLERY
STORE
ACCOUNTS
AND
THE
CARE
AND
PRESERVATIUN OF EQl"Il'MENT OF ROYAL ARTILLERY. liOHSE,
FIELD, AND HF.AVY RAT'l'EHIES. NotPs on. SC'pt. 1!11·.I:. 6d. 15d.)
AUSTRIA. CAMPAIGN OF 1866 AGAINST. (,...,'ee GE.lorA~Y).
BARRACKS. Care of. Instruction in. 1901. fld. (7d.)
BASHFORTH CHRONOGRAPH. Expniments with, to determine tile resista.nce
of the air to the motion of projediles. lieport on. 1870. ls. (9d.)
BAYONET FIGHTING. Instruction with SerYice Rifle alld Bayonet, 19lfi. Id. (1d. ·1;
AmenilmC'uts.
(In the ,•!·reu)
BAYONET FIGHTING FOR COMPETITIONS. Instruction in. ld. (ld.)
BEB.M'tJDA MILITIA ARTILLERY. Regulatiou!., l\ll-l. ~d. (id.)
BICYCLES. Military. Handbook on. 1911, (Heprinted, with Ameudll.Lt!llts, 1914).
1,1. (ld,)
BB.I1~ISH MINOR Eltl'EDITIONS, 1746 to 1814, 1881. 2,. 6d. (h. lid,)

a
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BQ.uipment Ht'i;-ulatious--ontinnt!d.
$t'ction.
X1: lfr;\ll,1uartl•rs Signal \'.nits.
llit>gnlnr Army.)
:!.d. t~d.)

Seotion.
nery (Horso and Field), a.no
Mountetl Bn.ud.
(Regul&1
Army.) Hll4. 6d. (6d.)
Xlr. lliounta.in .Artill'"lry with D. L.
:2·70-iu. E,1uip111l'nt. Mmmtain Battery arnt Ammunition
Culunm. Mule 'l'rausport.
P1·ov1sioual.
(Hugular Army.) 1914. 6d. (5d.)
Xlla. Roval
Garrison ·ArUllery.
Army.)
HH4.
(Rogular
2,. 6d. (ls. lld.J
XIJb. Royal
Ga.rrison
Artillery,
Siege Artillery,
Mova.bi.,
Armament, and Ma.chine
Guns in Armaments. Hl13.
ls. (lOd.)
Xllc. He•vy Artillery. B.L. 60-pr•.
(Regular Army,) 1913. ~d.

HH4.

Xg. ~ii;m1l
(l,.unpauy (Ct,hle).
1911.
(R~·gular Army.)
:!d.

t:!tl.)

5~ef~~~)

Xii. Si~~~~~n:1ua~~f:.· 2
XJ. s::.::11:il • 'l1 1·oop with Ca\'ah-y
· HrigaJl•. (Rl'gUl•r Army.)
l!ll:!. 2d. (:!d.)
X.k. ~i:.!u,il Twop with a. Ctw:1lry
.Brigade not allotted to a
CanlrY Di\"ision. (Regular Ar1i1:y.) Hll4. 2d. (2d.)
X/. Si;.;-nal l\nup1111y
(South
~ .\frica). (lh·gula.1· Army.)
Wl:!. "2d. (:!d.)
X111. firiJgiDg 'l'raiu.
(Regular
Army.) 191:!. 2d, ("!.d.)
X11. Fit-hi $qua.drt111.
(Regular
(8d.)
Army. 1 1914. 2d. (':?d.)
XIV. C1walry School, Netheravon ..
Xllf Jforsl! ~lrtilll'l"y. Q.li'. 13-pr.
(Ht>gula.r Army.) 1914, ':!d.
lHegular Army.)
1913.
(2d.)
,J. (Sd.)
XV. Camd ()orps School, Egypt.
.Xlb. Fit·ld Artillery. Q.F.18-pr.
(Hegula.r .Army.) 1914. 2d.
(Rt'gular Army.) 1914.
(2d.)
9d. (8d.)
XVI. Specia.l Reserve.
1913. 4J.
Xlc. Ditto. \.l.F. 4·5-in. Howitzer.
(4a'.)
(Reguhr Army.) 1913.
X VII. Onicers
Training
Corp.a.
(Rl•priDted, with Ameud1912. 3d. (3d.)
ments up to .dug. 1, 191-1).
Practice Batteries and Drill Guns.
9d. (8,1.)
:Xld. Rt:sen·e Brigades with Q.F.
[~aid f~-~~~:gs)Ar~~lle~~~
18-pr. Equipment, Horse
aud Field Artillery, Sta.ff
~;~~- 2~n~eo~::
aurl Dep6ts, Riding Esta.b1,. 6d. (Lf. 2d.)
litohmellt, School of GunPart S Territorial Force. 1914, 6d. (6d.)
Ditto. Dt>tails :Sec. IX. Artillery. 1912. b. (9d.)
Ditto. Amendments, April 1912; J.!.,eb. 1914. Each ld. (ld.)
Sec. X. Engineer. 1912. 3d. (3d.)

f~Ia"t90t

9~~:'0 td.UC(1d.tug.1914.

!:::::::i: ~ ::::s2i, ·:.-:!d

1:ri~OJV~lr
Each ld. (ld.)
Amendments to Parts 1, 2, a.nd 3. M.a.rch, July 1913; April, Aug. 1914..
Each -!d. (2d.)
"BUROPEA.N WAR, 1914-16. Despatches (Na.va.1 ud Military) relating to
Operations iu tl1e Wa.r ;..,...
I. Sept., Oct., and Nov.1914. \Vith List of Honours and Rewards OonforrL"tl

II. No~i~~l~k~tJ~:!af91/d·w\!fi·)Names of ·officers mentioned, and Awards,
~f the Victoria. Oros:::. 6d. (7d.)
July to Oct. 1915.
.
(Jn preparatWn)
Dee. 11, 1915. From Geuc-ral Sir fau Hamilton, G.C.B., dr-scribing the
Opt•rations in the Gallipoli Peninsula., including the Landing at Suvla.
Bay. td. (2d.)
BX.6.Jl[IlllATIOlll PAPBRS:- .
Qua.J.ifying Certificates. Sept. 1905 ; lfarob 1906; Sept. 1909 ; March, Sept. 1910 ;.
March, Sept. 1911; March 1912. Each 6d. (6d.)
IJI.
IV.

6
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'E:zamine.tion Papers-cnnfinuerl
Eutrauce: U.M:. Ar,.:ult>my, lt.ll. CoJl,.J!:Li, (~ualif.dnl! 'l'est fur Comn',1d:\lons.
S11ppl<'n1011t11ry First Appoi11tn1euts ill tlw l(,,~·,tl Jifarint·~. ,Ttme-Jiih· 1\112.

,,. (lld.)
.
EntrancP: R.M., Ac-arlemy. R.:M. Coll,·gc-. Qnalifyin~ 'l\·st f\,r Commisl"lious.
Nov. lfll:2; :NoL-Dct'. rnl3. Each 1.~. ( 11,/.)
Entrance: lt:~I. A_catiemy,, ~-M, Collc_gc. Qua.lifyi11i: Ti>;..!. f,_.r CL)mmi~sions. Supplelll<'lltary First AppPmtmcnt8 m the R1,~·al Marilics. Appoiutnwnts in thf>
Indian Police Force. Appointments in thf' l'olicL' Forces (Jf tl1L' Rtraits Rt>ttle~
mrnts and the Fe(foraterl Malay States. Cadetships in t\1e Il<,yal Kay~- (Special
Entry). June-July HIH. ls. (lld.)
F.ntnwc,:,: R.lL Academy, lt.M. CollPg-e, Imlhn Armr C,Jll(';:!L'. S11pplP11w1l1n.1·v
First Appointml'nts in the Royal hJari1w,: . .Appoiutnwnt~ in llw Iwlia rL,lio.;,,
Force. .Appointnw11ts iu the Pulic(' Force of C-eykin. C,tdl'h:liips in tit(' Huval
Navy (8pt·eial Eutry). June-July 1!!15. ls. (lid.)
·
Freehand Drawing- at the Army Eutrancc Exainin'.1tiu11 (If NoY. l!H3. Specimen
Paper to illustrate thP kind of questions t\1at will IJ!' i:d in. lid. (5d.)
R.M. Academy, Fourth Class; H.M. Oollt>ge, Fourth, Tliird and Secoutl Division-5.
Juh-, Dec. HIU4; Jnne 1905. Each h.
·
R.M. Academy, Fourth Class; R.M. CollC'g-e, Senior lJi\'ision.
Dec. 1905:
Ju1,e, Dec. HlOG; ,inly, Dc•c. 1907. Each V.
Staff Colleg-1:1. Adnd~sion, Au~. lf!0i; Aug. 1909; July 1011: Juue-Jnly, 1912:
,rune-July Hl13 . .Each ls. (Gd.)
Regular Forces, Canadian Permauf'nt Furccs. SpPeial Tif>scr,'e of Officers.
'ferritoria.l Force, anrl Colonial }!ilitary Fu1ws. Mu~·, Nov. lU0li; May, Nu,·.
H/08. Each ls. (lld.)
Ditto. May 190!/. 9d. (8d.)
Officers for Promot.ion. Dec. l!J12; May, Dec. 191!): April 1914. Each 1.r. (Gd.)
Militia, Imperial Yeomanry, and Uuiversity Ca.11(1iJ.1.t...s. Man:h, Sept. 1904;
Sept. Hl05 ; Oct. 19013. Ench ls.
Special Reserve, Militia, 'l'O:"nit"l'ial Forcc-, and University Candidates. Od.
1911; March, Oct.19lj: Ma.rcl1. Oct. 19Ul. Each 1s. (6d.)
Special ReserH, Militia, 'l',·n·iturial Force, Non-Commissioned Officers, and
University G.mdi<lates. March 191-1. ls. (6d.)
Officers 'l'raining Corps:•
Cadets uf the Senior Division. Certificate A. Dec. 1908. 6d. (5d.)
Cadets of the Junior and Se11ior Divisions. Certificates A aud B. Spring- of
1909; May, Nov. 1911; March, Nov. 1912; Mai·cb, Nov. 1913; March 1914.
Each6d. (6d.)
Foreign Languages. Modern. July 1906 i July 1908; April, July 1909; ,ran., ,Tuue,
Oct. 1910; ,Jan., June 1911; June 1912; June Hlt3; June 1914.
Each 1,, (Gd.)
EXPLOSIVES. Service. Treatise on. 1!)07... h. 6d. (ls. 2d.)
FIELD ALMANAC. I9IG. Id. (Id.)
FIELD SERVICE MANUALS,_
Ammunition (\,ltmrn. DiYisional. New ..\rmies. 1915. 3d. (3d.)
Artillery. Field. Brigade. Q.F. 18-pr. 1915. 3d. (3d.)
Ditto.
Ditto. (Howitzer) P.ri_g-ade. 5-inc-h B. L. 1908. 3d. (Sd.)
and Ammunition Column.
Ditto,
H~:ice~B-J-g.1
1

g~-r;). r(~t ~~)Y

Ditto.
Ditto.

(T~i~l~~!:,~;.:~~\

Horse. Brigade. 13-pr. l,!.F. 1908. 3d. (Sd.)
(U11ler 1-e,-i.~.'.011)
Ditto. Appendix to. H.H.A. Battery and Mounted Brigade Ammu11itio1,

Cavalry Regi~;!~~nEx::diti~~~~~· Force. 1913.- 3d. (3d.)
(Umle·r ret·ision
Engineers, Balloon Company, Expeclii.ionary Force. 1910. 3d. (3d)
Ditto. · Bridging Train. , Expe!lititmary Force. Hll5. 3d. (3,/.)
Field Company.
E::v:peditfonar_\' Force. Hll5, 3d. (3,l.)
Ditto.
Ditto.
Fi~ld Squadron.
Expe<litionary Foi·ce. 1914. 3d. (3d.)
Ditto.
Works Comp1:,.y. EX)lcditionary Force. 1910, 3d. (3d.)
Headquarters Units. Expeditionary Force. Hill. 3d. (3d.)
Infantry Battalion. Expeditionary Force. 1914. 3d. (3d.)
Infantry (Mounted) Battalion. Expeditionary Force. 1913. 3d. (3d.)
Medic&! Service. Army. F.xpcdititmnry Force, 1914. 3d. (3d.)
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:Field Service Kanuala---('onliriut>d.
Signal Se-nic~. Signal Colll}'l8.llY (Air Lhw).
Expeditionary Fl)rce.
1918,
(C:~lef31~~peditionary l<'orce. l!ll3. 3d (3d.)
Ditto.
Ditto.
(Divisional).
Expeditionary Force.
l!.115.
Ditto.
Ditto.
3d. (Sd.)
(Lines of Cotnmunfontion).
Ezpeditionary
Ditto.
Ditto.
Force. 1914. 3d. (3,/.)
:PIBLD SERVICE POCKET BOOK. l~U. 1,. (lld.)
:PIBLD SERVICE REGULATIONS:nd (;:;:in~:~1:\vif1~·
A~!tlti~~!:ti°a::i th

~:: t1. g:;:i~~~fou
~~o:·
mt~uts to Oct. 1914).

1,.

(lOd.)

1100~

AC:!Jd-

Ditto.
Amendments, April 1915. ld. (ld.)
:FINANCIAL INSTRUCTIONS IN RELATION TO AR]l[Y ACCOUNTS,
1910. (Reprinted, with Amendments to Sept. 1, 1914.) 4a". (4d.)
·

FLYING CORPS. BOYAL. Training Manual:Part I. Provisional. 1914. ls. (lOd.)
Ditto.
Amendments. Jan. 1915. ld. (Id.)
Part II. Military Wing. Provisional. 191-1. 3d. (4d.)
:POREillN LANGUAGES. STUDY OF, Regulations. 1913. 2d. (2d.)
FOBTIFICATION- PEB.llltANENT. For the Imperia.1 Military Training Establishments and for the Inatruction of Offlcereof &11 Arms of the Austro-Hunga.ri&n
Army. 7th Edition. Translated. 4s. (2s. lld.)
:l'Jl.Alil"CO-GEBllltAN WAR, 1870-71. 'l.'ra.nsla.ted from the German Official
Account:First Part-History of the w·ar to the Downfall of tlie EmpireVol. 1 (Secns. 1 to 5). Outbreak of Hostilities to Batlle of Gravelotte.
( Out ofpr;nt)
Vol. 2 (Seons. 6 to 9). Battle of Gravelotte to Downfall of the Empire.
( Out of print)
Second Part-History of the War against the RepublicVol. 1 (Secus. 10 to 13). Investment of Paris to Re-occupation of Orleans by
the Germane. .£1 6s. (18,. 6d.)
Vol. 2 (8ecns. 14to 18). Events in Northern France from end of Nov. Jn Northwest from beginning of Dec. Siege of Paris fro1n commencement Of Dec. to
the Armistice. Operations in the South-east from middle of Nov. to middle
of Jan. .£1 6,. (His.)
Vol. 3 (Secne. 19 and 20). Events in South~east France from middle of Jan. to
'fermination of Hostilities. Rearward Commuuica.tione. 'l'he Armistice.
Homeward March and Occupation. Retrospect. .£1 lla. 6d. (.£1-2,. 3d.)
.Also ,eparatf!l9, Sectfo111 in paper coi-er,, and Plan, unmounted:Bee.
1. Events in July. Plan. S, (2s. 2d.)
2. Events to Eve of Battles of Worth and 8picheren. 3rd edition. (Out ofprin
S. Battles of Worth and Spicheren. 3rd edition.
( Out of p,-;m
1:~:Ci7t:'1ue:~!~~n. Battle of
Mare la 'l'our. 2nd edition.
(Out ,ifpriut)
1
6" !dt!~~:!
[;j'~t.Army-of the Meuse against Arm}°:/

:: ~:::i~:uo: ~=\r~!~~JO]~~ri.1-Ii:t
~titi~~~!~

2

~:{/iii~~

d'JC~!~

(Out ofpri,it)

Battle of Sedan.
( Urd oj print)
P:roceedinge on German Coast and before Fortresses in Alsace and Lorraine,
Battle of NoiHeville. Genera.I Review of War up to September. 4a. 6d.
(3,. 4d.)
10. Investment of Paris. Capture of 'l'oul and Strassburg. 6,. (4s. 6d.)
11. Events before Paris,- and at other }>C'ints of 'l'heatre of °":- ar in \V estern Fra.nee
until end of October. 5.,. 3d, (3s. lld.)
8.
9.

~~:!~1!i:t~e~~~~{J!v~':b~~-ine4,. f;cu~:~~~) after fall of

12, La1t8

I
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l"ranco-Germa.n War--colltinued.
$(!C.

Occurrences on Thea.tre of \Var in Central France up to Re-occupation of
Orleans by the Germans. G•. ( .Y. 6d.)
:Measures for Investment of Paris up to middle of December, 4,. (3•.)
Measures for Protecting the lnvuetment of Paris and Occurrences before
French Capital to commencement of 1871. 28. 6d. (la. Hd.)
16. Proeeedings of Second Army from commencement of 1871 until the Armistice.
a,. 6d. (2,. sd.)
17. Proceedings of Firet Army from commencement of 18il until the Armistice.
a,. (2s. 3d.)
18. Occurrences on South-eastern Theatre of War up to middle of Ja.nuary, 1871.
Events before Paris from commencernent of 1871 to the Armistice.
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MILITARY ENGINEERING.
PART !.-FIELD DEFENCES.
SECTION !.-GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF J<'ORTIFICATION.
Definition of Fortification.
1. The science of fortification deals with all the material
means by the use of which it is sought to obtain an ad vantaO'e
0
for troops in the combat.
Its main object is that of enabling a commander to
economize his defenSi ve force, in order to increase that available
for offensive action, by w hicb alone decisive results can be
obtained.
Fortification is usually divided into the following three
branches:a. Permanent Fortification, which implies defences of the
most complete kind. Such works must of necessity
be constructed in time of peace, and a.re employed to
protect import.ant centres or to ba1· lines of advance.
b. Provisional Fortification, in which the works of defence
are constructed daring, or in immediate anticipation
of war. It is used to supplement the deficiencies of
permanent defences, or to create an extemporized
fortress at some point of which the strategic importance has increased in consequence of the developments of a campaign.
Works of this class are
frequently described as "semi-permanent," but it
must be remembered that the question of permanency
does not decide the class to which a work belongs.
Provisional fortifications may require several weeks
for their construction; civil labour and resources
will frequently be employed.
c. Field Fortijicafron.
Under this heading are included
all measures taken to strengthen ground which it
ie intended to hold only for a time. Works of this
kind arc exeeuted either in face of th'e enemy, or in
expectation of his immediato approach.

General Principles regarding the use of Field Defences.
2. All measures of fortification must be regulated iu
accordauce with tactical considerations. This is particularly true
in the case of field defences, which must he constantly modified
to suit the new conditions brought about by the improvement
in firearms.
(B 11840)
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GENERAi, PRINCIPLF.S OF FOR1'Ill'ICATION.

·-------·--

In order, therefore, to obtain the greatest advantagA from
field defences, the general principles of defenc~ ns set forth
in II Combined 'rl'nining" must be carefully studied. It shouJd
be borne in mind that a force awaiting the nttack of its adversary must at some time resort to the offensive if it is to gain
a decisive victory, and tha,t the greater the e:mnomy of strength
obtained by field ,lefences of suitable design, the larger will
be the force at the disposal of the commanrler for such offensive
action.

3. It is a first principle in the application of field defences
that they should be so constructed as to conform to the tactical
plan of operations. rrhey must be considered only as a means
to an end, and 11ever as an end in themselves. They should
enahle fire to he delivered under the most favourable conditions
to the defence, but., except in the ct1.se of a passive defence,
•hould not interfere with freedom of movement for a counterattack.
When a purely passive defence is contemplated with a view
to checking a hostile advance or holding some important point
unt.il assistance arrives, or protecting defiles, bridgeheads, and
post.s on the line of communications, the delivery of a counterattack becomes of secondary importance, and obstacles and
intrenchments should be constructed solely with a view to
delaying the enemy.
4. The factors to be taken into account in selecting a
position for defensive action are discussed in " ConLhined
Training." No precise rules can be laid down as to the
manner in which a defensive position is to be occnpied or
intrenched, as so much depends on the character of the
operations, the physical features of the ground, and the composition of the troops engaged. The on] y reliable guides are a
thorough knowledge of the effects of fire and a practised eye
for g-round.
The introduction of smokeless powder has vastly increased
the clement of concealment in field defences. For not only
does if; enable a force acting on the d~ensive to fire without
di•dosing its position, but it also robs the adversary to some
extent of the ad vantages .of the long range and great accuracy
of modern weapons. It is, therefore, essential that in the
construct.ion of works of defence the greatest precautions
should be taken to ensure their concealment. If this principle
be oarefully obse,ved, the enemy may be bAtrayed into a rash
and premature ~ttack, or may even be exposed to the
demoralization of a complete surprise.
Until the enemy has disclosed his line of advance, it· will
not always be possible for a commander to decide fully on the
location and extent of the defensive works which will be
necessary, bnt this will not prevent him takiag preliminary
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measures for defence, which will usually consist in stren.gtbening
weak points, both to the front and flanks, by the construction
of small works and obstacles, the intervening spaces, when
necessary, being protected by hastily-constructed trenches.
,5. The use· of intrenchrnents is not, however, confined to
the defensive, for they constitute a-n important factor in all
offensive operations. All important points gained should at
once be put in a state of defence, so that attempts on the part
of the enemy to recapture them may be defeated. llforeover,
an assailant brought to a standstill by the fire of the defenders
will often be obliged to have recourse to intrenchment to enable
him to cope with the hostile fire ; such p1·otection will admit
of economy of force, as in the case of the defensive, and will
possibly free troops to act elsewhere with decisive effect.

SECTION 2.-ARMS AND PROJECTILES.
6. The power and nature of the arms employed affect F'ield
Fortification in two ways:lst. Their penetration, searching power, and destructive
effect govern the amount and disposition of the cover necessary
for security.
2nd. Their range and rate of fire influence the siting of
works, and regulate the positions as well as tbe scale of the
obstacles required.
,7. Fire is termed frontal, oblique, enfilade, or reverse,
according to its direction relative to the object fired at.
' It is called : Frontal, when the line of fire is perpendicular to the front of
the target.
Oblique, when the line of fire is inclined to the front of the
target.
En/ilade, when it sweeps a line of troops or defences from
a flank.
Rei,erse, when the rear instead of the front of the target is
fired at. A line of troops or defences thus attacked is said to
be "taken in reverse."
As regards the angle of descent of the projectile, fire is
said to be
High angle, when it is delivered from guns or howitzers at
any angle of elevation exceeding ~.5°.
8. Laying may be either" direct" or "indirect.'·' In" direct''
laying, tbe gun is laid by looking over or through the sights
at the target; any other method of laying is termed "indirect."

ln:O.uence of
a.rms on
defences.

Cle.ssiflcation
of fire.
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9. The weapons employed hy regular armies, which have
to bo reckoned with in designing works of defence, are rifles,
machine guns, mountain and quick-firing field guns, guns of
heavy artillery, and field and medium howitzers.
As regards the above weapons, the points which have to be
considered by the engineer when designing field works are their
range, penetration, searching power, clestructi ve effect, and
rate of tire.
So far as their effect on field works itJ concerned,
there is uo great difference between our own weapons and
those of other civilized armies; for practical purposes our own
may be taken as a guide.
10. The service rifle is the Lee-Enfield. It is universal for
all arms. Lengt,h, 3 ft. 8½ in.
Mean muzzle velocity about
i,000 f.s. Its calibre is ·303-in.
11. The slopes of descent of the bullet at various ranges
are roughly:1 in 30
At 1,000 yards
1
12
,, 1,500
6·5
,, 2,000
1 "
"
1
3
,, 2,500
2·5
,, 2,800
1 "

"

Thickness of
various
materials
proof against
bullets.

12. The following table gives the thickness, in various
materials, proof against a bullet from tbe short Lee-Enfield
Service Rifle at 30 yards range. The bullets of some continental
armies have, however, greater penetrat,ion.
Material.

Thickness
proof.

Clay

5'

Earth free from stones (unrammed)
Sand .•

3'

Sand between boa.rda
Brickwork . .
..
Soft wood, e.g., fir ••
Hard wood, e.g., oak
..
Wrought iron, or mild steel
Hardened steel plate Special hard steel .•

18"
9"
48"
27"

Shingle
..
Coal (steam)
Chalk
..

2' 6"

Remarks.

Varies greatly. This is maximum for greasy clay.
Ramming earth reduces its resisting power.
Rather more than enough.
Very high velocity bulletij
have less penetration in sand
at short than at medium
ranges.
If well built.
24" proof at 500 yards.

,,

15" proof at 500 yards.

,,,

Tu'' proof at 600 yards.

*"

6,,

2 6''
1'

When freshly excavated.
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13. The service machine gun is the 0·:303-iu. Maxim which Machine
fires the ordinary rifle cart1·idge. It will deliver a stream of gun.
bullets at the rate of 1)00 rounds a minute. The hei~h, of
parapet over which it can fire d~pendti on the t,vpe of c~iage
or tripod on which it is mounted. The latest pattern carri1\.0'e
admits of the gun firing over a height of about 4~ in., wbi~t
when mounted on Mark I tripr,,d it can fire over a height of
31½ ins.; Mark II, 42 ins.; Mark III, 30 ins.; Mark IV, any
height from 14½ ins. to 30 ins.
In order to get the best results from the gun it shouhl be
given as large a field of fire as possible.
It is particularly
effective for delivering flanking fire.

14. The 1·457-in. Vickers-Maxim gun (pom-pom), which may
be tu.ken as an ex:ample of light q nick-tiring gun, fires a 1 lb.
comm3n shell, with a bursting charge of 340 gmins of black
powder. Its penetration into wrought iron is 2·25 ins. at t~e
muzzle. The bursting charge o( the shell is so small that its
effrct against eart,hworks is insignificant.
The slope of descent is 7° 57' at 2,000 yards, 17° 19' at
3,000 yards, and 45° 21' at 4,500 yards. The muzzle velocity
is 1,757 ft. sees., and the remaining velocity at 4,500 yards is
501 ft. sees.
This gun has now been withdrawn from the units c;f lhe
Field Army, but similar guns form part of the arruamont of
some Continental armies.
Quick-firing guns of larger calibre m:iy he met with;
none of them can have much effect, upon an earth parapi,t.
But all classes of light gun will be found effective J.or
destroying loopholes at short range.
15. Horse and field artillery fire shrapnel shell of about 12
and 18 lbs. weight, with time and percassion fuzes. At short
:tad medium ranges these light project.iles, owing to their high
velocity, are easily deflected by very small parapets. At longer
ranges their penetration, before burst, is slight.. Fie!d gun
shells therefore, used a~ainst troops behind earthworks, depend
for their effect chiefly upon their searching power when burst
in the air.
The principal nRe of common shell, which is used with a
percussion fuze, is for ranging. It may also be used for the
destruction of field magazines and earthworks, and for the
attack of buildings. The small amount o'f bursting charge in
.the common shell of field guns reduces the possibility of good
effect against earthworks, while as a man-killing projectile it
is very inferior to shrapnel.
Percussion shrapnel is used for ranging, and against troops
in buildings or behind cover such a• walls. The fire. of percussion Rhrapnel will be effective against troops defend1ng any
ordina.ry building.
Time shrapnel is employed against troops under all con-

Light Q.. F.
guM.

Field guns.

Common
shell.

Shrapoel.
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ditious other thau the above.
The present fuze is effective
up to about 6,000 ynrJs.
16. 'l'he angle of the cone of dispersiou of the bullets
(generally called the angle of opening) is itbout 20°: 'l'he
angle increases slightly with the rn.,llfZP,_ beca':1se the forw~rd
velocity of the shell decr~ases more rapally t11a!1 the veloci_ty
of rotation, so that, the wfiuence of the t.~t.ter increases. ln
estinrnting the front. covered by the spn•ad of the bullets, it ~ay
be taken as from 35 to 40 per cent.. of the distance at whwh
the shell is burst short of tl,e target.
ThA sea.rchiug power of a bullet V<lries directly as the an_gle
of its descent. To find approximately the g1·eatest .searclnng
nower of a shrapnel, half the angle of opening should be added
to the slope of descent of the shell. 'l'he slope of descent of
the shell is : -

At 1,500 yards . •
about 1 in 20
1 ,, 13
,, 2,000
,, :3,000
1 ,, 7
,, 4,000
1 ,, 4
Splintel's of
17. The splinters of common shell from guns, even of those
common shell.
with high explosive bursting charges, all go forward, whether
burst in the air with time fuze, or on impact with percussion
fuze. If burst in the air, their searclJing power is 1nuch
greater than that of shrapnel, hut it is very difficult, even
under peace conditions, to burst the shell in exactly the right
place over a trench.
Field gun
18. Field gun shells are not intended to destroy earthworks.
shdls not
Against deep trenches, with low, flat parapets, field artillery
intended to
has but little effect. The tendency of the shell to glance on
destroy earth
striking an earth parapet is specially marked in the case where
C'Over.
the latter is composed of sand and light soil. Such soil falls
back into the craters formed, and thus little impressi,m can
be made on good earth cover at moderately long ranges.
Heavy
19. The 60-pr. B.L. and 4·7-in. Q.F. are examples of heavy
artillery.
artillery guns. Their rauge is longer than that of field artillery,
and their shrapnel bullets are heavier ; their searching power
is, however, little greater, :ind their shells are equa.Jly liable
to be deflected by a very slight hank of earth.
These guns can best be employed against trenches or other
earthworks by bringing an oblique or enfilade fire to bear.
Their long range frequently enables them thus to sweep the
euemy's position whilst keeping out of range of his rifle fire.
Fiold
20. Field howitzers have been introduced into the British
howitzeN.
as well as into several foreign armies. They produce results
otherwise unobtainable, since their high angle fire will search
out troops behind cover which would render field artillerv
harmles~. They are also used to attack closed works, overhead
cover villages, fire trenches, &c.
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The 5-in. shell of 50 lbs. weight, with bursting charge of
9 lbs. 15 ozs. of high explosive, is especially effective against
troops crowded together in such works as field redoubts, or
in buildings or villages. Shrapnel shell with field howitzers
can he used effectively at ranges up to about 5,000 yards;
the angle of descent of the bullets may be anything up tot21. Pl. I gives an idea of the action of various kinds of pro- Action of
jectiles.
It will be observed that practically the only one projectiles.
which has any backward effect aft.er burst is the howitzer
common shell, fired at a high angle of elevation.
This question is one which should be carefully studied by
all officers, since it is impossible to design field defences properly without a clear and accurate conception of the effects of
artillery projectiles.
For more detailed information as to the action of shells, see
7
" } ield Artillery Training."

SECTION

~.-FIELD LEVEL, AND FIELD GEOMETRY.

22. Slopes are usually described in field works by fractions, Designating
in which the numerator exp1·esses the height, and the denominator slopes.
the base of the slope. Thus a slope described as t (or verbally
as four in one) is one in which the vertical height is four times
the base (see Pl. II, Fig. 1); whilst that 'expressed by
(or
verbally, as one in six) is, on the contrary, one in which the
base is six times the vertical height (Fig. 2).
To convert slopes, given in degrees, into slopes ai:; used in
field works, a rough rule is to divide 60 by the number of
degrees in the slope. Thus 6°=1 in 10 roughly. This rule
should not be used for angles greater than 30°.

t

Field Level.

In laying out field defences certain simple geometrical Field Level.
operationei may be necessary. 'J.1be only special instrument
employed for tha purpose is the field level, which is used for
setting off angles on the ground, and for gauging slopes.
The level is shown on Plates III and lV.
The limb C, which contains the spirit level, must be opened
out first, and afterwards the limb, B ; these are then joined at
a by a catch.
The level is used in the following ways:(a) As an ordinary spirit level. For this purpose it
need not be opened (Fig. 5).

10
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(b) As n sq1rnre for scl.tiug off right angles. The limbs
.
B and C form the right angle.
(c) As a protractor, for layiug out an angle from a g1v_en
point on a given line. 'l'ho limb A is mu<le to co_1ncide with the line, tlie point of the R.rrow hencl bemg
at the given point. The required angle can then be
laid out hv stretching a tape from the arrow head
over the a,;g·le as numbered on li1nb B or limb C.
(d) For setting off any slopes from the horizonl"l to_ the
vertical. For this purpose the plumb-bob, kept ma
recess of limb 0, is required. The plumb-bob must be
suspended from the brass soeket in limb C (near the
f-'nd remote from the spirit level), and allowed to swing
freely, and the level moved until the t<tring coincides
with the l'equired angle ¾, &c. ; the edge of the limb
A will then be at the required slope.
It may be noted that one edge of the level is graduated
in feet and inches.
P.i.el£l Geonidry; Lay-ing out Angles, g·c.
23. The following simple applications of geometry frequently
Fiold
occur in laying out, fielcl defences and require the nid of no
geometry.
special instrument:(,i.) To lay off a right angle.-Let x be a point in a given
To lay off a
•traight line AH (Pl. II, Fig. 3), from which itis required to set
right angle.
off a right angle.
1st methocl.-Take any point C in A B, and drive in pickets
at c and x. 'l'ake any convenient length of tape c D x, and
make loops at either end, and finn its centre D by doubling it.
Now place the two loops over c and x, and stretch the tape taut
into the position c D x. Take D x off the picket at x and turn it
round till it comes into the position D E, in prolongation of c D.
Join E x, which gives the right a11gle required. This method is
founded on the fact that e,·ery angle in a semi-circle is a right
angle.
2nd method.-From x, measure off a distance of 4 units x c
alon_g- A B ( Fig. 4). Take a piece of line or tape 8 units
long and apply one end to the point x and the other to the point
c; find a point in the tape 3 units from x, and seizing it at this
point, draw the bight out to D. till the line is taut: then c x D is
a right angle. This method_ is founded on the fact that in any
triangle whose sides are in the proportion of 3, 4, and 5, the
angle contained between the two shorter sides is a right angle.
.
The first method is the one more usually employed.
To trace a.
(b.) To trace a perpendicular to a given line from a point
perpendicular outside it-Let x be the point outside the line An (Fig. 5),
to a given
from which it is required to draw "perpendicular to that line.
line, from a
point outside. Take a tape or cord rather longer than the perpendicular will
be; fix one end <1t x, and, stretching the tape taut, swing it
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round so that the other end will cut the line A B at the points
c and u, z c ~eing equal to x D. ]find .E tl.1t::1 middle point
between c stud D. Join x E. 'l1hen x Eis at right angles to A B.
(c.) To lay off an angle at 60" or 120".--Let x be the point in
the line A B (Fig. t;), from which it is required to lay off an
angle of 60" Take any point c in A • at a convenient distance
from x and towards that end of the line with which the angle of
60' is desired to be drawn. Take a tape or cord twice the
length of x c, and fasten the ends to x and c. Seize it by the
middle point and draw the bight out taut to E. Then the
angle E x c is 60' and A x E is 120'.
(d.) To bisect a given angle.-Let A B c be the angle which
it is required to bis_ect (Fig. 7). On BA and B c mark points
D and E at equal distances from B.
Find by means of a tape
or cord a point F equidistant from D and E. .T oin B F. Then B F
bisects the angle A B c.
(e.) To trace a liue parallel to.and at a given dist.ance from a
given line.-Let A D be the given line; from c and B, any two
points on A D (Fig. 8), erect two perpendiculars (Problem
<t). On these perpendiculars set off c F and n E equal to the
distance at which the lines are to be apart. Join E F; then E F
is parallel to A H.
(f.) To lay out an angle equal to a given angle.-Let x be
the point in the straight line A B (Fig. 9) from which it is
desired to lay off an angle equal to the angle D E c. Fix the
points D and c at any convenieut distance from E, and from the
point x measure x G equal to E c. Then from the point x as
centre, and a distance equal to E D as radio~, and from the point
G as centre, nnd a distance equal to c D as radius, describe arcs
intci·secting at F. Join x F. The angle i· x G is equal to the
angle DE c.
(g.) To find the distance between any two points A and B
whon it cannot be measured directly.-Select a point c in
continuation of the line A B at any convenient distance from B
(Fig. 10). l<'rom clay off the line c D at any convenient angle,
D being at any convenient measured distance.
In c n select a
point E so that c E is some multiple of E o, e.g., divide c D into
four equal parts ; then c E is three times E D. From n lay off
the angle c o H equal to the angle B c D (see (f) ) and on the
· opposite side of c D. Make o F of such length that the point F
is in line with A and E ..
Then A C : C E : : F D : D E
nr

E
= C__

x F D

A C

D_E_'-

If c E is three times E D as above, then A c=three times
Measure " c and deduct its value from A c.
This gives the length A B which is required.

F D.

To lay oil'
angles of 60"
or 120°.

To bisect a
given angle.

To trace a.
line parallel to
and at a given
distance from
a given line.

To lay out an
angle equa.l
to a given
angle.

'l'o find the
distance between two
points when
it cannot be
measured
directly.
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4.-INTRENCHING TOOLS AND THE
EXECUTION OF EARTHWORKS.
Intr,inclting Tools.

Definition of
intrenching
tools.

PiC"k&us.

R.E. shovel.

G.S. sho,el.

Spades.

Crowbars.

24. Uuder t.he heading of intrenching- tools are included
pickaxe~, Hhovehi, spades and crowbars. The light iutrenching
tool will also be included as soon as it is issued to the army.
25. The latest pattern of pickaxe has a 4½-lb. steel head, and
a wooden helve with a steel ferrule to fit the head. The object
of this ferrnle is to strengthen the helve at the weakest point,
and to make it easily detachable from the head. Fig. 1, Pl. V.
A pickaxe with an 8 lb. head can be obtained from
Ordnance Store if heaYy work be expected.
The word "pickaxe" is usually abbreviated into "pick."
26. The R.E. shovel is a commercial pattern of shovel
weighing about 5 lbs. Fig. 2, Pl. V.
The G.S. shovel is a shovel similar to the above, but
weighing o~ly :3½ lbs., and having a much smaJ.ler blade.
Fig. :3,Pl. V.
27. Only a very small proportion of spades are carried, as
they are of little use in the field. They are employed for cutting
sods, for working in clay, and for digging generally when a
pickaxe is not required. Fig. 4.
Crowbars also are carried only in small numbers. They
are of use for loosening rocks, making holes for pickets in hard
ground, &c. E'ig. 5.

Use of Tools.
Use of tools.

28. Careful instruction and practice in the use of in trenching
tools are essential to good and rapid work.
"'\Yhen using the full-sized tools, each digger is usual1y
provided with a pick and a shovel. The shovel should be
used only for shovelling up earth already loosened by the
pick, except in particularly soft earth, wl,ere the pick may.
sometimes be. dispensed with. lien should be practised so as
t.o shovel equally ,yell with either the right or left-ho.nd on the
T-head. When throwing earth horizontally, the ehovel should
be brought smart.ly forward in the required direction until the
hands are level with the shoulder, both hands retaining their
hold of the tool, which should, however, be allowed to slide easily
through the hand which grasps the heh•e. Anything in the
nature of a jerk should he avoided. Earth thrown properly
from a shovel should all fall in a compact mOBs. Beginners
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generally try to take up too much earth in the shovel. Navvies
make great use of the thigh in thrusting the shovel under the
loosened earth.
The pick is nsed for loosening the earth previous to shovelling. Too much earth shou]d not be loosened at once, as it O"ets
under t.he digger's feet, and is difficult to shovel. Men q;ing
the pick are not allowed under ordinary circumstances to work
sideways in their task, but only to the front and rear, so as to
avoid the risk of striking their neighbours. This risk becomes
especially great in the dark.
The pointed end of the pick is for use in stony ground;
the chisel-end is for cutting off the top sods, and, in soft soil, for
loosening large pieces._ Men using_ the pick should always
endeavour to get a vertical face to their work. Before striking
the pick into the ground, it should be raised well above the
digger's head hy both hands. In bringing it down, the belve
should slide throng-h the hand nearest to the he0,d of the pick,
and the weight of the tool should be employed to help in the
work. Where picks are mnch used, a small forge should be at
hand, to allow of their constantly being sharpened or re-steeled.
For work in clay, spades are better than shovels. Where
possible, water should be provided to wet the hlades.
29. lntrenching and cutting tools are carried by caYalry, Intrenching
artillery, engineers (field compauies and field troops), and and cutting
infantry. The detail of the tools carried is given in the Field tool,.
Service }fanua,.ls of the various arms.
Reliefs and Tasks.
30. In digging intrenchments, for all except the sm,;llest
w01·ks, the working parties are not kept -continuously at work,
but are changed at intervals, thus diYiding- the total time into
periods called reliefs.
The length of reliefs depends a great deal upon the nature
of the work, the total time.it will take, and the climate, also
on the question whether the work bas to be hurried through
and whether it can be carried on by night as well as by day.
Short reliefs are best, and as a rule it will be found that a four
hours' relief (actual digging) is quite long enough for the
infantry soldier. Six hour reliefs may occasionally be resorted
to. A relief, when no time is specified, means four hours' work.
When the soil is heavy, it is better to increase the number
of reliefs rather than the length of them; the amount of work
to be done in each is thus decreased, and the cbance lessened of
leaving unfinished tasks to succeeding reliefs.
Great care should he takeu in the preliminary detailing
of working parties, so that they may arrive at the site of
their work ready provided with tools, their tasks clearly
defined, and the men in such formation as will admit of their
ready distrihution on the work.

Relief,.

•

Detail of
working
partie,.
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Delay and noise are t~ms avoided, and_ t~e chance of confusion during night-work 1s reduced to a m1n1mnm.
31. A task is the amount of work a man has to do in one
relief. TLe amount of work to be expected from troops varies
great.ly.
It depends on ~he nature_of the soil, the amount of
training in the use of then· tools which the men have had, and
on the class of tools used.
The estimates given below, of the amount of work to be
expected from troops, ar~ for guidance u?der average conditions, and serve for workmg out, probable times, &c.
The figures must be altered to suit local conditions.
The conditions assumed are those of easy soil and untrained
soldiers.
:12. For one hour a 1nan can dig at the rate of 30 cub. ft..
per hour. Up to four hours a man can dig at the average
rate of 20 cub. ft. per hour, or excavate about 80 ft. in a four
hours' relief.*

Organ;sation of Working Parties.
Length of
la!:!ks.

Task work.

Trecches.

33. For all intrencbments the normal distances apart at
which the men are spaced for work is two paces (5 ft.). This
can be reduced if necessary to 4 ft., hut to do so rather cramps
the diggers, especially with heavy tools.
It can be increased
up to 10 ft.
34. Task work is better than working for. a fixed time,
and each unit should be allowed to knock off work when the
task is done.
In arranging tasks it is better to under-estimate than to overestimate the men's power of excavating, in order to avoid
uncompleted tasks.
3-'i. The method of extending men for work on trenches
is laid down in u Infantry Training," 1905,
The working parties will nearly always be infantry.
Only
half as many picks as shovels are carried by the infantry,
therefore in ca~es where a company is only able to use it,s
own tools, each digger cannot have both a shovel and a pick.
Every two· diggers must share a pick, or else pick-men must
he told off, one to each pair of diggers.
If the party be large, and the work of a corn plicated nature,
as in the construction of a redoubt, the men should be divided
into detachments, .each under a superintendent, corresponding
to definite portions of the work. They should be formed in
. • In very ea.ey soils increa.se the r&tee by 50 per oent. In very hard
soils decrease the rates by 30 per cent. Speci&lJy trained men can be
reckoned to be able to do 50 per cent. more work.
The1e rates hold up to a. ma.ximum throw uf 12 feet, a.nd 11, lift out of o.
trench 4 feet deep.
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column at some distance from the Aite, and successively extended
along the tracing tapes, driving in their picks on the left of
their tasks, ancl · 1".ying down their shovels along the front. It
is sometimes advisable, in order to save time in extending, to
keep a separate detachment to be distributed on the excavations
at the angles.
30. Shelter trenches and cover for guns will usually be
constructed hy the units which are to occupy them, under the
superinteudence of their own officers. but for more elaborate
works military working parties will generally be superintended
by the Royal Engineers.
Ci viliau workmen should be
employed in gangs undet· their own gaugers, supervised by
soldiers. In order to ensure continuity of the work, supervisors should not be relieved at the same hours as the working
parties.
37. Tools will be collected near the work and so arranged
that the working parties can be marched on them and take them
up with the least possible delay. A convenient plan is to
place picks and shovels in two separate heaps about 10 paces
apart.
38. For excavating ditches, trenches, &c., where the throw
does not exceed 12 ft. horizontally and 4 ft. vertically, 01· 9 ft.
vertically from the ground on which the men stand, the
working parties will consist of "diggers'' only, each man
having a pick and shovel.
39. When the distance is so great that the diggers cannot
deposit the earth in its final position with a single throw,
'shovellers" must be told off as well.
The shovellers each have a shovel only, and their duty
is to pass on the earth already excavated. The strongest men
should be selected, and each unit, especially for task work,
should haYe its proper proportion of shovellers, since men
work more rp,adily for their own company or regim.Pnt than

Superintendence.

Tool,.

Diggers a.nd
1hovellcr8.

for strangers.

The proportion of shovellers to diggers may vary accoding
to the circu'!llstances; it will be from one to two shoyellers for
every three diggers.
40. In any case the ordinary rates of work cannot be
expected when the vertical lift is more than 4 ft.
41. In addition to diggers and shovellers, it is advisa.hle to Reserve.
provide a small reserve for general duties to each working pE1rty
in order to ensure the completion of all tasks b,v the end of
the relief. This reserve may be taken at ahout 10 per cent. of
the diggers and shovellers togelher, and e•,ch unit should provide its own reserve upon which to draw for the pa.rpose of
assisting weak men, &c. The reserve should be provided with
tools additional to those of the working party.
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42. In arranging reliefs the following rules should, if
possible, be adhered to:(a) The second and succeeding reliefe should have less
earth to excavate than the first, as the diggers have
further to throw.
(b) If possible, each relief should leave a vertical face of
earth for the next relief to commence upon. For
instance, in figs. below, the dividing line should be as
in A, and not as in :B.

Fire
Wenches.

43. When constructing fire trenches, the men should try to
get cover as soon as possible. Sods and lumps of earth should
be used for revet.ting the interior slope, which must be made
as nearly vertical as possible, the revetting being carried up
with the parapet.
No gaps should be left between tasks.
When separate pick-men are told off, each pick-man should
change rounds with his two diggers at intervals.
44. In task work care should be taken that the men work
to the exact dilllensions.
Diggers must commence on the left of their tasks, in order
to incommode each other as little as possible. Where there
are both diggers and shovellers, the tendency is for the shovellers
to move too close up to the diggers. This requires constant
correction. The shovellers, where the excavation is shallow,
should not be closer than 10 ft. to the cutting line. This
distance can be decreased in the case of deep ditches, where the
lift must be taken into account. Diggers mnst always throw
the ee,rth so that the shovellers can easily pass it on. Shovellers must pass the earth on as fast as they get it, and allow no
accumulations.
Where the section of the ditch is of importance and has to
be adhered to, the- excess of excavated earth is got rid of by
spreading it about. When the ditch is dog purely to obtain
earth, the section does not matter, and can be reduced at the
sa.lients, where an excess usually occurs.
45. When time is short and plenty of men are available, it
is possible to get the work done in about two-thirds of the
normal time by detailing two men to each task.

Method of ea,ecuting Tasks.

Larger works.

Double man·

Ding tools.
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As a rule only one row of diggers are employed to throw
the earth in any one direction. With train~d men, Ruch as
8Rppers, two rows of diggers may sometimes ·be employed to
ea.ve time. One row should comment:e on the left and one on
the right of their tasks. or the tasks he arranged to break
joint. Special care in the use of the pick is required to prevent
accidents.
46. In the exceptional case of a deep V-shaped ditch, the
sloping sides cA.nnot be formed at once without great loss of
time. It is usual, therefore, to commence by cutting cut the
sides in steps, which are subsequently cut, to the require<i slope
either in the same or in a subsequent relief.
47. There is often some difficulty in carrying on the revetment of the interior slope concurrently with the growth of the
parapet, especially where the earth is obtained from a trench,
but it should be done as far as possible.
48. For work in stiff cb.y as many spades as possible should
be used by the dig(l"ers, and buckets of water should be provided
in which the men can dip their spades.
4~. Drinking-water should be provided, mixed with oatmeal
when possible, but the men must be warned against drinking
much.

Balancing Parapet and Excavation.
50. 111 works larger than shelter trenches it will be
necessary to balance t.he parapet and excavation. Under
average conditions (see para. 32) a man can excavate 80 cub. ft.
in a relief, and as the interval between diggers is 5 ft. (see
para. 3:3), the sectional area of each man's excavation will be
16 sq. ft.
The earth reqnired for the parapet is obtained from the
rear trench, or from rear trench and front ditch combined.·
Earth, when newly excavated, especially in stiff soils, occupies
more space than it did before excavation by about one-seventh
to one.tenth of its volume. It ia, however, not worth while to
allow for this in calculation, as the surplus can always be
either used in some way, or disposed of. It will be sufficient
to take a section at right angles to the line of the p,irapet, and
make the area of the excavation equal to the area of the parapet.
51. In most field works it may be assumed that local circumstances fix the dimensions of the parapet. The rear trench
having to fulfil certain conditions as to cover, must als0 to a
certain extent, Le of fixed size, but its dimensions may be
somewhat varied to assist in balancing, provided always tha.t.
the trench affords sufficient cover.
In many cases it will be found that snfficient earth for the
parapet cannot be obtained from the rear trench, withoul;
(B ll840)
B

Excavation
of V-,h•pod
dHchefl.

Revettin~
interior slope.

Working in
clay.
Water.
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making it too large; a ditch must then be added to provide the
earth still required. This will 11ot be a di sad vantage, as it
will permit of a second line of diggers, and so hasten the
execution of the work. Should the sectional area of the ditch
be less than 16 sq. ft., the interval between the diggers may be
increased beyond 5 ft., in order to bring their tasks up to about
80 cub. ft.
52. In cases where the command is low,and the rear trench is
consequently deep, the excaYation will probably ex.ceed the
parapet in area; the surplus eart,h may either be used to
thicken the parapet, or to form a parados, or it may he spread
in rear.
53. The following example shows the metbod of balancing
parapet and excavation, the section taken being tha.t given
on Pl. XXIX (Section through Parapet):-

___ 8'---@I

.,
Firstly, to obtain the sectional area of the parapet in square
feet:Area of triangle abc
½ x 9 x 4½
20¼ sq. ft.
rectangle bced = 5½ x 4½
= 24¾
,,
triangle def
½ x 4½ x If
:Z½
Add for loopholes, say 2½ x l½ . . . .
8¾

=
=

Subtract area of elbow-rest, l½ x

=
=

¾

Area of parapet, • . • . . . . . . . . = 50g, say 50 sq. ft,
'l'he area of the trench is obtai,ned in the same manner:Area of figure wrst
6 x ½(4½ + 3) •.
22¼ sq. ft.
opqw
4½ x ½(2½ + l½)
g·
lmno
2 x l¼,.........
2½

=
=
=

=
=
=

Sectional Area of trench . • . . • • . • • • • . . •

=

34

Of this, about 4 sq. ft. is requi1·ed for the overhead cover
shown in Plate XXIX, which leaves 30 sq. ft. for the parapet.
But the sectional are<t of the parapet is 50 sq. feet.
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Therefore tbe sectional area of the ditch must be 50 -

= 20 sq. ft.
2½

;;o

The ditch as a rule may be shallow, so that 8 ft. broad and
ft. deep will give tbe required amount of earth.
54. On drawings, the area in square feet is shown thus

!zo I•

the contents in cubic feet thus

(0.

All heights above the ground level are marked with a
"plus" sign+, those below with a" minus" sign-.
55 . .An arrangement of the reliefs necessary to execute tLe
above work is shown below, in order to illn1:itrate the usual
metbod employed: 6.

.,/,._

--,

·7li
I

?.6 ..

Offen

Trench.

I.
ll.
III.

=
=

=

80 cub. ft.
16 sq. ft. x ,'i ft.
1st relief, task
= 77½
= 15½ ,, x 5
2nd
12½
x 5 ,,
2½
:3rd
Ditch.

1st relief, task = 15 sq. ft. x 5 ft. = 75 cub. ft.
X 5 ,, = 25
= 5
2nd

In the trench the first relief has been put at the back of the
excavation in order to give the revetters and shovellers a platform sufficiently wide to work upon. The second relief should
excavate the upright portion of their task first; half of the
bottom portion should be deposited upon the reverse side of the
trench, whence it can be shovelled on to the top of the overhead
cover when that is ready for it. The third relief should first
exca,·ate their task, also throwing the earth to the rever~e side;
they should then erect the overhead cover. In addition to
those actually digging, the following men should be allowed:Tu the first relief for the trench, 1 man to every 2 diggers for
revetting and shovelling (the revetting materials being on the
spot) ; iµ the second relief the same; in the third relief
1 man should be allowed to every digger to assist in putting
up the overhead cover.

(B 11840)

H

2
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For the ditcl,, in the first. relief 1 shoveller should be allowed
for every 3 diggers; in the second relief 1 man to every
dio-CJ'er in order to assist in filling sandbags and forming the
lo~pholes (which will ha-veto be left to the latter half of the
relief).
Tracing.
Tracing.

Order of
tracing.

Toob, &o.

50. Tntcing a work consists in laying out so much of its
plau on the ground as is necessary to guide the distribution of
the working parties.
This is usually done by Jaying down
lines or tapes, or by cutting a groove in the ground with pick
ur shovel (spitlocking).
The service tracing tapes are white, I½ in. wide, and wound
on pickets in 50 yard lengths.
A tracing party consists of one officer, one N.C.O., and
three men. One man at the starting point drops the ball of
tape at his feet, and lets the tape ruu through his hands, the
officer drawing out the other end in the required direction.
A second man measures the distance with a box tape or
measuring rod, and the third drives pickets at any angle round
which the tape is passed. The N.C.O. assists.
57. 'l'he crest line is traced first, and from this the edges of
the various tasks, known as '' cutting- edges," are laid down
a,ccording to the section. The tape is then taken up from the
crest line (which is either spit-locked or marked with pickets),
since this is not a cutting line.
Every tape or line left down indicates a cutting line, and
implies that a working party is to be distributed along it.
58. The tools and materials required for a !.racing party
are:Mallet
1
Field level
1
5-foot rod , .
1
l\ieasuring ta,pe
1
Pickets, as necessary.
Tracing tapes. as necessary.
59. Simple works are, as a rule, constructed without being
traced,

Pro.filing.
Profiles.

. 60. _The work having been traced,pro.fil,s showing the various
d1mens10ns and slopes of the parapet are put up at rio-ht ano-les
to the direction of the tracing lines. Profiles should be m"ade
of wood battens l½ in. to 3 in. wid~ by ¾in. thick; but string or
tape may be used for all parts except the verticals. Two at
least should be put up on each face near the angles, to serve a.s
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guides in forming the parapet. Where the faces are long, more
pTofiles are requ,ired, the usus,l proportion being one to every
:JO ft.

Profile not exceeding 6 feet in height.

61. In setting up a profile, the starting point is the firing line Erecting
or crest. This is the intersection of the interior slope with the profile,.

top of the parapet. The crest becomes an imaginary line after
the elbow rest is formed. When the parapet has a low enough
command for the level of the crest to be easily reached,
battens or rods are driven vertically into the ground at points
representing the base of the exterior slope, the crest and
exterior crest lines, the edges of the banquette, and the toe of
its slope.
These points are then marked at the correct height
on their respective uprights, and the profile is outlined by
battens joining the points, and nailed or lashed to the uprig1ts.
The outer edges of t.hese profiling hattet:1s mark the surface
of t.he earth, except where a slope is to be revetted. when
the inner edge of the batten should he used for that particular
slope, in order that the profile may not interfere with the
building of the revetment.
On uneven grnund the height
of the crest should he fixed first, and the other slopes set off
by means of a field level.
When the parapet has a considerable command (more than
6 feet) it is better to drive square-beaded pickets into the ground
at the position of the verticals, their tops projecting about 2 ft.
above the ground. Battens of the exact height of the different
points are then laid on the ground touchiug their respective
pickets and at right augles to the line of tl1e section, and their
tops are connected by other battens to represent the different
slopes; the whole is then raised and is fixed to the pickets by
two or more nails, or hy lashing, the profile being supported by
side stays if required.
The pro61es necessarily show sharp angles at the intersections of slopes or faces, but in working to them it is advisable
to round off all such angles, so as to show no sharp lines towards
the enemy.
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It is very desirable that the profiles should he put up before
the work is commenced, but, when time presses, the commencement should not be delayed for this reason, since the pro.files
can be erected during the progress of the work. Under such
circumstances it may suffice merely to drive posts int.o the ground
with their tops at the levels of the crest and exterior cr0st
respect.i vely.
6~. The tools required for a profiling party are:Crowbar
Mallet
•.
Hammer, claw
1 Field level. .
1
Hand axe . .
l 6 ft. rod • .
1
Hand saw . .
1 Measuring tape
1
63. The materials required are : Piekcts, made up into bnndles1
all in quantities deBattens, ¾ in. by 3 in., long
enough to make up the
pending on the extent
profile
I of the work.
Nails, cut, 2 in.
J
lf large profiles have to be erected, scantlings 3 in. by 4 in.
and 2 in. by 3 in., of various lengths, are necessary; the
profiling strips may also be of stouter material.
Where elbow 1·ests are given, it is best to make the full
profile first and t.hen shape the elbow rest.
The part shown black in the diagram may be sawn off
before the parapet is finished.
64. In the case of simple works profiling is not necessary.
65. In the case of an important work such as a redoubt, its
site and garrison will, as a rule, first be decided, and the design
will then be worked out on the spot.
The design, organization of work, and actual construction
haviug- to be carried out morA or less at the same time, the
following is the order in which the successive steps should be
uudertaken, previous to the distribution of working parties.
(a) Arrange a trace to give fire in the necessary direc~
tions, the length of the crest line being proportioned to the
allotted garrison.
(b) Detail tracing parties, and trace the fh~ng line.
( c) Detail profile parties, and determine the command :.t
the various profiles for fire and screening effect, modifying the
trace where necessary. Commence drainage.
(d) Spitlockthe trace or crest line.
( e) Determine the positions of the excavations, and trace
with tapes ready for the extension oft~ e working parties.

11

1

Organization of Working Parties.
66_. In the preceding paragraphs of this section, the
orgamzat10n of working parties for earthworks • has been
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alluded to. The following rules are for the guidance of officers
in detailing parties for nil classes of work. (a) It is not
always necessa,•y to use short reliefs for works other than those
which involve great and constant physical exertions, such as is
entailed by digging. For exRmple, in works such as bridge
building it is generally best to work the whole party together,
right through the hours of daylight, breaking off only for meala.
Where work at night is possihle, reliefs should be arranged t.o
admit of each man getting his fair share of sleep. (b) Men
must have good rests on a long job, and if the work will tako
some days, and is being carried on night and day, each man
should have two reliefs off to one on. ( c) It is best to keep units
as far as possible unbroken. (d) It is always desirable to
under-estimate rather than to over-estimate the work a man
can do, t.herefose, calculate as well as you can by the aid of
books and the exerciRe of common sense what amount of work
a man can do, aud then reduce this amount by 25 per cent.
(e) In requisitioning for a working party a good plan is to
demand 10 per cent. more men than you actually estimate you
reqnire.
This allows a margin in case of emergencies. The
same applies to materials. (f) In drawing up schemes for
works, it is necessary clearly to indicate the working parties,
tools, &c., required, also the time and place at which the
working partieB are to parade. This can conveniently be done
in tabular form. Specimen headings are given below:No. of Men.
Where
at Work.

---lnf,

Nature
of Work.

R.E.

--- ---- -----

Task '3~~
pe, O gi5

Tools and
Materials.

Man. ~~~
-----

Remarks.

-- - - - - - - I

I

I

I
'

I
I

I

I
!

I

;

i

!

I
I

I

II

SECTION 5.-MATERIALS AND TOOLS OTHER THAN
FOR INTRENCHING.
For Table of Tools carried in the field, see the Field Service
Manuals of the various arms.
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Earth.
Euth.

\Veight of
earth.

Slopes.

67. Of all the materials used in the construction of field
defences, endh is t.he most valuable as well as the most generally
available. It can be dealt with by unskilled labour, and in combination with wood, iron, or masonry can be turned to account
in a variety of ways, both for obtaining cover and for creating
obstacles. No other material resists project;Jes so effectually.
For the purposes of field fortification, eart,h is usually procured from trenches dug as near as pm-:sible to the place at
which it is to be used. As a rule, therefore, it has not to he
carried far, and shovelling only is required in its distribution.
Where greater distances occur, earth is carried in haskets,
harrows, or carts. Barrows and carts are occasionally pro·
curable in the field by requisition from the civil population,
and in England may be counted upon to a considerable extent.
68. The weight per cubic yard of earth of various kinds is
as follows:Sand and (!'.ravel about 30 cwt.
Ordinary soil
26 ,,
Clay
31 ,,
A barrow holds about 2 cubic feet; an ordinary two-wheeled
cart, lf cubic yards.
69. The steepest slopes at which thrown-up earths of
different quality will stand are:Dry Rand
38°
Gravel • 40°
50°
Com pact earth. •
Clay (drained)..
45°

Sods.
S,,ds.

70. Sods are used for revetments, and also in special ca.ses
to form walls.
They should, when possible, be cut from meadows growing
thick gra.ss, which have been previously mown and watered, so
that the earth may adhere firmly to the roots. Each sod should
be about 18 in. long, 9 in. broad, and not more than 4½ in. thick.
In cutting sods, spades should be used, specially sharpened
with a file or grindstone. A convenient rule to remember
is that the sods should be two spade-breadt.bs long, one broad
and one-half thick.
Three men will cut one hundred sods per hour.

Timber, uei:,s

71. Timber iB u,ed for bridges, railway sleepers, huts,
temporary bomb-proofs, splinter proofs, magazines, gun plat.

Timber,
to which
•pplied.

.Plate, PI.

CUTTING

TooLS.

Bill,Book
(frr4i-,)

F111.4.

Fig. 6.
" ~ . A ~ • lh>s.,-cuz Saw wei(IM 6lk. 7ozs.

:, &· c;.>MIUl.llM

1,.-, LITM•.l, 1.0NtlOlt,S.'1:
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forms, mining frames, stockades, palisades, abatis, barriers, and
for numberless other engineering purposes in r.onnection with
an army in the field.

72. The tools employed for felling timber are the felling a,:e Felling
(Pl. VI, Fig. 1), the hand axe (Fig. 2), the cross-cid saw timber.
(Fig. 6), and the hand saw (Fig. 4). Of these the felling axe is
generally used, and, in the hands of an experienced workman,

is the best of all. The hand axe is only suitable for felling
small trees not exceeding 12 to 15 in. in diameter, but it may
be employed with ad vantage when men practised in the use ~f
the felling axe are not available, since it requires comparatively
little skill in handling.
The cross-cut saw or the hand saw may also be used (the
latter ,rith small trees only) provided that measures are taken,
by wedging or otherwise, to pre,·ent the weight of the tree
from jamming and breaking the saw. Unpractised men can
use the cross-_cut saw more easily and safe]y than the axe,
and can cut more quickly with it. When convenient, it is best
to fell a tree in the direction of its natural inclination. In using

the felling axe the tree should be first attacked on the side on
which it is required to fall, a rope being employed, if necessary,
to pull it over, as, for instance, when the natural inclination

is not in the required direction. When the tree has been cut
into as far as the cent,re, or a little beyond, the workman should
change over to the opposite side and commence again about

4 or 5 inches above the former cut, until the t,ree falls. The cuts
should be as shown in Pl. VII, Fig. 5, where the arrow indicates
the direction in which the tree is required to fall. With
beginners, or when it is not important to sa.ve timber, and when

there is no objection to leaving the cover which high stumps
afford, the point a should be at the height of the hip, b c should
be horizontal, a o inclined, and the distance a b should be
about ¾the diameter of the tree.
It may sometimes be convenient to employ both the saw and
the axe to cut down a tree. In such cases the axe should be
used on the side towards which the tree is to fall, and the saw
on the opposite sirle.
The teeth of all saws used for cutting green timber should
be set wide.
73. In a working day of 8 hours, two practised men can fell a Rate of
tree of hard wood 5 ft. in diameter, or one man can fell a tree felling timber,
3 ft. 6 in. in diameter, or two or more smaller trees. Soft wood

trees, 2 ft. to 3 ft. in diameter, can be felled by four unpractised
men in from 15 to 30 minutes with t.he axe and from 10 to 20
minutes with the cross-cut saw, and trees 1 foot in diameter, in

about half that time. They can be cross-cut into three lengthe
in from 20 to 30 minutes more. Care should be taken to select
soldiers who have been accustomed to the use of cutting tools.
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The following table, showing the time actuaHy taken h): inex-

perienced men in felling trees of different kmds and sizes,
given for reference.

!i~1!!;!, of

I0.
!

I

i

i;:~~r !
[
cut.

f

Kind of Tool.

I Time Ta.ken
I Cut tgown

Number

i

l'tf!n

:

R. E.

1s

Tl'adei.

each.

----1~ 1-----1 ----+-- --1 hr. mi~
o.k
o.k

1

Oak
Onk
Oak

o·s

Elm

Birch
Beech
Beech
Larch

•• I

t::;~ .. I

Chestnut ::
Chest.nut

Oak
Oak
O•k
Oak

u.k

O•k

2·7
2·0
0·9

j

0·5
1 ·5
0·7
0·6

1

Cross-cut saw , .
Felling axe
Felling axe
Cron-cut saw
Felling axe
}~elling axe
Cros!l-cut saw ..
Felling axe

2
2
2
2
4
2
2

Masons
l\fosons
Labou1·ei·s
Labourers
Masons
Masons
Labourers
Labourers

4,

1

1 20
1 30
9
.. : 0
O 2¼
..
O 2
O 15
1¾
0
..
3
0
..

O·G

Cross-cut saw .. I

2

Laboure1•s . .

0·8
0·5
0·5
0·3
0·3
0·9
o·9

Felling axe
Cross-cut saw .. i
Felling axe
Cross-cut sa.w ...· I,
Felling axe
..
Hand axe
Hand axe

2
2
2
2
2
l
1

Labourers
Labourers
Labourers
Masons
Masons
Carpenter

~:~
1·3
1·2 {

i

~~:d~:ea ..

j

~

2
.· I
Hand saw
Hand_ saw and I} 1
axe
fellrng

I

..
..
..
..

Labow·er

O

g:;i:~::::s:: I: g

Carpenters.·
Carpenter . .

2::1.

5
0
1½
0
3
0
O 1
O 1
7
0
O 10

~½

O

9

0

5½

A good rough rule for time of felling trees up to 12 in.

diameter, is thut one man with a felling axe will take a minute

for every inch of diameter.
Above 12 in. diameter the time, in hours, is approximately
one-fifth of the diarueter in feet, cubed.
One man with a felling axe will do the wOJ·k of two men
with hand axes. With saws half the time may be all?wed.
A trained sapper can in one hour fell aud trim about four
fir trees of 4 to 6 in. diameter, or two of 10 in.
A trained sapper can clear about 250 square yards of fir
plantation in ten hours, leaving the trees where they fall, the
trees ranging from about 12 in. diameter at the butt, down to
brushwood.
Trees when felled should, for facility of transport, be cut into
logs of convenient size on the spot; or they may be carried as

explained in para. 14:3,

In clearing tracts in forests, &c., fires are sometimes made

round the trunks of trees, which are then hurnt down to save
the labour of cutting.

Plau ff!

SAW

PITS.&'<

1\g. 1

fig.Z.

Tr,-es

F'!l 4-.
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In estimating the amount of tools and labour required for
clearing average woods, a rough rule is to assume that a tree
of 12 in. diameter is standing at every ten yards.

Sawn timber can occasionally be obtained in the field from
houses and fences, or from timber yards in towns, as well as in

the form of railway sleepers.
74. The following tools are generally required by a party of Tool, for
100 men, employed in felling and removing timber : felling timber.
Axes, felling, 4½ lbs.
60
Axes, hand, 2 lbs. . .
12
Handspikes, common, 6 ft. 12
Chains, l¼ in., 5 fathoms,
with hooks at end
4

Cant-hooks, iron. .
10
S:iws, h:tnd, 26 in.
. . 12
Stones, grind, F.S., 18 in. 4
Tapes, measuring, 50 feet 2
*Gyn, triangle, and tackle l

75. An experienced lumberer can square and shape timber Converting
with the axe alone 1 but army artificers require the tools shown timber.

in Pl. VI.
In special cases, as, for instance, in a siege, steam machinery

for converting timber may be available in the workshops ;
otherwise saw pits must be used.
76. The usual dimensions of saw pits are those gfren in Saw pite.
Pl. VII, Fig. l:!, the length being 10 ft. to 15 ft. The excavation

in ordinary soil can be accomplished in eight hours, using two
,·eliefs of diggers. Two or three of the props (A, A) are set up
on each side, with their feet on groundsills (B, B), and topsills
(C, C) are trenailed to them. T·he topsills support e,ross pieces
which carry the log. Plank, fascine or hurdle revetment ( see
Section 6) can, if necessary, be used to line the sides of the pit.
The top and bottom faces of the log to· be cut up are roughly
flatted with the axe, or adze; or, which is quicker, two slabs are

sawn off to start with, the log being meanwhile steadied by
dogs alone. It co,n then be sawn up into planks in the ordinary
way.
When pits cannot be dug, the arrangement shown in Figs. l
and 3 is used. The log to be cut up is got into position by
parbuckling it up beaws (B) into its place as shown in Fig. 3.
It is then secured by dogs to the topsills or to the beams
resting on them.

During raising it may be necessary to prop

up the trestles by temporary struts at D.
A short log may be cut up hy resting one end on a fourlegged trestle (Fig. 4), the other being secured to an additional
length of timber, the lower end of which is weighted and rests
on the ground. As the saw works through the log, the latter is
pushed up the trestle as required.
Eight dogs are allowed for each pit ; two should be twisted
right-handed, two left-handed, and four should be straight.
• For hee.vy timber only.
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77. Two good sawyers require an hour to cut through 20 feet
of a 12-in. squared fir log, including setting out the work. _Hard
woods, such as oak, elm, ash, and beech, take about twice as
long as fir. If the saws be out of orderi o:.:· the timber gr~en,
more time must be allowed. When trestles are at1ed, some fame
is taken in getting the timbers on to thorn.
78. The following tools are required by a party of 100 men
in preparing timber:-

Axes, broad, carpenters'
Adzes, carpenters' ..

40
16

{ cross-cnt, 5 ft.
Saws
pit, 7 ft. ...
ha.ncl, 213 in.
Sets, { pit or cross-cut

8
2

24

4

saw hand
..
2
Hammer, sledge, 9½ lbs.
4
Grease, lbs.
20
Dogs, iron, ¾in. round and
24 in. long
lo

F"l
1

es,
saw

{ cross-cut, 7 in.
pit, 5 in ...
hand, 5 in.

16
12
24

Axes, pick
} for saw-pit
Shovels
Line, chalk

H
8

Wedges, iron, 6 in.
12
Chisel~, socket, 2 in.
16
Mallets, carpenters'
8
Squares, iron, 24 in.
8
Tapes, measuring, .)0 ft ... 4
Rules, 4-fold, 2 ft.
8
Rods, measuring, 6 ft.
8
2
{ grind, 18 in.

Stones

rub, 12 in.
rag or '"i"het

2
2

Iron and Steel.
Iron a.nd
eteel.

Re.Us.

Sap-shields.

Steel
loophole
plates.

79. Iron and steel bars, rails, corrugated and sheet iron,

tin boxes, &c., are often available, and can be usefully employed
in varions defence wcirks.
If rails are used for overhead cover, they should be left
bare and made t.o slope downwards from the front, so as to
cause ricochet.
80. The present pattern of steel sap-shield is made of
specially hardened steel, -f6 in. thick. It is rectangular 2 ft.
6 in. by 2 ft., has two detachable legs, and a loophole with
cover plate. The pattern has not yet been finally decided on.
81. Special steel loophole plates are now articles of store.
Dimensions 24 in. by 12 in. by ¼in. Loophole 5 in. by 3 in.,
but the dimensions may be altered.
Pl. XXI, ~'igs. 1 and 2, show how they should be built into
sand-bag parapets.

Sacks and Sandbags.
Sa,:ks.

Sond-bags.

82. On service, SS1cks of various kinds are usua1ly obtainable
in large numbers.
They can be used for revetments, walls
of blockhouses, loopholes, &c.

83. The service sand-bag is made of canvas, not proofed. For
ordinary work 1 cubic yard of earth fil1;i i.bout 60 sand-bags.
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Service sand-bags are packed iu bales of 100, weighin"
0
62 lbs. Fifteen bales of sand-bags measure :l,5 cubic feet.
'l'heir dimensions are, when empty, 2 ft. 9 ins. by 1 ft. 2 ins.,
when filled usually 20 ins. by 10 ins. by 5 ins., but these may
be val'ied as required.
Brushwood.
84. Brushwood is used for making gabions, fascines, and
hurdles; also for wattling, &c. Willow, birch, ash, Spanish
chestnut, and hazel are most generally suitable, and should, if
possible, be cut when the leaf is off. The rods should not
exceed ¾in. ill diameter for gabions and similar work, or 2½ in.
for fasci nes and pickets.
No definite age can be laid down at which iL is hest tu cut
brushwood for military purposes, much depending on the nature
of the soi], climate, &c. As a general rule, however, for gabions
and similar work, brushwood should not be more than six, and
for fascines not more than ten years old. An acre of bruRhwood six years old produces an average of 440 bundles
of about 50 lbs. to the bundle, or say three G.S. wagon loads
to 1000 square yards.
Brushwood is usually cut with a billhook (Pl. VI, Fig. 7),
and made up into bu10dles each weigbin_g about 50 lbs. The
bundles are hound in two places by pliable rods called withes
(see para. 88) of about ½ or ¾ in. in diameter, one being
fastened near the butts-which are all placed at the same
end-and the ot,her a little beyond the centre of the bundle. A
loop is made at the ~mall end of the binding rod by twisting
the rod, for a sufficient diRtance, to form an eye large enough to
allow the butt end to pass easily through, and also to permit
two or three turns to be taken round the standing part (Pl. VIII,
Fig. 1).
The binding rods should first he laid on the ground at the
proper distance apart, and as soon as sufficient brushwood has
been laid over them, the butt end of each rod should be passed
through the eye and hauled up taut, the eye being pressed down
with the foot. The butt end is then twisted, a slight strain
being kept upon it. After several turns have been given it
will be found, on taking off the strain, that the rod will curl
ronnd the eye in such a manner as to prevent it runniug through
(Fig. 2). The end should then be stowed away in the bundle.
A rn<tn can cut about 100 square yards of five-year old brushwood in four hours. Binding takes about an equal time.
The same man may cut and bind, but this is not desirable.
A good arrangement is to tell off the men in parties of 25, under
a non-commissioned officer. A cuttiug party should be spaced
at four yards apart, when each man should cut 25 yards to his
front in fonr hours making altogether 2,500 square yards or
about half-an-acre, for the party.

Brushwood,
uses to which
applied.

Best age for
military
purposes.

How cut &nd
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A second party of equal strength should follow, to collect,
sort., and bind.
If it be necessary to carry the brushwood to any dista.nce, a
third party must be employed, whose strength will vary
according to the distance.
Men, tools,
&c., for
cutting o.nd
c1~rting
brushwooll.

8.5. The following table giyes an estimate of the men and
tools required for cutting and carting an acre (4,840 square
yards) of brushwood (a full day's work): For Jelling and binding.
N.C.O.'s}·r t {'2
].fen { prh·ates in an ,ry ,50
sappers . .
..
:l
felling
2
A
xes { hand
4

Grindstones
Gloves, hedgers', pairs,,
Billhooks
Rag, rub, or whetstoues

1
5U
50
5

and 4 men at the grindstones to keep up a supply of sharpened
tools.
For loading and carting.
N.~.O.'s} infantry
Privates

'·

{ 1
15

I Wagons,

G.S.
Ropes, l½ in.

14
fms. 100

In cutting down hedges, a proportion of hand saws will be
required, as well as billhooks or hand-axes.
Fascines.

De,cription
of fascines.

Construction
of fascines.

86. Fascines are bundles of brushwood of special dimensions, used in revetments, to form fouudations for roads in
marshy sites, and for many other purposes. The ordinary
fascine is 18 ft. long and 9 in. in diameter, and its average
weight, when the wood has been cut some weeks, is 140 lbs.
:Pascines are made in a cradle composed of .~ pairs of trestles,
each consisting of two stakes about 6½ ft. long and 3 in. in
diameter, driYen obliquely into the ground, crossing at right
angles, and tied to each other. The centre of the cross should
be about 2 ft. 6 in. from the ground (Pl. IX, Fig. 1). The
two encl trestles are first placed 16 ft. apart (Fig. 4), and a
line is strained between them where the stakes cross. The remaining three trestles are then inserted at intervals of 4 ft.,
care being taken that all the trestles touch the line, otherwise
the fascines will _be itTegular in form. When t,he trestles are
fixed, straight rods of hrushwoorl, from l to 2½ in. in diametP-r,
and trimmed if possible, are laid over them, projecting about
1 ft. 6 in. beyond the extreme trestles. The stouter rods must
be laid on the outside with the thick and thin ends alternating, and the smaller i;;tuff near the centre, until the cradle iR
nearly full, care being taken that the fascine is equally stiff
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throughout its length. The diameter of the fascine is then
proved with the fascine-choker, and more stuff added where
required. Any v,•ry crooked rods should be cut half through,
so as to make them lie evenly.
87. The fnscine-choker consists of two wooden levers 4 ft. long, Choking
of 2 in. hy l¾ in. ash, with the edges rounded, coupled together and binding
by a chain 4 ft. long fastened to iron sockets at a distance of fascinca.
1 ft. 6 in. from the ends of the levers (Pl. IX, E'ig. 2). Two
small rings are fixed on the chain 28 in. from each other, and
eq nidistant from the centre, f\S a gauge for the circnmference
of a fa.seine. Two men, standing one on each side, chuke the
fascine, by placing the centre of the chain under the brushwood
on the trestle, the short ends of the levers being upwards,
handing the levers to each other over the fascine with the short
ends down, and then bearing down on the long ends of the levers
till the gauge rings meet. The fascine is then bound close
to the choker. The bindings should be about 18 in. a.part and
about 9 in. from each end.
Fig. 5, Pl. VIII, and Fig. 3,
Pl. IX, show a withe and a hoop iron binding.
88. Fascines are bound with spun yarn, wire, hoop iron, or Preparation
of withes.
withes.
The best rods for withes are hazel; they should be 6 to 7 ft.
long, and between ½in. and ¾in. in diameter, neatly trimmed,
leaving about ¼in. of each branch on the rod. In making a
withe, the thin end of the rod is placed under the left foot, and
the rod twisted with the hands, taking care to avoid kinks.
·when the rod is well twisted at the small end, and moderately so
towards the centre, a loop about 9 in. long is made at the small
end, by taking a half hitch with the end of the rod round the
standing part (Pl. VIII, Fig. 3); the loop is then given a couple
of twists in the contrary direction, so as to plait the double part
of the rod and form a secure loop (l<'ig. 4); the other end is
then pointed, and the withe is complete. As the streugth of the
fascine depends upon the withes, they must be properly selected
and well twisted, particularly at the eyes. In frosty weather
the rods, before being twisted, should be warmed at a fire till
the sap sweats through the bark.

89. If the rod be stiff a twist,r must be used. This may be Twister.
made of a st-ick about 1 ft. loug, with some 3 ft. of spun yarn
made fast to it in the centre by a clove hitch. Fasten the stick
to the rod with a stopper hitch in the spun yarn, and it v. ill
F.lerve as a lever to twist the rod.
90. A squad of four men will, after a little practice, make a
fascine in an hour. Two select the wood and choke, two place
the wood on the trestles and bind. For tools, see ta hie,
on page 38.

Men, time,
tools, &c., for

making
fascines.
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91. Pickets fo1· gabions, fascines, fascioe cradles, tracing,
entanglements, sod work, &c., are made up in bundles of 25,

tied together wit,h a withe or piece of spun-yam.
the following dimensions:-

They a.re of

Dia1lleter.
Description of Picket.

Length.
From

To

2·
1

-------------,-----·------in.
ft. in.
in.
Hurdles and continuous :revotment ..
Gabione ..
Fascines
Fascine cradle ..
Tracing ..
High wire entanglement
Low ,,

Sod work

8
8
2
6

6
6
6
6

1

1
5

6
0

1

2 6
1 6

1

t

H

3

l½

t

l¾
4

lt
2

l½

¾

Pickets should be finished off with blunt heads a.na sharp
pointed ends.
Gabiom.
Gabiona.
92. Gabions are cylinders open at both ends, which, when
standing on one end and filled with earth, make a stsong revetment. Theil- usual dimensions are 2 ft. exterior diameter and
2 ft. 9 in. in length. They may be made of almost any material
cnpable of bein11: bent or woven into a cylindrical form, such as
brushwood, Willesden paper, canvas, sheet iron, wire-netting, &c. In former wars, they have been very _much used in
field works, especially for revetment, but are not likely to
be so much used in the future. The reason for this is that
revetments now are not as a rule so high, and therefore simpler
forms of support will suffice.
Continuous hurdle work, for instance, requires less labour
and less material than wicker gahions. It has not the stiffness
of the latter, but is quite good enough for ordinary parapets.
The cylinder has certain special advantages, such as stiffness and stability, so that occasions may still arise for its use.
Comtructiou
93. In wicker gabione, the method of interlacing brushwood
of wicker
around pickets, to form what is called the web, is known as
gabions.
waling.
To make this gabion, a circle of 10½ in. rad ins is traced on
the ground. 'l'he circumference is then divided into as many
equal parts as there are pickets, the number being nsually 10;
but if the brushwood he very small, 12, or 14, may be used.
The pickets (which should be 3 ft. 6 in, long, and from !l in.
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to 1 in. in diameter, straight and free from bmnches) are driven
into the grouu<l touching the inside of the circumfereuce of the
traced circle at the points marked, the thick and thin ends
alternately downwards.
The rods for the web must be entirely stripped of leaves and
twigs, no part of any rod being used double. 'l'he waling
is commenced by placing three rods, none of which should be
more than 1 in. in diameter at the butt, with their butts
inside three adjacent pickets, as shown in PI. X, Fig. l.
The first rod is taken up and passed over the other two, outside
the two adjacent pickets, and inside the third. 'l'he second rod
is taken up and passed outside two pickets and inside one ;
then the third rod in the same way; then the first again, and
so on (l<'ig. 2). Particular attention must be paid to the
uniformity and closeness of the web, and small rods only should
be used for the first 6 in. or 8 in. cf height. The web should
from time to time be pressed down with the foot or a mallet,
the diameter should be frequently gauged, and the proper
clistanc:e between the pickets maintained throughout. When
introducing a fresh rod, to take the place of one that is coming
to an eud, the two must Le laid kgether for a few inches and
worked as a Ringle rod. The waling is continued till the web is
about 2 ft. 6 in. high, when two rods about 9 H. long, called
pa-iring rods-, are put on at each end in order to strengthen the
g1thion. These rods should be well twisted and their butts dri1·en
down into the web on either side of one gabion picket.. If one
side of the weh be lower than the other, the difference may be
adjusted by driving in t.l1e bntts of tlie paii-i11g 1·ods at the
lowest part of the web. 'l'hese rods are then (J<'ig. :3)
passed alternately over and uuder each otl1er, and inside aud
outside the pickets, twi;-.;ting each pairing rod wPII with t.he
hand <luring the operation; the ends of -t.he rods are t.hen
driven down int.o the web on either side of tht-- picket next
beyond t.hat at which the pairing was commenced.
To prevent, the pairing rodH fr.,m slipping- off, they are sewn
down to the web, usnally with wire or spuuyarn, sometimes
with witht:is. Tbe g-a.bion shnulrl bf! sewn at f11ur place~ top
and bottom. Pl. X, Vig. 4. shows the method :idopterl.
Thf-i :;.mall t.wigs a.re trimmed off. and the pickets cut to a
length of :3 ft., with blunt points at tl,e enrls.
Lastly, a
carrying p-ick,,t iH rlriven through the gabion, near t.111:• Ct-"ntre
of its heio-lit. and 9 in. from one side of the web.
Wht>11 the
gahion is0 to be used at once, t,he sewing mn.y be rlispensed with)
hooked µickets from 12 to 18 ia. in length being driven down
through the web at the points where the sewing wo~ld. ot-het··
wise come. The short end of the hook sl,ould be ms1de the
gabion, and must be beaten firmly down over the pairing
rods.

(Bll840)
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94. Three men can n1ake a wicker gabion with sewing of
Time and men
wit.hes in about two hours, one ma,n prepal'ing the rods and
for making
wioker
wit hes, one waling, an< 1 the third hohling the pickets and pregab1on11.

serving the gRuge. F.or _too!~, see table, page :i8. Wi~h'?ut
pairing rods, and when wire 1s 11sed for sowrng, they can fin1sh
the gabion in about l¼ hours.
The weight of a wicker gabion mries from 36 to 56 lbs.,
Weight of
according to the size and dryness of the brushwood from
wicker
gabion.
which it is made.
9;,. W illesden paper band gabions are articles of store.•
Willeaden
pa.per gabion1. Each gabion consists of ten bonds, 3 in. wide, fastened at the
ends by two brass clips. (Pl. X, l!'igs. 7, S, and \J.)
To make it, Jay a band on the ground ready fastened in the
form of a circle. DriYe t.l1e pickets, ten in number, round the
band alternately insiile and outside it, slip a second band over
tbe tops of the pickets, alternating with the first band, and press
it half way down to keep the pickets steady until the third
band is on; t,he three may then he pressed down to the bottom,
and the remaining seven bands put on. The joints in the
bands should all be on the s1tme side of the g1tbion, but no two
joints should come together (,e• Fig. 9). A. thin carrying
picket can be driven through the web. Tue top and bottom
hands should be nailed to the pickets.
Two men can' make a paper gabiou in ten minutes. It!:\
weight will be 13 lbs.
96. Gabions of galvanized iron wi-re net have heen proposed.
Other forms
Netting formed of Ill S.W.G. wire (galv1tuized), the meshes being
of gabions.
l¾ in. square, 01• hexagonal, in lengths 2 ft. wide, weighing about
2 lbs. per square yard, is suitable. If the soil be light or sandy,
these gabions must be lined with felt or other material.
Wire nettil\g can be carried in rolls of 56 lbs. weight, the
lengths being cut off as required.
A wil'e net gabion is commencerl with well trimmed pickets,
of a size that will pass easily throug~ t,he netting; wicker
waling is carried up about o in., and tl en paired at the top.
Each picket. is passed three or four t.imss through the netting,
which should be cut into lengths of about 6 ft. 8 in. This
makes up the height of the gabion to about. t ft. 8 in.: two
pairing rods are ·added, and the gabion is finished off with
another 6 in. of waling, paired at the top.
The gabion is stitched at both ends, the netting being
included in the stitching. If t.he mesh be too small to allow the
p!ckets to p3:ss through, the nettiug can be pl"ced inside t-he
picket~ and tied to t.hem. TLese gahions are stiff, and snitable
for flymg tl'enchwor·k. A wire net gabion can be made by three
men in an hour, and weighs from 16 to 20 lbs.
be ~~nes 1 1teel band ga.bions &re still articles of store, but no more will
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97. As a substitute for net.ting; three sand-bags can be
ripped open and used, each picket being passed through three
•lits in the canvas, which must also be tied both to the top and
bottom waling. Strips of carpet, can ms, or felt, &c., 1 ft. 9 in.
wide, dry hay or straw rope, when p1•ocurable, may be used to
replace or •upplement other materials. Stmw rope can be most
conveniently used as in pairing. l~uch square foot of surface
reqnirea about 1 lb. of straw, that is to say, from 10 to 12 lbs.
are required for a gabion.
Hurdles.
98, H,,,•dles are used for revetting and hutting, and
for the roadway of hasty bridges. Au ordinary size is 6 ft.
long, and 2 ft. 9 in. high, hut when employed for revetments
the web can of course be made of any height necessary.
Hurdles can he made in lengths up to 18 or 20 ft. when
required for special purposes. For bridging they are usually
from 7 to 10 ft. long. An cl'en number of pickets must be
used ; for a 6 ft. hurdle it is generally ten. The pickets should
be from 1 in. t.o 2 in. diameter; the rods for the web muat be
of about the same size as for gabions, and as long and pliant as
can be obtained.
A line 6 ft. long is marked on the ground, and divided into
nine equal parts. A picket is then dri veu at each division
(Pl. XI, Fig. 1 ), stouter and longer pickets being chosen for the
ends, in order to support the hurdle.
Two men work at the web, one holding the pickets, the other
randinr, with a single rod, commencing at the bottom from the
centre. The thick end of the rod is placed between two of the
pickets, the other being taken alternately in and out between
the other pickets, until it reaches the outside picket, ronnd
which it is twisted, turned, aod woven back to the centre. Care
must be taken that the joints are e,·enly distributed over the
·
hurdle.
With stiff rods, the fibres must he twisted beforehand where
they have to go round the out.side pickets. Wben a new rod is
introduced, it should be laid alongside the last rod for a
length of h'vo 01· three picket intervals. At t.he centre of the
hurdle a course is pafred with two rods, and pairing rods are
also put on at the top and bottom when the rendering is
finished. To put on these pairing rods, their thick ends are
driven down into the web, one on either side of the last
picket but one. The rod furthest from the end of the hurdle
is then taken round the outside picket, and being brought
back again is paired with the other rod, as in gahion making.
The rods are finally finished off at the other end of the hurdle,
i.e., at the encl opposite to the one round which the first turn
was taken, in order to ensure uniformity in tho height of
the hurdle.. If the hurdle be· intended for iml)led,iate . use
Q 2
(B 11840) .
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it need not be sewn; otherwise it is sewn in three places at top
and bottom, the stitches being t}ie same as for gabions. Pl. XI,
Fig.:!, Rhows a. hnrd1e completed. Hurdles intended f?r bntting
01· l,ridoiu~ should be so randed that all t,be ends of the rods
are cut ~ff ~none side, which should be the outside for hut.s and
the under:;;;ide for roaclwu.y or flooring.
When hurdles are
intended for any of the aboYe purposes, the pickets should be
driven wit,h their butts and tips alternately in the ground, thus
niakiuo- the hurdles of equal st.rength throughout.
,vhen
finished and rea.dy for use, the ends of the pieket should be cut
off nearly flush with the web.
Hurdles intended for roadway
or flooring should be sewn with iron wire.
Three men ca.n make a hurdle 6 ft. long and 2 -ft. 9 in. high
in 2½ hours, two forming the web, and the third preparing tbe
rods. A hurdle weighs about 56 lbs. 1 and requires from 1 to
1 ½ bundles of brushwood. For tools, see table, P"ge 38. A
little time may be saved, when the material is good, by omitting
the centre course of pa,iring rods.
Rough hnrdlci:. can, however, be made very much more
quickly, and are just as efficient for all ordinary purposes.
Pl. XlA f-ihows this pattern hurdle. 'l'hree men a1·e required
for their construction. rrbe hurdles can be made to any
required length up to about 10 feet to 12 feet as a n1aximuru.
Pickets should be driven into the ground about one foot apart,
but when the material for weaving the hurdle is short and stiff
this distance can be increased to 18 inches. 'l'he rods for the
web are roughly trilllmed, and placed in and out between the
pickets as for randing in ordinnry hurdle work. They are not,
however, turned at the ende, but are cut off about six inches
beyond the outer pickets. Care must he taken to vary the
position of the butts of the rods in the web in order to keep
the hurdle of a untform strength.
The pickets are tied
together ~vith binding wire in the mid1He 1 and at the top and
bottom, the wire beiug double, and tightened up wit.ha Spanish
windiass. rrhree men should make one of these hardles in
20 minutes.
99. Contiriuous hurdles n1a.y be nsed for re\·etting Jong lines
of p~rapet.* In such cases they must be made in the position
they are to occnpy. The pickets, which should be from 1 in. to
2 in. in diameter, and from 12 in. to 18 in. apart, accordinO' to
their size, are driven about one foot into the ground, as close
to the parapet as. possible, sufficient space, about 3 in., being
Jett bet,,een the pickets and the base of the parapet to allow of
the randing of the web. Continuous hurdle work of untrimmed
brushwood forms a good temporary revetment. By using untrimmed rods, and working three or four together, the work can
bu carried on much more quickly than if the revetment he ma.de
of trimmed rods, randed one by one.
• Bee para.

ios:
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Such a revetment can be completed to a height of 4 ft. 6 in. Time, men,
and anchored to the parapet, by unskilled men, under the &c.
direction of Rap})el's, in fron1 ½to ¾of an hour. The men work
in pai1·s, each pair having a task of 10 to 12 ft. of l'evetment,
which must be worked in at the ends with that of the next
pair. If commenced simultaneously with the parapet the revetment can more quickly be made than if added to an existing
parapet. The inner face of the hurdle revetment m:.y afterwards be trimmed, the top paired, and a course of sods Ja.id
over it.
On bard ground 1 erowbars or short hard wood stakes are
required to make holes for the pickets. Extra time must be
allowed for this.
100. Hurdles in the form of a sector can be made of brushwood, so as to form the floors of bell tents or circular huts.
Four pickets, -about ¾ in. at the butt and 7 ft. long, are
driven 3 or 4 iu. into the ground at equal intervals, the outer
ones being 2 ft. 9 in. apart. The tops of the pickets are
drawn together till they touch each other at 6 ft. 6 in. above
the ground, a stick being tied across them to keep them
together. Fine brushwood rods are then randed in, as in
hurdle work, commencing at the bottom, and taking care to
let all waste ends come out on what will be the underside of
the hurdle. When the randing is done, the pickets are pulled
up, their ends cut off, and both ends of the hurdle sector are
paired and sewn.
About 16 hnrdles of this form can be laid round the pole of
an ordinary bell tent 14 ft. in diameter.
Each sector weighs about 20 lb. when green, and ca.n be
mnde by two men in 3 or 4 hours. For tools, see table, page 38.
101. The table on page ::!B gives a complete detail of men,
tools, and materials required in making fascines, gabions, &c.

Hurdle
sectors.

Time, men,

&c.

Bamboo.
102. Bamboo is a material well worth studying, and where- Uses of
ever it is available troops should be trained in its use. The bamboo.
following are some of the principal uses to which it can be pat
in connection with field defences : Stockades and palisades.
Fasci nee.
Gabions.
Framework of huts, including roofs and floors.
Mat.ting.
Lashings.
Screens.
Ladders.
J<'ield Telegraph Poles.
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SECTION 6.-REVETMENTS.
103. The term revetment is applied to any artificial material llfateriai, for
nsed for retaining earth at a steeper slope than that which it would revetment.
naturally :1.ssume. The materials generally used for revetments,
in counect.ion with fie]d defences, are gabions, fascines, sand·
bags, sods, hurdles or continuous hurdle-work, strips of canvas,

and occasionally casks, planking, &c.
104. When a considerable height of parapet has to be
dealt with, a gabion revetment is one of the best that can be
used. It is ns~al to phtce the gabion at an angle of about {.
A course of faRcines is- lai<l along the ground at the base of
the slope to be revetted, a shallow trench about 3 inches deep
being cut for their reception. The fascines are kept in position
by 5 or 6 pickets, driven through each vertically into the ground.
A tier of gabions is then placed in position, tilted forward so as
to rest at a slope of t, partly on the fascines and partly on the
ground. The gabions ttre then filled. This brings the revetment up to a height of 3 ft. 6 in. When the height to be
revetted is 7 ft. or more, a course consisting'of two fascines is
laid on the tops of the gahions, picketted, and backed up with
earth. A second row of gabions is placed upon the fascines,
any additional height req nired being made up with sods, &c.
(Pl. XII, Fig. 4). Fascines should ne,er be used for crowning any parapet likely to be subjected to artillery fire, as the
effect of a shell striking them is to carry away a whole length
of 18 ft., bringing with it a correspoudiDg portion of the
parapet. For " breast high parapet, gabions are extravagant of
material, but are useful in certain cases, as, for example, in
siege trenches. Gabions in one tier need not be supported by
fascines; they may be tilted to the required slope when half
filled.
The stability of a parapet may he much increased by the
employment of anchor fascines or logs of wood; these must
be buried in the parapet about 4 ft,. from the gabions, and connected to them by rope or .wire pass~d round both gabion and
anchor (Fig. 4).
105. E1asc.£nes make a poor revetment when used by themselves. Even when well anchored, they give but little support
to earth. They are specially adapted for revetting steps in
earthworks, two being usually employed to form the riser of each
step.
106. Sand-bags used for revetments sli01lld be built np in
English bond, one course headers with the choked ends in the
parapet, and the next course stretchei·s, the long sides being

G&bion

revetment.

Faecine
revetmont.

Sand-bag

r«etment.
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parallel to the face, aud the seams to)vards the parapet. '.l'he
stretchers may be in one row only, as 1n Pl. XII, Fig. 5. Each
course is so la.id as to be in section at right angles to the slope,
and care should be taken that no two vertical joints in contiguous courses fall one over the other. The top course should
be headers.
Two bttilJers work together and a.re supplied by caTriers
with sand-bags, which are tilled and tied hy fillers. Oare should
be taken that the sand-bags are not more tlui,n three-quarters
full, otherwise they will not form a solid and compact revetment. The parapet must be built up simultaneously with the
revetment, the sand-bags being well bedded, aud beaten to the
required shape and slope with mallets; the earth should be
carefully rammed in behind them.
Two builders, if well supplieu, can lay about 70 sand-bags
per hour. Three fillers can fill and tie this number in the same
time; one man filling, two holding and tying. Can-iers are
required in numbel's proportionate to the distance from the work
at which the bags are filled.
·
107. Sods, when used for revetments, will seldom stand at
a steeper slope than -'/-, and require time and labour to build
properl.v. It is advisable that sods should not be laid when
wet. Sods so laid will shrink in dry weather, the joints will
open, and the stability of the revetment will be endangered.
If built when moderately dry, however, the revetment will
remain solid.
Sods are usually 18 in. long, 9 in. wide, and not more than
than 4½ in. thick. For superior work the underside should be
trimmed uni.ii the roots arc w6ll exposed. (See also para. 70).
They are laid with the grass downwards, and built in
English boud, that is to say in alternate courses of headers and
stretchers.
Each course of stretchers consists of two rows,
laid side by side. The top course, however, should be headers,
laid horizontally, grass si~e upwards, care being taken that no
two vertical joints in contiguous courses fall one over the other
(PI. XU, Fig. 8). The courses should be laid at right angles to
the slope, as they thus resist the outward thrust better than if
laid horizontally. The sods should be bedded and backed with
fine earth well rammed, the revetment being carried up at the
same time as the parapet. When completed the whole should
be neatly cut and trimmed to the required slope with a sharp
spade.
For superior work each sod should be secured to the rows
bonoath by a cleft peg driven through it, about 12 in. long and
¾ inch in diameter. The 1·evetment when completed can be
sown with grass seed.'
Two builders, if well supplied with sods, should lay 100 per
hour if no pegs are used, or 70 per h,our with pegs. Three men
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wit,h spades can keep the two builders supplied, and a proportion of carrierH, depenrl.ing upon the distance from the cutting
ground to the para.pet,, is required in addition.
When hasty intr<>-ncb1nents are made in ground covered
with turf, it should be cut into rough sods which can he either
reser\red to cover the surface of the parapet, or built into tl1e
interior slope, instead of being thrown promiscuously into the
parapet. To cover the parapet with sods is one of the simplest
wethods uf rendering a, work inconspicuous.
108. H1<rdles form some of the most useful revetment,s for
parapets (Pl. XII, Fig. 7).
They are placed touching each
other along the line of revetment to be executed; the pickets
being driven into the ground so that the hut"dle inclines towards
the parapet at, a slightly gentler slope (f )than that at which it is
required to stand (-}): Each hurdle must be anchored to the
parapet.
When continuous hurdles are used they should be made in
position along the parapet, as described in para. 99. The
anchoring is perhaps the most important part of a hurdle rewtment; unless securely anchored the revetment will not stand.
Logs or fascines, with iron wire ties attached, are buried in the
parapet as it is being made, or, in the case of an existing
parapet, are sunk into holes dug for the purpose. After the
completion of the randing, the ties are secured to the heads of
every second or third hurdle picket, that is at intervals of from
If the pickets be weak they m"'y also be
3 ft. to 4 ft. 6 in.
anchored in half-wa.v up, or strong stakes may be driven into
the banquette, pressing tightly against the hurdle so as to
support it; the heads of these stakes are anchored to the parapet.
It is advisable to finish off the crest with one oc two
courses of sods, or with well-rammed earth, so as to prevent
the heads of the pickets from interfering with men firing over
them.
Fo1· time, men, &c., see para. 99.

Rough sodwork.

Hurdle
revet.ment.

Time, men,

&c.

109. The interior slope of a work can be roughly revetted by Brushwood
driving stakes, 2 in. in diameter, about 1 ft. into the ground, at revetment.
intervals Of about 12 in., cutting t.hem off a few inches below
the interior crest of the parapet, aud placing rods and small
branches between them and the earth as the parapet is thrown
up. The stakes mm~t be driven in with a greater inclination
towards the parapet than that at which the revetment is
required to stand, and they should be anchored into the parapet
as described in the preceding paragraph.
Canvas, not proofed, in long st.rips about 3 ft. wide is now an Canvas.
article of store. It makes a useful revetment.
Stout pickets
should be driven from 1 ft,. to l½ ft. apart, and anchored as in
the case of hurdles, para. 108. The canvas is stretched between
these and the parapet, being laced with wire to the top and
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bottom of every fourth or fiftb picket, that is to say, at about
6 ft. intcrvn..ls. ,Vhcn secured in this way the revetment sta.nds
better than when tlie pickets are passed through slits in the
canl'as. (t-iee Pl. XII, Fig-. 6.)
The staves of casks, wooden planking, &c. 1 may also be used
Stave!', &o.
for revetments, their lower ends being let into the ground at the
foot, of the slope, and the upper ends anchored to the parapet.
Casks can be used standing on t11eir ends like gabions.
Casks.
Planks i,au be utilized by being laid between the parapet and
Planks or
logs.
strung picket::i; these pickets are dri\'en into the ground and
:uic11ored to the parapet. In a timber country logs can be built
up to form a rPvetrnent in thf' same manner. Short logs can
ahso bP used, the lower ends heiug buried in the ground, the
upper sloped forward against the parapet and anchored.
Long planks are objectionable as revetments where they
may be exposed to the fire of high explosive shell.
Dry stone walls can be used under special circumstances,
Stone.
but are al ways undesirable in the case of parapets exposed to
artillery fire, since the stones are apt to fly about.
In soils which are not too sandy, wire net.ting forms a useful
Wire netting.
revetment,
It is held up by pickets passed in and out of the
mP-shes, driven into the ground and anchored.
Heather, or scrub, made into bundles and built like sandHe&ther.
bags, makes a fair revetment.

llO. Oontin,ious hurdle work, where the materials can be
Comparison of
revetments.
obtained, is probably the most useful revetment for all-round

Materials for

100 8Uper·
6c:ia.l feet,

purposes. Gabions with fascines are very good for high
parapets, as being the most durable.
Moreover, they need not
be made on the spot, and therefore, no special revetting party
is needed; the usual working party can build the revetment. Pascines give but little support to earth, and are
only useful for short heights such as the riser of steps, &c. Many
other kinds of .revetment can he improvised. Sacks and sandbags <1re useful for the repair of pampets and tr11,-,.erses, but
s:indbags should be uRed sparingly for uew work, on account of
the time and labour required for filling and building; the
supply, moreover, is not unlimited. Sods, though very durable,
take a. long time to build into a revetment, and do not stand
at such a steep slope as either gabions or sandbags.
As,
however, they are generally to be found where a parapet bas to
be thrown up, they can frequently be utilized, care beina taken
that they are cut i_nto proper shape when the working"parties
commence tlleir excavations. Canvas makes a good revetment
and is easily fixed.
'
To revet 100 superficial feet by the methods above specified,
th~ quantity of materials required is roughly:Gabion revetment, 7 ft. 6 in. high, 14 gabions and
3 fascines.
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Sandbag, 200 sandbags.
Sod, 450. (Average aizc of rods, 1 ft. 6 iu. X 9 in. X 4 in.)
Sods laid flat, for covering slopes, 90.
Hurdle, 9 bundles brushwood,
On the data, given above, it is easy to calculate roughly the
amount of material required for revetting a slope of given
height and lnlgth.

SElTTON

7.-APPLTCATION OF FJELD DEFENCES.

(N.B.-Some of the drawings show, for the sake of clearness, the
slopes of parapets intersecting at sharp angles. In practice
they would be rounded off.)
Characteristics of Earthworks.
111. When two forces armed ,vith modern weapons a.re General
principlee of
opposiu'\" each other in the field, the object of intrenchments, earthworks.
which may be used by either side or by both, is to give cover
from the enemy"s firt-, rather than to offer an obstacle to his
assault.
This marked characteristic of modern earthworks,
as opposed to those of, say, a century ago, has its origin in
several considera.t.ions, all tending in the same direction.
(a) Earthworks cannot form an obstacle to assaulting infantry unless they are of considerable profile. The
rapidity ·with which modern armies manoouvre seldom
allows time for the execution of works of this kir.d.
(b) The defence of modern intrenchments depends on fire;
if troops cau get through the fire of the defence
tbey are not likely to be stopped at close quarters by
so slight an obstacle us an earthwork.
( c) In the days of short range muskets and guns, an
a.ssa.ilanf. had comparatively little power of searching
with dropping fire the unseen ground behind a parapet.
It 'was therefore possible, with a moderate command,
to make the whole interior of a redoubt reasonabh•
safe for the movement of troops. This very importait
consideration made it worth while to throw up high
parapet.s, which ga.ve protection at once from view a.ud
from fire over a large area behind them. Iu providing
the necessary quantity of earth, it was conYenient. to
dig a corresponding ditch immediately outside the
parapet, which ditch would :,,]so offer an obstacle to
assault; hence arose the custom of making cover
and obstacle in one. Now, however, against shrapnel
from guns and howitzers, we can only give protection
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to troops immediately behind the p1trapet, or in
This protection can be most
sheltur casemates.
readily got by sinking a trench behind the parapet,
and therefol'C t,l,e value of the old-fashioned p1trnpets
wit.h from 6~ ft. to 10 ft. command is much diminished.
(d) As coucealmetlt is now of priwa.ry importance, earthworki;; must be mnde as inconspicuous as possible.
This object is most readily obtained by making the
parapet low. A low pnmpet 11eeds n deep t.rench
behind it, and hence no earth is requi1·cd from.the front.
112. It is not intended by the above remarks to imply
that obstacles nre not required in connection with intrenchments. On the contrary, they a.re of· the greatest nse in
checking the enemy's rush, and giving the defender an
opportunity for pouring in a hot fire at a cl'itical moment.
But they should no longer be treated a.s an integral part of
the protecting parapet.. It will sometimes happen, owing to
accidents of the ground, that a really difficu It obstacle can he
extemporised in immediate connect.ion with the parapet; at
other times, t.he obstacle may best he 50 yards or more away.
In every case the shelter and the obstacle must be considered
as separate elements, though closely dependent on each other.
113. In the attack of trenches the object of modern artillery
is not to breach the parapet with tbe projectile itself, but to
bring such a heavy fire on t.he crest line of the trench that the
defenders will be uuable to use their rifles effectively against
t.he advancing infantry. The fire of the attackers' artillery
will be most effective where it is oblique or enfilade. When
designing trencheS' the aim of the engineer should be to
prevent oblique or enfilade fi1·e being brought to bea1· with
efl'ect
114. The maximum slope of descent of effective shrapnel
bullets from guns may he taken as about l in 3; from
howitzers angles up t.o 1 in 1 may be expected, hut their fire will
possibly not be so accurate as that from guns.
Against high explosive shell from howitzers, if burst in the
right place, it is practically impossible to give protection in
the field. The use of any parapet capable of keeping out such
shells would be precluded by its size. Unless the parapet be
strong enough to completely resist the explosion, the effect of
a shell will be no worse on a thin parapet than on a thick one ;
it is therefore -inadvisable to spend time and . labour on
building heavy parapets.
All types of earthwork are therefore designed with the
main object of giving cover from shrapnel and riOe bullets, and
only diffe1• in the amount of protection given to the firer
by means of head-cover, overhead-cover, depth of trench,
traverses, &c.
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Above a.II it must be remembered that against fire of every
class, concealment is of the greatest importance.

Types of Ea,·thworks.
ll5. Ea.rthwo,·ks may be classified generally under two CJ..oilloation
heads, viz., Trenches and Bedoubts.
of
earthworks.

Trenches are farther distinguished as "fire trenches,., and
"coL1er trenches/' according as they are for the firing line or
merely to cover troops not actually engaged; see Pl. XXIV,
Fig. 1.
ll6. The defence of an extended position will consist mainly
of trenches. According to the nature of the ground these may
be either in a continuo11s line, 01• in groups with their intervals
defended by the fire of the adjacent trenches.
ll7. Redoubts are used principally for isolated positions,
such as posts on Jines of communication.
118. 'fhe degree of protection afforded by earthworks will
generally be a question of opportunity and of the time available. li'rom the moment when defences are commenced, every
effort •houlrl be used to make them strong enongh to give
efficient protection to all the troops that will be nnder fire.
119. When only two or three hours are available, the earthworks of the defence cannot be more than slight open trenches,
and the correct siting of these, from a tactical point of view,
becomes of the utmost importance. Cases will, however,
frequently occm· where the attack is limited by the nature of
the ground to one line of advance, and it will then be possible
for the defence to •elect a posit.ion across that line several days
or weeks beforehand, and to develop its field defences at leisure.
The holdiag power of modern firearms is so great that an
attack on a position even lightly entrenched will often extend
over several days provided the flanks are secured. In such
cases there will be opportunity for improving the most
important trenches at night. Such improvement should consist in deepening and perhaps widening them, so that men
may move about freely without being seen, and with fair
protection against artillery; head cover and overhead cover
shoulcl be added in places where the defenders are suffering
from the fire of the attack, and fresh communications can be
provided for the supports and reserves, in order to facilitate
reinforcement at threatened points.

Trenches.

Redoubts.
Degree of

shelter and
protection.

Ea,·thworks in Attack.
120. An attacking force under certain circumstances may Intrenohutilize the advantages conferred by intrenchments. For menl• in
instance, when the defender's fire is so effective as to prevent attack.
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a,11 nttacking line from advancing beyond a certain point, the
line may intre11ch itsPlf, and thus secnre the ground already
gained nntil tlw att.ainmcnr, of a superiority of fir~ or the
arrival of fresh troops makes a further ad\·ance possible. In
constrnctin"' such cover men will he under heavy fire, they will
therefol'e L~ obliged to intrench themselves ns far ns possible
whilst lying down, making such. hasty cover n~ will. enable
them to hold on to their ground till an opportmnty arrives, as
with nightfall it probi1bly will, of making proper intrenchments
with secure communications to the rear. Such cover affords
protection against counter attack,
0

121. In broken, enclosed, or undulating ground, it will often
be posi:;ible during an attack for supporting troops to intrench
a positiu11 n little in rear of the attacking li11e; this may even
be practicable by daylight. Should the troops in the front line
be driven back, they will then have a line to rally on.
\

Pnrallels.

122. A systcmat,ic approneh on the above lines is com:fnon in
siege warfare. As a rule the trenl'11es (termed in siege warfare
"parallels ") and their approaches must be dug at night, the
obtaining of cover being hnstcned hy the use of gabions, steel
shields, hurcllt>s, or anJtl1i11g portable that will support Uie
earth dug out.. ,vhen O"wiug to the hostile fire even this
metl1ocl is impracticable, rescrt must be had to the process
knowu as "sapping" (Pl. XIII).

Sappin~.

1:23. Sapping is usually exPcuted by engineers, and
consists in constantly advaucing a trench in the dii-ection of its
length by a party who work standing on the bottom of the
trench, and, by throwing up a parapet on the exposed flank and
end of the trench, keep themselves under cover.
Progress by sapping has been rendered mnch more difficult
Possibility of
sapping.
by the introduction of small quick-firing and machine guns,
which cannot easily be sile11ced and arc very effective against
sap heads. It will 1arely be possible to work at a sap except,
by ni3·ht. False saps may be started if it be fonncl that the
defenders are prepared to waste ammunition upon them.
Right and
left-handed
11ap11.

124. Saps are usual1y "zigzagged" in direction to avoid
enfilade. They are designated as right or left-h,.nded, according
to the direction in which they run; if to the right when facinc,
the objectiYe, the sap is called right-handed, and the sapper~
use their tools in the ordinary way that a right-bande<l ma!I.
does, '\"iz., with the right hand on the T-head of the shovel; if
to the left, the sap is called left.-handed; the sappers mnst hold
the T-heads of their shovels in their left hands.
For extension of working parties, 8ee "lnfaritry Training,"

1905.

·
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E.irthworks in Defence.
125. The ad ,·antages t~ be derived from field fortification A..dva.n_tage,.
are twofold : it, enables fire to be delivered under conditions
favourable to the defence, and by means of obstacles it limits
the freedom of the attack.
In order to realize these advantages, the following principles General
mnst be observed a• far as possible : principle1.
(a) The position to be defended must be choson with dne
regard to tactical reqairements, and with a view to
economizing men; its strong and weak points must be
carefully studied.
(b) The enemy should during his advance be exposed as
much as possible to the fire of the defenders. 'l'o this
end the foreground may require more or lesn clearing.

(c) Every endeavour must be ma,le to deceive the enemy
as to the strength and dispositions of the troops in
the defence, and as to the character of the defensiv,•
works.
(d) The defenders should he sheltered from the enemy's
fire, and as far as possible screeued from his vie"·, by
uaturn.l or artificial cover, so arranged as to permit the

greatest possible development of rifle fire.
( e) The free movement of the attacking troops should be

hindered by leaving or creating obstacles to detain
them nnder fire, and to break their order of atta.ck.
(f) The free muvementof the defenders should be assisted
by improvillg cowmnni,:ation within their position
and clearing the way for counter-attack.
Briefly stated, these principles involve the following considerations, the relative importance of each depeucling on the
requirements of the situation:( a) Choice of ground.
(b) Clearance of foreg1•ound.
(c) Concealment.
(d) Provision of cover.
( e) Creation of ohstacles.
(f) Improvement of communications.
In many cases the clearance of the foreground and creation
of obstacles will proceed simultaneously.
126. The l'elative importance of the above principles must Nature of
obviously var·y acco1·ding to the object with which the position defence.
is being fortifiPd. A defence may be either "active" or
"pa.Psive. 11
An active defence implies vigorous counter.
attacks and even punuit, for which freedom of movement on
the part of the defenders is essential ; to this end it may be
necessary to sacrifice to some extent both cover and obstacles,
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·----- -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - A passive defence 011 the other hand, has in view no object
beyond the repuls~ of the att.ack, aurl works may be multiplied
to the utniost. But a purely passive defence should only occn1•
under Rpecial circumstanr.cs, a!=I, for example, in the case of gre~t
numerical inferiority on the part of the clufonders, or when 1t
is merely uecessary to gain time.
In order that officers may be trained to sele.ct the best
positions for defence and to construct suit,ab]e in?'8n?hme1:1ts,
it is necessary that they should have ample practice in domg
so on the ground; it is also itdvisablc that they should study
the use of intrenchments in past campaigns. The American
Civil War, the Russo-Turkish war, the Boer wars, and the
Russo-Japanese war furnish good examples.

SECTION 8.-TRENCHES.

Ideal site.

Biting of 'I'renches.
127. The ideal site for trenches is one from which the best
fire effect can be obtained, in combination with complete concealment of the trenches, anrl of the mo,·emcnts of supports
and reserves. As such positions will rarely be found, the best
comp1·omise must be sought for. 'fhe longest field of fire may
not be the best if other advantages h,we to be sacrificed. A
good gr•zing fire over a range of 600 yards miLy be more
effective thau a fire ovel' twice the range which is not grazing.

In most European countries long, unohst.ructed ranges are
rarely met with; this is especially the case in Engla11d.
128. There is a natural tendency to place the tiring line
High and low
ground,
npon high ground. Such ground is not al ways the most
suitable.
The advantages of high ground al'e, that the defenders
instinctively feel greater confidence, that communications are
more easily concealed, and that a better view of the enemy is
obtained.
The disadvantages are, that the defenders' fire is more
plunging than grazmg, thal; the position of the tren<:hea can he
more easily located by the attack when at, a distance, and that
the assault of the infantry can be support,•d by the attackers'
guns nntil a later mo)llent. Moreover, troops who have to fire
down a steep slope are liable to expose themaelves to the
enemy's artillery.
Oonve:r. and
129. It is rare to find a uniform slope of any extent; almost
concave
all irregularities of the gronnd present either a convex or
,lope,.
conce,ve snrface.
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With regard to trenches on convex slopes it should be
borne in mind that owing to the curvature of the slope, the
lield of fire from any poim will be limit,ed, but that the extent
of country from which this point is visible will also be limited.
On concave slopes the field of fire is not limited by the
curvature, but the visibility of trenches is correspondingly
increased.
130. Most hills are convex at the top and concave at the
bottom, the reason being that the soil is washed off the crest
and deposited at the foot of the slopes.
The soil thus washed
down almost invariably assumes a concave surface; the line
where the concavity merges into convexity marks its upper
limit.
Above this line the hillside, since it h1ts resisted the
weather, will probably be found harder to dig than below the
line.
Trenches placed at the upper limit of the concavity should
therefore have the advantages of easy soil and a good field of
fire. But since the firing line is some distance down the hillside, it can be reinforced over the top of the hill only with
great difficulty. Hence, it follows that when such a position
is adopted on op~u grourrd, it will most likely be necessary to
construct covered communications, either down or round the
hill, from the supports and reserves to the firing line.
131. It may sometimes be advisable when the slope of a
hill is easy on the defender's side, to place the trenches for the
firing line some distance on that side of the crest. The ground
in front of the trenches will, under these conditions, rise slightly
towards the enemy; the crest of the hill should screen the
trenches from the view of the hostile artillerr, but such a
position has the disadvantage of limiting the field of fire of the
defending infantry, and requires great steadiness and good
discipline on their part.
132. The siting of trenches must be governed largely by the
nature cf the attack to be expected. When the enemy is well
provided with quick-firing art,illery, the trenches must be either
effectually concealed, or be provided with over-head cover
agaiust shrapnel.
Under a concentrated shrapnel fire the
defenders of an open trench will find it difficult to use their
rifles with effect.
When time admits of good cover being provided against
shrapnel, concealment becomes of less importance than when,
owing to· Jack of time, only open trenches can be constructed.
From t.he· point of view of concealment, the worst position
for earthworks is on the sky-line, or with a distant background,
when seen from the attacke,·s' artiller_y position. It must be
borne in mind that trenches placed we.II down the slope of a
hill will sometimes be found to be on the sky-line when viewed
from the enemy's position.

(B 11840)
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When it is not possible to conceal earthworks, much may
be done by placing them so that. it is dil_licult for the e~emy_ to
observe the burst of his shells.
For instance, the firmg hne
might be placed on a low ridge, with depressions to front ~nd
rear, the ridge being on the same level as the surround1ng
country. The depressions wilJ render it difficult for the enemy
to see where his shells fall.
Trace of Trenche,(j.

133. Troops highly trained as skirmishe1·s, who can be relied
Use of pita or
on for individual action, may use broken ground to the greatest
trenches.
advft.ntage by occupying separate sheltel's or pits; but for
ordinary regular troops trenches are as a rule necessary. The
continuous trench enables the officers to circulate among their
mon, allows of the distribution of ammunition, removal of
wounded, &c., aud also makes a local counter~at,tack by the
firing line much more possible than it would be for men dispersed among rifle pits. The protection against oblique or
enfilade fire given by pits can be equally well given to
coutinuous trenches by frequent traverses and recessef.l. At
well-defined salieuts the trenches will be specially liable to
enfilade.
.Arrangement
134. The arrangement of trenches should be simple. There
of trenches.
ehould be one ma.in line of defence. Several tiers of trenches
m11,y sometimes be useful, in order to increase the volume of the
defenders' fire, and to deceive the attack as to the actual position
of the defence, hnt there should be no idea of using these
trenches as s1<ccessive lines of defence. The defenders should
understand clearly which is the -main line of defence, and to
what they must bold on when the assault is pushed l10me.
The main line should not, as a rule, be continuo11s. If
echelonned in suitable lengths, say for companies or even for
smaller units, it will be more difficult for the enemy's artillery
to get the range, but this division of trenches will entail more
Long, straight lines
labour in making communications.
should be avoided.
Groups.
135. The form of the ground will usually entail the trenches
of the main line being broken up into groups, between which
unoccupied interva.ls must be left. The trenches on the flanks
of each group should be arranged so as to deliver a cross fire
over the intervals. In billy ground it is frequently possible to
ph1ce trenches so that the warks on one spur flank those on the
next.
Preparation nf the Foreground.
General
principles.

136. The selection of positions for defence should always be
made with a view to securing a good natural field of fire, but
othei: factor~ have to be considered, so that in many cases a
certam amount of artificial clearing of the '(round is required.
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Be!ore commencing the preparati01i of a foreground, the time
a.nd tool• available should be ta.ken into account. It is usually
desirable first to take in hand a belt along the immediate
front of the whole position to be defended; this belt can
be widened later, should time permit.
The object should be to give the defenders the full use
of their weapons within decisive range, while at the same time
improving, or leavlng intact, all natural obsta.cles which may
impede the free employment of the weapons of the enemy, and
obstrnct or break up his attack.
137, Obstacles left standing may therefore be intended to Naturol
play one of two distinct parts : either to check an enemy's attack obstacles.
at points where the fire of the defence will be specially eff'ecti ve,
or, by mere pa.ssi ve obstruction, to force the attack, in a.voiding
the obstacles, to choose certain lines of advance. In the first
case it is essential tha.t the obstacle shall be clearly seen and
under hea.vy fire at decisive ranges from the defenders' position.
In the second case the value of the obstacles depends almost
entirely upon their power of passive obstruction, and their
presence in front of any part of a position may justify a weaken•
ing of the fire defence in· their vicinity. 'fhey clearly define
the enemy's possible lines of attack, and on these lines defenders
can secure for themselves every advantage.
13S. When clearing the foreground it is frequently of Screens.
advantage to leave a natural screen, co11cealing some portion of
the position from tha en~my's view.
For instance, a line of
trees may he left stan_ding when clearing a wood ; these will
obstrnot the enemy's view, whilst offering very little hindrance
to the fire of the defenders. Such screens will greatly aasist in
misleading the enemy as to the dispositions for defence, and, by
preventing accurate obs~rvation of the burst of his shells, will
render his artillery fire largely ine:ffecti ve.
Those portions of
the line of defence which are intended to take the attack in
flank should, when possible, be concealed; the effect nf flanking
fire is greatly enhs,uced when it is opened suddenly from an
unexpected q 11arter.
139. Hollows which would give an enemy's troops shelter Hollows.
at points dangerously near the defender's position, may be
filled up by abatis, felled timber, or the debris of walls and
buildings. If, however, such hollows can be approached ir.
security by the atta.ckerB, it will evidently be useless to provide
them with an.v obstacle which can be rapidly destroyed or
removed.

140. Thick hedges parallel to the front of a position, and Hedges.
capable of screening the advance of an enemy or of providing
him with effective cover, should be cut down. Thin hedges,
•ffording no cover a.gainst fire, will be vo disadvantage where the
(B 11840)
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command of the defenders' position is such that the ~ound
beyond them is thoroughly seen, and under effective fire.
Hedges perpeudim~la~· to the general line «;>f. defence mR.y
sometimes be left sbtnd1ng, as they serve to d1v1de the attack
and thus to assist a. counter movement on the part of the defence.
Such hedges must not, however, mask or interfere with essential flank fil'e,
A strong, thick, quiCk-set hedge, with w'-=!od from ½to 2½ in.
Timo, men,
&c., for elear. in diameter, can be cut down by men at two-pace intervals in
ing away
trom 6 to 18 minutes: if very bushy, a pole and ropeR may be
ht•dge~.
use,1 to expose the lowel' branches tot.lie axe (Pl. XIV, Fig. 1).
lu place of clearing away a, hedge altogether, it may be
formed into an obstacle by cutting the main branches nearly
thl'otwh nt the ground le.al, aud bending and fastening them
down "towards the enemy. For this purpose the hedge must be
strong and well grown.
1-H. Large scattered trees give less cover when standing
Trees.
than when cut down, and may sometimes be useful as range
marks. Unless they can be removed, it will generally be useless
to cut them down. If felled, they should he cut off near to
the ground, in order that the stumps may not give cover. On
the other hand, smaller trees standing close together can be
,,onverted into a fol'rnidable obstacle by felling.
Brush \,·or,d.

142. 'rhick hrnshwood, especiall,y in the case of some tropical
growtlrn, forms a very effective obstacle. In place of entering
upon a general clearance 1 portions may frequently be left with
advantage.
It is thus possible to deny speci"l points to an
enemy, to break up his attack, and to compel him to adopt
particular lines of a.dvance.
Thin brushwood, however, unless cut and entangled, can
generally be easily traYersed by infantry without gre"t loss
of order, and if left standing may serve to screen an advance.

Cleo.ring
timber, &c.

143. For the method of felling trees, cutting down brushwood, &e., see Section .5.
Timber felled in making clearings has often to be removed.
Any kind of wagon can he employed for carrying small trees
and brushwood, but for heavy logs clev·il-rarts are more conveuient (Pl. XIV, Figs. 2 and 3).
These can readily be
improvised by fixing poles to wheels and axles obtained from
country carts.

ImproYised
devil-carte.

Walls.

144.. Walls must he dealt with on the same principles as
those la1d down in the case of hedges. When it is required to
demolish them, they can frequently be knocked down by a party
of a dozen or more men using a trunk of a tree, or a rail,
as a battering ram. Low buildings may be similarly treated.
Strong walls _and ?u bstantial buildings must generally be blown
down with explosives; a,s, however, the quantities of explosives
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rarried in the field is limited, economy must be exercised in
their employment. The ruins should be so le,·elled as not to
give effect.ive covet·. For hasty demolitions by means of guncotton, gunpowder, and other explosives, see M. E., Part IV.
145. High grass, standing corn or reeds, if not required as a. High grass.
screen to any portion of the defenders' po~ition, can be trampled
rlown or posRibly burnt, but care mnRt be ta.ken not to indicate
thereby the liue which the defenders have occupied.
Concealment.
146. Earthworks may he of the greatest value in providing Concea.lmeut.
cover for the defenders, but unless they are conce<tled from
the enemy's view, a large p1·oportion of their advantages will
he lost. If a trench be clearly visible to the enemy it will
certainly he enhjected to an accurate fire of shrapnel, both from
guns and howitzers. This shrapnel fire may do little damage
to troops in good trenches with overhead cover, but it must
have a certain moral effect on them, and will tend to keep
them under cover whilst the attacking infantry approach.
147. The importance of the concealment of trenches cannot
be overestimated. Sbou:ld the enemy he unable to loc<tte them
he may be betrayed into making l'a.sh and ummitable dispositions and he surprised by tire to which he will find it rlifficnlt,
to reply; moreover, his artillery will be unable to afford
effective support to the firing line which is so essential to the
success of the latter.
How
148. Concealment may be obtained:obtained.
( a.) By judicious siting.
(b.) By assimilation to surroundings and keeping the
p<trapet as low as possible.
'rhe siting of trenches has been dealt with in paras. 127 to

1:3:!.
149. .A.s regards assimilation of the trenches to their Assimilation
surroundings, it is important to remembet· that well-marked to surround~
accidents of the ground, snch as isolated hedgerows and lines ings.
of road, the dividing lines betweer. cultivation and pasture,
and, in some lights, sharp changes of gradient or anything
which casts a shadow, are much more visible at long ranges
than the trenches themselves. The neighbourhood of such
objects may therefore serve to define the position of the
trenches.
150. On. most kinds of surface freshly turned earth is
conspicuous.
On pasture l,mcl the uarapet should be smoothly
sodded. On plough land the ridge and fun-ow effect should be
imitated on the parapet. In scrub, branches snould he planted
here and there on the parapet and in front of it, care being
taken to imitate the natural growth, The outliue of the parapet
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high p1tr1tpet.) should he from 1 ft.. 6 in. to 3 ft. wide, t.he
narrow Atf'p being only admissible whtm it can be revetted, or
Prinoiplea of

dc:tign.

Fire standing.

in st.iff soil.
161. Trenches i-:honld nR fL rule be dC'signed for fire stsinrling-,
but limitations of t.imo and labonr mny necessitate a trench for
fire kneeling or sit.t.ing.
The lwights ovor which an average man can fire on level
ground are:Lying- down, 9 in. to 1 ft..
KnePliug or sitting-, a ft.
Standing, 4 ft. 6 in~

162. For fire standing, the height from the firing step to the
elbow rest should be about :3 ft. 9 in., which with Hin. added in
front gives a tntal height of cover of 4 ft. 6 in. For firing down
a steep slope, tbe total heig'ht should be 4 ft. 3 in., and the
elbow ref':.t only 6 in. below top of parapet., and for firing
up-hill, the total height should be 4 ft. 9 in. and the elbow
rest 12 in. below top of p,wapet. These heights will suit
most me-n, but the solilier shon Id of course learn to acijnst bis
cover to suit himself. If the interior slope be nearly vertical, a
tall man can fire over a parapet 5 ft, 3 in. above the firing step,
and may as well have the advantage of the extra cover.
These dimensions apply also to loopholed pampets, and
to stockade or blockhouse walls with plank elbow rests.
When no elbow rest is provided, the height over which men
can fire down hill is reduced by from 3 to 6 in.

Width of
trenoh.

Depth of
trench
important.

Narmw
trenche1 a.re
bad,

163. The bottom of the trench should be 3 ft. wide when
there is no firing step, so as to give a man room to sit down
with his hack t.o the parapet, and to allow of men passing
behind the firing line. When there is a step, the trench behind
it should be 1 ft. 6 in. wide or more.
164. Whan t.ime presses, tbe depth of a trench shoulrl he
increased, rather than the width. The width ca.n never be less
than 2 ft., which is the minimun1 space in which a man can
conveniently work.
This should be increased as soon as
possible.
When the trench is narrow at t\ie bottom, recesses cut in the
interior slope are very useful ; these can be used to hold
ammunition, water, &c.
165. Narrow trenches undercut at the bottom are rarely
advisable. They allow of .no movement in the trench for purposes of command, distribution of supplies, removal of wounded,
&c. ; the additional protection they give against artillery
fire is not great. The nndercut section is more difficult to
excavate than the section with vertical sides, and will only
stand in stiff-soil.
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Open Fire Trenches.
1613, The simplest form of fire trench is that in which the Simplest
form of fira
amount or C'OYer nf•cessn.ry iR gained by the combinat.ion of trench.
parapet and excn.vation, without more than is ner-eRsRry of
either. The trench shown in Pl. XIX, Fig. 1. fulfils these
condition,c:i, and is a useful general type.
11,ig-. :1 gi-ves a.notl1er type. It illnstrateA a case where the
ground in front pan be. seen without any command, and where,
Tor purpoRcs of concealment, it is desired to dispense with a
parapet. In this case the whole of the cover is given by the
excavation, and the earth must be scattered, or removed to
form a dummy psrapct. Since the whole of the cover has
to he obtained by digging, a trench of this type entails the
maximum of labour hefore protection can be obtained. Fig. 4,
givcR a modified t.ype, for use when time is limited.
The cover given by each of these trenches can he
much improved by widening and deepening them at the back.
Fig. 2 shows sn example of this.
167. PI~ XVI, Figs. 3 and 4, show how cover can be Cover for
lying
quickly obtained for men lying down. This type takes about men
down.
half an hour to dig. If time permit the trenches can be
deepened to give cover for men standing, and may be connected
to each other as shown by the dotted lines.
Drainage of Trenches.
168. The drainage of trenches is of the first importance. Drainage.
It should be commenced at the same time as the excavation of
the trenches.
The best plan is to cut a duct t,o the nearest ground which
is lower than the bottom of the trench. When this dnct passes
under the parapet, and has to be filled in, a fascine or some
large stones may be placed at the bottom, or it may be
roofed in with boards, brushwood, flat stone:s or anything else
suitable. The duct should be of good size (say about half a
square foot sectional area £01· an open dra-in, and twice as
much for a French drain), with sufficient fall to let the water
run away rapidly. The open drain covered in is the best form,
as the others soon get choked with mud. Pl. XV, Figs. 1, 2,
3, 4 and 5.
169. The whole section of the drain should be below the Collecting pit.
level of the bottom of the lowest part of the trench ; a
collecting pit should be made at the mouth, which may be kept
open by a small gabion.
170. Where lower ground is not easily accessible, soak pits Soak pit,.
may be made at intervals along the trench; these can be haled
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or pumped out when full. Their sides should he reve!,ted with
gahions or long pickets, If the hotto",1 of the soak p1t can ho
carried down ton poronR Rtrn.tum 1t will h<'I n. great, ndvant.age.

Shallow gutters should be made along tlw trenches. leading
to tlw pit.s, and the bottom of the trench should be slightly
sloped to these.
In fixing the position of drains, it should he remembered
that the bottom of the trench will be approximately parallel
to the surface of the ground.

171. Trenches made for
always be drained,

instructional purposes should

Protect-ion a_qninst Enfilade, .$-c.
Tn.venea.

Recesses.

Disconnected

lengths
useful.

17~. When trenches and parapets may be exposed to
enfilade or oblique fire, they should be traversed aud recessed,
Tra.i·ersing is the simplest means of gaining pl'otection against
enfilade tire, and also ot localising the effect of high explosive
shell bursting in the trench. An irregular line o{ trench will
answer t,he same purpose when the ground is Rnitable.
Against shrapnel bullets coming obliquely or in enfilade,
trave1•ses will not suffice, on account, of the steep angle of
descent of the bullets. Recesses made in the parapet, large
enough t.o hold one or two men, give the best protection against
these. See Pls. XVII and XVIII. Such recesses may be made
after the trench is excavated.
Such a traversed or recessed trench has, however, the great
disadvantage of reducing very considerably the volume of fire
that can be delivered from the trench. The traversed trench
shown in plan in Plate XVI, Fig. 3, obviates this disadvantage
to a certain extent,, In this form of trench recesses need not be
constructed, as by reducing the distances apart of the traverses,
the trench forms practically a series of recesses.
For concealment, the sharp angles of the recesses should
be broken by tufts of long grass, &c., so arranged as to make
the parapet, when seen from the front, appear of one general
height. But the view of the men in the trench must not be
impeded.

173. When trenches are made at night on itTegular
ground, there is danger of losing the proper direction, so that
parts of them may be liable to enfilade. In snch a ease it will
be a good plan to _make them in short disconnected lengths of
say 10 ft., with 5 ft. intervals, and to connect thes~ lengths
afterwards.
Pl. XVI, Figs. 1 and 2, show one method of doing this. In
this case a narrow trench is cut continnonsly in rear of the
short leng~s at first excavated, thus leaving traverses 3 ft
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long to protect the front part of the trench from enfilade,
Here and there the traverses may be left, as shown at a, a, to
extend right across the rear portion of the trench.

174, Should it be necessary to protect an existing trench Revetted
against enfilade, a reT"etted traverse not leas than 2 ft. thick tro.ver11e.
at the top may be built across the trench, communication
being made round the rear of the traverse.
Head Cover and Loopholes.

l 75. Head cover tends to diminish the number of rifles that Head cover.
ca.n be put in line, and to reduce the field of view. It renders
the work more conspicuous, but is of undoubted advantage £Or
protection, especially ogainst sln·apnel. Careful arrangement
is 1·equired, so as to ensure the maximum of fire effect and
invisibility with the minimum of exposure.

'1.1his will usually

be obtained by making depressions in the parapet for the rifle
or by loopholes.

176. Loopholes can be made of sandbags, eods, biscuit Loophole,.
boxes, or any similar materials available on the spot. 'fbe size
of the openings is governed by the extent of ground which
must be covered by fire, and can best be regulated by testing
with a rifle from which the bolt has been removed.
By
placing bis rifle in the loophole, and looking both over the
sights and through the barrel, a soldier can ensure that neither
the line of sight nor line of fire is obstructed. The minimum
depth of opening fo1 a loophole in a parapet 2 ft. 6 in. thick, on
level ground, using the new service rifle at 2,000 yards range,
is lor the inside 6 in. and the outside 4 in.
Loopholes made with earth or sandbags may have the larger
opening either inside or outside. If the larger opening be inside, the loophole is very much leas conspicuous, which is some·
times a point of great importance. A compromisE: between the
two above forms is shown in Pl. XXII, Figs. 1 and 2.
If the larger opening be outside, a defender can fire with
much greater ease, since he can cover the whole arc withont
moving bis position.
The choice must depend upon local circun1stanceR.
Loopholes made with hard material, such as stone, mast
have the larger opening inside to prevent ricochet.
A very good form of loophole is a slit all round the work,
eontinuous except for the aupports of the material above, see
Pl. XX. This form has, however, the disadvantage of being
extremely difficult to conceal.

177. Pl. XXl, Figs. 1 and I!, show how steel loophole Steel loophole
plates may be utilized. These are articles of store.
plate,.
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178. Useful loopholes can be marle with earth alone, supported by sticks. They can be much improved hy revetting
with sod:-.

Blinding
loopholes
a~uinst,

t:1kyline.

178, The enemy mnst uever be able to see light through
the ]nopboles. Unless tlie 1iaJ.ure of the lmckground makes the
lo~pholcs incon~picuous as seen from t\1e front, they mnst_ be
blinded with pieces of canvas or opened sand bags hung behind
them. In places where concea.hnent is essential, the front of
the loophole n1ay be masked with branches or long grasR,
arranged f-O as 11ot to obstruct the view. Cover should not be
given at the expense of field of fire.

Overhead Cover.
180. Ov·erhead coyer gives the best protection againi;t
shrapuel both frmn guns a.11d howit,zers. It is especially useful
ag·ainst oblique fire, and if skilfully made enables tLe defenders
of a trent'h to use their 1·ifles effect.ively when exposed to
sLrRpnel iire.
Ovcrhea.d cover is difficult to combine with concealment,
unless special material, i:mch as steel pla,te, be available.
Nine to twelve inches of earth, or say 3 ins. of shingle,
supported by brushwood or other suitable material, will stop a
shrapnel bullet.
Pls. XX and XXII give types of overhead cover for trenches.
Pls. XXVIII anrl XXIX show types of cover separate from
the parapet.
Such shelters are easily and quickly made after the work is
completed, but they require a great deal of material._ Pl. XXIV,
Fig. l, would take about six G.S. wagon loarls of bmshwood
for 100 ft. of trench, and the other types would require more.
Protection
181. Two sheets of corrugated iron, sloping to the rear at
aga.inst
about¼, afford good protection rign.inst, shrapnel. The corrugashrapnel.
tions should be parnllel to the line of fire. Pl. XXIl, Fig. :;.
A row of heavy steel rails Rrranged in tl1e same way as the
corrugated iron, has been found to be pr:wtically proof against
6-in. howitzer shells filled with high explosive.
Splinter
Splinter proof partitions should be added at intervals
proofs.
of 10 or 12 ft,. These are of great use in localizing the effect
of a shell bursting in the trench. They may he made of
hurdling and earth.
Protect.ion
Even if time or material he not available for making
from weather.
over head shelter against fire, protection from weather is
desira1;>Ie. This can be oht.ained by the use of canvas, corrugated iron, or branches.
Loolwuls.
Protect.ed
182. Prote.cted lookouts should be made at occasional
lookouts.
intervals in the parapet. Pl. XIX, Fig. 5, shows one with overhead cover. The sides of the opening should be splayed to the
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front so as to give a wide view of the foreground, and the inner
opening should he only just large enough to look through.
A lookout may with ad vantage be recessed into the parapet.
In very expm1ed positions, n siruple arrangement of lookingglasses will enable the lookout man to observe the whole of the
foreground, fVpilst himself remaining under cover.
Gover Trenches.

183. Troops in support of the firing line may have to be Cover.
given cover in trenches.
trenches. ·
These trenches can sometimes be used as alterna.tive or
reinforcing firing- lines.
In such cases types of trench can be
userl similar to those in the firing line.
Where overhead cover is required Pl. XXIV, Fig. 1, would
be suitable, or when more time is available, Pl. XXVIII or
Pl.XXX.
The object of banking the earth as at a, in Pl. XXVIII, is
to intercept a flat trajectory shell, which might otherwise strike
the roof of the casemate; by this arrangement the thickness
of earth on the roof is reduced, and much weight is taken off
the sup1>orts.
Cover for Reserves.

184. Troops in immediate reserve can usually find cover on Cover on
the reverse slopes of the position.
reverse slopes.
But these slopes are liable to be swept by indirect fire, and
artificial co,er may even here be necessary.
Commu,nication Trenches.

185. ·when time admits, covered communications should be Communiea.
provided from the firing line to the rear. These will enable the tion
defenders to move unseen by the enemy, and, should a born bard· trenches.
ment become very severe, it may be possible to withdraw the
troops in the front line until the development of the infantry
attack. A trench similar to Pl. XXIV, Fig. 1, will suffice.
It may be necessary to make long lines of such communications, but every possible use should be made of the ground
in order to reduce the amount of labour required.
A para.p,et may be necessary on both sides of a communication trench, in ordet· to gi"ve concealment from every point.
Cover for Guns.
186. As a general rule, artillery construct cover for their Gun epaulown guns.
ments.
The simplest form of cover for field guns provided with
shields is an epaulment or pit, as shown in Pl. XXIII.
The
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trace should however, be modified when necessary to auit the
ground.
the cnse of guns not provided with shields, the
parapet will be run round in front of the gun.
'l'hc epaulments and pits may be connected by tren~hes.
In the construct.ion of cover for guns, concealment 1s of the
first importance, for if they offc~ a target_ in the least degree
conspicuous, the guns run the nsk of bemg overwhelmed by
hostile artillery fire.
187. When the gnn is sunk in a. pit, cove1• can be mol'e
Gun pits.
quickly obtained than when au epaulment is thrown up. But
it is generally unad visable to break the lmrd surface of the
ground. The advantages conferred by smokeless powder may
be lost if light aud dry earth is piled up near the gun, owing to
the dust thrown up on discharge. Such earth sbotild be well
watered or have raw hides, &c., pegged down over it. In
addition, brushwood or canvas screens wiJl often be necessary
to hide the flash of the gun.
188. If the artillery position is on a narrow ridge, the
reverse slope may be srarped aud the excavated earth thrown
up on the flanks of the guns.
189. When there are very few guns defending an extended
position, it may be well to provide two or three alternative
epaulments or pits for each gun.
190. An ammunition shelf must be pmvided close to the
Ammunition
:receas.
gun, and cover for one or more ammunition wagons near the
emplacement is desirable. When time is availoble, covered
communication between the goon emplacement and the wa.gons
should be constructed. Parapets should be ballet and splinter
proof.
191. Howitzers will, as a rule, be placed in concealed positions
where they can only be reached by high angle fire. If they a1•e
likely to remain for some time in one position, as, for inst.a.nee,
in siege operations, they can be surrounded by splinter proof
walls.
192. Heavy artillery may be provided with cover similar to
that for field guns, the height of the parapet being mad" up to
whatever the gun can fire over.
Gun ba.nks.
193. Should artillery be required to fire from a work of
high command, a gun bank may be necessary to raise the gnn
high enough to fire over the parapet. The size of the gun bank
depends on the mounting. A field gnn or a Maxim will require
a bank about 10 ft. x 6 ft. in plan.

rd

Oo,er for Outposts.
Outposts
abould be

intrenched.

194. Where no natural cover exists, outposts should be
intrenched. The guiding principles in the design of cover for
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outposts should be the provision of an all-round field of fire,
and the protect-ion of the garrison from reverse fire. Pl. XV,
J<'igs. 6, 7, and 8, ,how various types of cover suitable for
outposts. Such works should, whenever possible, be surrounded
with obstacles.

SECTION 9.-REDOUBTS.
195. Field redoubts are works entirely enclosed by defensible Field
redoubts.
parapets.
They are not so well suited for the general defence of an
extended position as are groups of trenches, because they
cannot be so well adapted to tl,e ground, their garrisons are
more confined, and if their posi!.ion be discovered by the enemy, it
is possible that they may be made untenable in a short time by
the fire of field howitzers. At the same time they have in certain cases greater value than trenches, because of the moral
support afforded by them to the defenders. Inside enclosed
works mer.. know that their fla11ks are secnre, and the fact that
they are enclosed is proof of a determination on the part of
their commander to hold the point they occapy to the last.
196. Field redoubts may be used under the following
different conditions(a) To strengthen important points in the front line of a
position.
(b) As rallying points in rear of the front line.
( c) For isolated posts.
197. Redoubts can with advantage be used in the front line Redoubt,
of a position nt any point which may need strengthening, either in front line
because it is specially vulneTahle, or because it commands the of a position.
adjacent trenches.
In the latter case the capture of the
trenches will depend on the fate of the redoubt. Even should
the qefenders be driven from their trenches, the attacker will
be unahle to establish himself there until he has captured the
redoubt.
198. In dsibility is one of the first requirements of a redoubt
in the front line; otherwise the enemy will certainly au bject it
to a heavy artillery fire. 'l'he p,;rapet should not be more
conapicnous than those of the neighbouring trenches. Plates
XXIV, XXV and XXVl show a redoubt designed with this
o~ject. Such a work sLould not draw more fire on account
of its visibility than the trenches in its vicinity.
Sinc.e there may be no need for the defenders of the redoubts
to take an active part in the early stages of the fight, positions
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for the redoubts may often he found where r,heywill be screened
from the view of the enemy'H artillery, hut wheuce they can
bring an effective fire to boar in the late1· stages of the attack.
Redoubts in
of the

rt'llLl"

front line.

199. Redoubts may be useful in roar of the front line.
They may check a successful assault, and act as rallying
points behind which retiring troops may be reformed and
counter-attacks organized. A well-placed trench, or group of
trenches, might, howeveI\ answer the same purpose.
At some distance in rear of the front line it will be easier
to find positions secure from the enemy's artillery, and therefore the que•tions of invisibility and command of parapets will
not present the same difficulties.

200. *Redoubts for the protection of isolated posts will
Redoubts for
protection of occur especially on lines of communication. Every small body of
isolated posh. troops liable to be surrounded should have either a redoubt
capable of containing the whole force, or a number of small
redoubts, connected by lines of obstacles and trenches. These
are especially necessary for protection against night attacks,
which may come to close quarters suddenly; to guard against
these all tl1e defenders must he near their post.s.
The existence of these redoubts does not prevent the force
from occupying by day more suitable fire positions.
201. When it is possible, there should be no ground higher
than the site of the redoubt within about 2,000 yards of it, and the
greater part of the interior should be defiladed from vie,v.
Invisibility is of less importance in the case of an isolated post
tlian in that of a defensive position.
202. Arrangements for cooking and sanitation must be
made within the enclosure. An isolated redoubt will often
have a ditch in which the latrines can be placed, with a
covered passage to them under the parapet.

203. Types of parapet and shelter suitable for redoubts of
high command are given in Pls. XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX,
and XXX. 'fhe parapets may be strengthened to resist common
shell if necessary by flattening the exterior slopes a little more.

Trace of Redoubts.
Trace of
redoubts.

204. The trace of a work will depend first of all on th,
proposed garrison. This should always consist of one or mori
tactical units. A redoubt for two companies is a convenien
size. Isolated works may be larger. The proportion o
garrison to size of work should be from 1 to l½ men per yar,
of parapet,
• See aleo Section 17 on Defence of Poets.
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Regularity of trace is of no importance. The diRposition
of the fact>S will be governed entirely by considerations of fire
effect. There should be no dead angles, e,ccept whim the nature
of t,he ground in front of them precludes asHault, aud the
longest faces should be arra11ged to fire on the enemy'• best
lines of attack.
205. It will generally be a very difficult matter to obtain a
good fieJd of fire for a.11 faces or a redoubt of motle,·at.e size.
On a smooth level site a rectangle with all its angles well
blunted is the best shape.
It will often be convenient to use curved faces. Where
good fil'e effect is required, these sh,iuld be struck with a. 1·adius
of not less tl1an 20 yards. A C()mplete circle should a.a a rule
be avoided, since it does not give a strong fire in any direction.
When it is necessary to place a redouht on the top of a t-;}ope Collateral
too steep to be defended by the rifle fire of its owu garrison, support.
its foreground ma.y he defended by flanking fire from neigh~
bouring- works. This fire cannot be so effective as that of tlie
r,·doubt itself, especially at night; the obstacles mnst therefore
be made speeially strong, 1rnd be provided with some means by
which they can be lighted up at night.

Entrances, Drainage, and Latrines.
206. Entrances will, in mo:-it cases, be simple cut-s in the Entrances.
parapet, ramped down to the trench on tbe leHst exposed sid0.
OccasionaJly it may be desirable to place a traverse across the
entrance elf her insidP or ontside thf': redouht,. There will be a
corresvonding opeuing in the ohRtacle, whi,1h may be C'losed at
night by siretching wire across it. This opening Rhould not
run st,raig-ht through the obsta.cle; it Rhnuld ,vind with a view
~o confusing au enemy trying to force his way in.
, Should it be desired to bring guns or wagons into the
a-edoubt, the slope of the ramp at the entrance must not
<exceed f.
The drainage of the redoubt and trenches must ahra.ys be Drainage.
provided for, and should be put in hand as soon a8 the work is
commenced. Soak pits will seldom suffice for this purpose;
as a rule, the drains shonld be Jed out of the redoubt to
lower ground.
When a redoubt is to be occupied for more than a few Lat rinesJ &c.
b.onrs, latrines and cooking-places should be pro,ided within it.

SECTION

10.- -IMPROVING EXISTING COVER.

207. Existing- cover generally consists of hedg-ea, walls,
!mbankments, cuttings, roads, &c., wbich can be more or less
,repared for defence according to the time available.
The
(B 118-!0)
E
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same general principlPs apply to the improvement. of e~isting
cover, as are laid down in Section 8 for the preparation of
artificial cover.
Defensible Hedges.
Hedges.

208. Strong hedges form one of the best obstacles that can
be fonud, and with comparat.ively little labour~nan be made to
afford O'Ood cover.
Ev;n when they have no ditch or bank the concealment
they afford is ver~' m;eful for troops usiug sm~keless J?ow_der;
when t,ime is available to imprtn·e the1,11, the ordmary prmc1ples
of trench work should be followeq., care being fa1ken t.hat no
excasrnkd earth is visible on the enemy's side of 1lw heilge.
In utilizing hedges as firing positions it is es.:.:entinl to see
that the top of the bank on which a he<lge stands is thick
enough to keep out rifle bullets; if not, it must be made up to
the p1·oper thickness.
H(•::ul cover can be readil)~ provided by cutting notches in
the ba.11k; through these the defenders can fire.
Hedges sometimes form ve1•y good screens for field g-uns. It
will o-eHerally be addsable for the guns to come iuto action
sonle 0distance, Rf\.J U'.>O to aoo yards, behind the hedg-e, as it will
then be more difficult for the enemy to obtain the range.

Defensible Walls.
209. The defence of walls occurs chiefly in village fighting,
or in the defence of farms, country houses, &c. In su<'h ca.ses,
unless carefully prepared, walls restrict the movements of the
defenders.
Brick walls.
Brick walls 9 in. thick and less may possibly be pcnetrsted
through the joints by small-bore bullets. Gener,illy speaking,
however, any fairly well-built wall, of which the mortar joints
are not too tihick, will give good cover against. mnske1ry.
Rubble wall,.
Stones may be employed to form rough walls in places
where digging is difficult or impossible. A well-built rubble
wall, about 12 or 18 ins. thick, will keep out bullets, this thickness being necessary to aYoid having any" through" joint.R.
Two rubble walls about 10 ft.. apart iifford good protection
ngainst art,illery fire, the outer wall, which should be at least
2 ft. thick, serving to burst the shell.
Field gun shrapnel shell. with percussion faze, will penetrate any ordinary wall before bursting, and the spiinters from
the wall increase the destructive effect of the shell. Walls
cannot therefore be occupied under effective ar"tillery fire; but
if they are in a good position for resisting the infantry attack,
the,v may be prepared for defence, and the defenders can be
withdrawn behind neighbouring cover during the bombardment.

Walls.

HEDGES .

..li'ifl.

L'l9·
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The method of preparing a wall for defence will depend
on its height, thickness, and structure, as weU as upon the lin
of the ground in front. In any case it should be so arranged
that if the defenders be driven from the wall, the enemy cannot
make use of the loopholes to his own adva.ntnge.
Wben the wall is only 4 ft. 6 in. high, tho defenders can fire
ever the top.
A trench in rear will improve the cover.
lf the height be greater than 4 ft. 6 in., it will be necessary
to make either notches or loopholes to fire through, or to provide
a raised platform on which the defenders can stand. By
notching or loopholing, head cover against rifle and shrapnel
bullets is obtained.
210. If walls be very thick, or strougly built of rough Notohiug.
rubble, tliey cannot easily be loopholed, and must be notched
by means of crowbars, mason's chisels ancl · hammerR, or
picks. It is desirable t.o make the opening on the ont.;icle
as small as possible, viz., abont :3 or 4 inches wide, in order to
lessen the chance of the entry of bullets, which, strikiug the
sides or " cheeks " of the opening, may splash or ricochet,
through. The splay of the sides is regulated by the extent
of arc which individual rifles are required to sweep. Wbere
fire over only a small arc is required, a narrow notch is
permissible.
In place of laying down definite rules, it is
sufficient to say that by holding a rifle in the required pnsition
the form and height of the notches can at onoe be arrived at.
The above principles apply equally to loopholes.
The Loopholes.
opening should be smallest on the enemy's side, e:<cept in thick
walls, when the narrowest p<trt of the opening should be at,
the centre of the wall. For long rauge fire the height of the
loopholes should be about 8 in. both inside and ont. For fire
at short ra.nge and more or less horizontal a height of 3 or 4 in.
may suffice for the opening on the outside, though it must be
greater on the in::-;ide.
The interval between loopholes should not be less than
3 ft., and will usually be 4 or 5 ft., in order to give men ample
room to use their rifles.
One practi!'.ied man, with a pick or Crow bar, can make a
loophole in a 14-in. brick wall (Pl. XXXI, Figs. 6 »nd 7) in about
15 minutes, and a notch or cut in about, 5 minutes It is better
in calculations to allow half an bom· for a loophole, and 10
minutes for a notch. In the case of notches additional head
cover can be ·obtained by using sa.ndbags or la.rge stones.
When sufficient. fire cannot be obtained from a single tier
of loopholes, a second tier must be provided, as shown in
Pl. XXXI, Figs. 6 and 7.
211. In cases where the number of troops a.vailable for the Flanking 1i.Des
defence is not arlequate t.o the extent of tbe position, so that the of 1\'all,
direct froutal fire is relatively weak, long lines of wall may be
(B 11840)
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flanked by making tambours (pam. 248). Machine gnns may he
cmp1oyed for bringing a cro~R and fhrnking tire on the ground in
front. Structures formed to give flank defence should be strong
and well protected. Tlwy will only be required at the last
monwnt of 11,11 a.c1sauH, after the defences have been subjected
for some time to a heavy fire.

Embankments, Cuttings, Roads, §-c.
Embankments.

212. Emb1tnkments are not nR a rule good positions for a
firing line, because they offer a. rlistinct mark to the enemy's
artillt·ry. ,vhen au embankment in front of a position lies
parallel to the line of defence it will generally be necess»ry to
hold the embankment, ]est the enemy should estab!if'-lh hinn,elf
on the far :::iide; but when the embankment is included in the
po~itinn, it may be better to put the firing line well to the front,
and to use the en1bankment as coyer fol' Rupport.s or reserves.
Ui,d,•r artillery fire, infantry could only hold the top of
the bank if posted in very well made tire trenches. Either the
rt>ar or front l'dge of the hank may be held, as shown in
Pl. XXXII, Figs. l and 2.
The frout edge gives the best
·Command of the ground in front, but cover can be obtained
witli much le-ss labour at the rea.r edge.
Should time pe-rmit
t.he front. edg,, might, be prepared for the firin_g- line and the
:i·e,u- eclge for the supports. Approaches to connect the two
~ines i:.hould he cut, aeross the top of the bank, and the rear
slope should be stepped in places.

Cuttinge.

213. Cuttings parallel to the front 1tlso afford cover for
support-s and rt'serves. If occupied b_r the firing line~ one of the
t."o methods shown in Pl. XXXII, Fig. 3 may be employed.
The m,tbod A may be employed hy an active defence, supposing
tl1e troops to be strong enough to clea.r their £rout by a charge
·wl,en t,he enemy gets close.
If the defenders are 11ot strong
euo11gb for this, they should gener..lly be posted behind the
cutting-, as at B.

Road,.

214. A road cut on the side of the hill will generally
be visible to the attack from a long distance, and therefore
should not be held unless it offers e.pecial facilities for defence.
Road drains and other small ditches can often be used as
fire trenches or to cover suppol'ts.

Dr&ine.

Palings and
fences.
St.anding

corn.

215. Wooden palings can be used as screens or revetments.
High •tsnding corn may be useful as a screen along the tiring
line, in which case a narrow belt of it cau be left standing and
the rest troddeu down.
A very effective screen may be formed by sticking bushes
iuto the ground in front of a tiring line, but care must be taken
not tu interfere with the defenders' tire.
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SECTION 11.-0BSTACLES.
Principles of the-ir use.
216. Obst.acle~· are generally used in conjunction with Obstacles.
defensive works, but may also he employed in the open to
impede an advance of troops, or to increase the difficulties of a
night attack.
Their main object is to delay the enemy whilst under the
closest fire of the defenders. They aro specially valuable when
the field of fire is so limited that the enemy, in attacking,
has only a short distance to tra.ve1;s0 under tire; they a.re also
useful in front. of points where the fire is neces~ari]y weak, at1
at salients. They may also serve to restrict the lines along
which an attacking force can advance, and thus enable the
defenders to make their disp0sitions with some degree of
certainty as to where the attack will come. Although obstscles
in the field can rarely he rendered insnrmou11table, yet they
will fulfil their objects if they retard the progress of troops
advancing to an assault, break t,he formation of the attack,
and detain the enemy under the defenders' close rifle fire.
Natural feat.urea of the groa.nd may sometimes be convertrd
into serious obstacles with very little labour. Steep slopes may
be scarped; in shallow water deep cuts or holPs may be dug;
wet ditches or inundations may be artificially formed.
Wire, or other materials · or making obstacles, can only be
carried in very limited quant,ities, and no large amount of
transport of heavy materials (such as felled trees) can be undertaken.
Obstacles can, as a rule, only be marle where the
materia,ls are found on the spot. Clearances in woods usually
furnish materials for obstacles.
217. The firn general conditions which obstacles should fulfil Condition, to
are as follows:be fulfillec',
(a.) They should be under the close rifle fire of the
defenders.
For small posts and red on bts, they
should be quite close, from 10 to 50 yards away from
the rifles, so that they may be effectively defended
at night. But they must not be eo close that an
enemy can throw explosives over them into the
works which they protect.
(b.) They should not afford cover to the enemy. This
condition is sometimes difficult to fulfil, bnt is very
important.
(c.) They should not he lia.ble to serions oamagc frc,m
the enemy's artillery. Against ent,anglements and
abatis, artillery fire has very little effect. lf it be
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deE-ired to give CO'i'f'J to an obstacle of u.ny kind,
care rnui-t be taken that wha1ever protects the
oLstacle will not at the 8ame time give cover to the
enemy's troopA, and allow these to deRtroy the
obstacle at their lPi1mre.
(d.) 'They should bo difficult to remove, and if possible
Rhould n•quit·e spt>cial tools for that purpose.
(e.) They should be so placed that. their exact position
may be unknown to the at.tackiug force.
As oh8tacll'B may interfere with a couuter attack, they
should not he couRtructed without the authority of the superior
commander present.
Abat·is.
218. An abatis is formed of stout limbs of t.rees 12 to 15 ft.
long, laid side· by side as close together as possible, with the
bra11ches towards· the enemy. In order to make the obstacle
more formidable, there should be several such rows, one behind
the other.
The Jabour of drag,:ing the trees from a distance being very
heavy, the construction of an abatis should seldom be attempted
unll;'s:,,; suitable material grows near at hand. Sometimes, as in
positions in or near wood8, the material may be obtaiued in
clearing the field of fire.
Abatis is much used in the defence of woods, farms, nnd
villages. It is useful for closing iutervals between works and
for filling up l10llows.
When employed to protect a field
redoubt it is usunJly placed in advance of the dituh, should one
exist. If possible, the abatis should be in a shallow excavation
which scree us it from. view and partially protects it from
artillery fire (Pl. XXX!II, Figs. 1 to 3). Tbe shape of the
excavation depends on the nature of the trees. If the small
bra.nclif's project well from the Rtem the form in Fig. 2 may be
adopted; if otherwise the form in Fig. 1 is best. The earth
thro,1in up in front should not afford cover to the enemy.
Ha1·d a.nd tough woods are the best, and pine the worst, as
the latter is easily broken up and burns readily even when
freshly cut.
The fire of field g.uns makes very little impression upon
abatis, and even that of heavier guns will only destroy it with a
considers ble expenditure of ammunition.
219. To prevent th~ir removal, the butts of the trees should
be firmly secured, either by burying them in the earth, by
securing them to stout stakes driven into the ground, or by
laying logs of timber across several butts.
When time permits, the large branches should be pointed,
and the small bi'anchea and leaves removed.
The obstacle can be· made more formidable by interlacing
wire between the boughs.
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When the a.batis is laid iu the open, as is very genf!rally the
case, the branches should be trimmed to wit.bin ::1 or 4 ft. of the
surface of the ground, so as not to interfere with the defenders'
view of the enemy.
The mPtbod of forming an abatis wit,h small branches is
shown in Pl. XXXIII, Fig. 3. Several rows are used, the excava.ted earth being replaced after the branches al'e secured in
posit1011. If the stuff is straight grown it should point well
upwards.
2'20. To make abatis carefully, at least six hours and a strong
workn,g party are required, so that very little of it can be
undertaken in hastily fortified positions.
Twent.y men can make an abatis in two rows, 30 yards Time, men,
long, in six hours, provided the trees be small and close a.t band. tools, &c.
One half of the party fell, point branches, and drag the t.rees
into posit.ion; the other half fix the trees and picket down the
butts.
The tools required are-6 felling axes, 2 hand axes, 6 billhooks, 2 ha11d saws, 2 mallets, 4 picks, 4 shovels, and a fair
number of drag ropes.
·
A belt 5 yards wide of you11's oak trees 3 to 6½ in. iu
diauwter, the tl'eeo being already felled and on the spot., was
constr11eted at Chatham in 1~ hours by a party numberiug
1 mau t~) every 2 yards of frout. \Vire was laced through the
branches.
Two trees were required to every foot of front.
A very effective abatis may, however, be made much more Rough abatie,
rapidly by using the trees where they a.re felled, no exCM'ation
being made for them, and the bt·anches being only roughly
trimmed.
Iu Austria a regiment, m,ing its own tools, in a. wood ,vhere
the trees averaged 7 or 8 i11. in diameter, is reported to have
constructed ~111 attatis of this kind 50 yards broad in 8 hours,
the men beinz distributed at 1 man to 2 yards of front.

'l'ree Entanglements.
221. A tree entanglement may be formed by cutting trees, F.utanglement
brushwood, &c., nearly through, about ;:) ft. or less above the from trees,
ground, briugiug the npper parts down to the ground, and &c.
int1::l'lacing aud securing tbem by pickets. Large trees thus
treated form almoRt insurmountable obstacles, specially useful
for blocking·roads or defending the edge of a wood. The ends
of thick brauches should be pointed, and all weak places
strengthened by ordinary abatis. Vines or hops woven together,
with their tops picketed to the ground, form good entanglements.
The tools and time required for this class of obstacle vary
according to the material of which it is formed. Axes, saws,
billhouks, mallets, and ropes, are generally necessary.
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22~. In any country the materials most commonly found
will sug!!est the class of ohst:1cle which can be most easily
improvised, for example. in the Souda.n the "z11,reba.'' an
enclosure made wit,h mimosa thorn, is the commonest form of
defence.
~28. Panjies are bamboo spikes 9 in. to 1 ft. long, w-it.h one
end sharpened to a point, and chn.rred to hardness, and the
other ro11ghly sharpeued to go into the grot1nd. .Panjies make
a good obstacle in grass.

Wire Entanglements,
22-t Wire may be used in many ways, of which the
ta.ng1ements. following are a few.
(a.) As a trip wire, stretcherl just above the ground, or
fastened in loose coils to short pick~ts.
When stret<-hed it !)lay be hung with bells, thoug-b this is
not always a good plan, as strayi11g animals may cause alarms.
Or it mny be connected with abrm guns or land mines; the
latter co11rso is not recommended for ordinary field use, as land
mines al'e n.lways dangerous to the defender. See also para. 230.
(b.) As a simple fence which may cause delay and confusion
at. night.
(c.) As a concealed obstacle in a ford.
(d.) As an adjunct t,o tree and brushwood entanglements.
(e.) AR a wire entanglement.
"Wire entanglement is the best of all obstacles, because
it is easily aud quickly made, <litficult to destroy, and offers no
obstruction to view. The materials are portable and are often
found on t.l1e site.
Various forms of wire entanglement are described below.
Low wire
225. A low wire entanglement ii:1 formed by stout stakes
entanglement. driven into tl1e ground, about 6 ft. apart, in rows arranged
chequerwise, their beads being connected by strong wires twisted
round them and crossing diagonally about I ft. or 18 in. above
the ground (Pl. XXXIV, Fig. :3). The outside stakes should be
anC'hored so as to take the strain. No. 13 S. W.G. wire, weighing
about 125 lbs. to the n,ile, or 14 S.W.G. wire, weighing about
90 lbs. to the mile, is well adapted for the purpose, but barbed
wire, weighing ,;hout 16 lbs. per 100 yards, is better. One mile
of wire will make an entanglement of about 5,000 square
feet, or roughly, 1 ft. of wire is required for each square foot.
Except against mounted t.roops, a low wire entanglement
is not a good ohstaele unless concehled amongst brushwood,
or long gr1;tSS. It is especially effective in the btd of a river.
Ro:iigh]y, one man can construct, with plain wire, 10 square
yards 1n one hour. When barbed wire is used, twice this time
~nst be allowed for cons~1·uction.
For every 10 men 3
b1llhooks, 1 mallet, and 2 pliers are required.
Wire en.
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226. A type of high wire entanglement is shown in
Pl. XXXIV, Figs. I and 2. The stakes in this case are 4 ft.
above ground, and 6 to 7 ft. apart, the head of eac-h stake being
connected by stout wire with the foot of the one diagonally
opposite.
'rhese diagonal wir~s are again connected by other
horizontal wires, thus forming a network exceedingly difficult to
cross. The stakrs shon]d be firmly driven and stayed, in order
to prevent the entanglement being drag-ged away by the enemy.
227. A high wire entanglement requires about three t,imes as
much wire as does a low entanglement, and aJso thrice the time
for constructiou, that is to say, H ft. of wire are required for
every square foot of entanglement, a.nd 3 men will build, using
plain wire, 10 square yards in one honr.
As in the case of the low type, when using barbed wire the
time required is don ble that taken with plain wire.
On acconnt of the mat.eria.J l'Pquired and labour involved,
"l"ery lit.tie high wire entanglement c,rn be constructed for the
hasty defence of positions, though a high wire entanglement,
of a good breadth, and ba,·ked by a well-loopholed parapet, is
a most formidable obstacle.
High wire entanglement can also be made with the pickets
arranged chequerwise, about 6 ft. apart. This fnrm is perhaps
more difficult t,o cross by means of planks, hurdles, &c.
Another type readily adapted to an existing fence is shown
in Pl. XXXIV, Fig. 4. It is not so good an obstacle as those
described above, but is more easily and rapidly made.
228. When a trip wire, with be1l::1 or other alarm sig11als, is
used in conjunction witb an entanglement, it 8hould be placed
just within the front edge and fastened to pickets, distinct from
those of the entanglement, in such n. manner that it cannot
be touched except by any one actually tr,ring to cross the
obstacle.
This will prevent false alarms being caused by
cattle, &c.
fllumina.tion of Obstacles and Fo,-eg,-ound."
229. The li!(hling up of the £~reground and obstacles at
night is of great importance.
The lights should be arranged so that they can be put in
action instanfo. neously when the enemy approaches the obstacle;
thev must illuminate the whole of the obstacles and the foregro0und, whiist leaving the defenders in sha<low.
Bonfires are effective when fuel is to be had. They may be
built close to the line of the obstacle, with screeus behind
them, as shown in PI. LII.
A bonfire should be so buiU that it cannot easily be pulled
down by the enemy. A stout post may be fixed upright in the
• See also Section 17, Defence of Posts,

High wire
entanglement.

Time, &o.

Trip wire.

Illumination
of obsta-eles
and foreground.

Bonfires.
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gronncl, and the fuel b11ilt up round it in the form of a co,:ie,
Or three posts may be erected, three or four feet apart, with
sticks rniiled to them horizontally so as to form n. cage, and the
fuel piled insirle.
A heap of shavings or dry leaves should
be placed at the bottom, and mt:•ans of light,ing arranged in
connection with it.. For this purpose a length of instantaneous
fuzc may be uRed, with one end in a small bag of gunpowrler,
under tlie heap of shn.vings, and the other iuside the work. But
the fuze must be kept in thoroughly g-ood condition. Friction
tubes form an excellent means of ignit,ion. Tl1ey can be fired
by the release of a weight which is attached by wire to the eye
of the pin. The tub,,s must be rigidly fixed, and strong wire
ut'ed for suspendiug the weight. The bla!it from a friction
tube being considt·1·able, the end of the insta11ta.neous fuze
nearest the tube should be one inch away from it. Both ends
of the fuze may be packed with quickmatch to insure ignition.
Another ruethocl is to arrange a match under the shavings so
that by a pull ou a cord the match will be rubbed against an
-igniting surface. The shavings must he enough to make a.
bright flame at once, and petroleum or pitch should be added
to them if avai]aUle. Materials for renewing the bonfire should
be kept at hand. Small pieces of canvas shonlu be fixed over
t.he firing ai-rangements to protect them from weather.
io\cetYlene
Acetylenejlart's, of which thereHre seYeral commercial patterns,
flare;.
have been found to be fairly effective for illuminating obstacles.
Lights, illmn,iuuiing wreck are articles of store. They can
Lights,
illuminating
be lit wit.b either im;tautaneous or safety faze. Instantaneous
wreck.
fuze should be stripped at tlie end to ensure good. contact with
the light.
They illuminate a circle of about lUO yards
diameter and bnrn for about 20 minutes.
Star ,hell.
Star shell, though they are apt. to light up the defence as
well as tlie foreground and do not Jast long, lia-re often a good
moral effect against savages; the firing of them at intervals
through the night has been kuown to prevent au intended
attack.
Sea.rch lights.
Search lights are the only really efficient means of illuminating- the foreground, and will probably be largely used; they
are most effective both for lighting up the ground and for
bliuding the attack.
Alarms and
flares.

2:;o. Where night attacks may be expected, automatic
alarms and flai"e lights are useful adjuncts. They are usually
corn bined wit.h the obstacle. One of the simplest alarms is a
row of tin pots, each containing a pebble, hung on a wire fence
so as to rat.tie when the latter is disturbed. A piece of tin
2 in. to 3 in. in diameter, such as the top of a jam pot may
be. ben~ round t!te wire and will answer the same purpose.
Trip wires can be arranged to fire a rifle, or to fire a cartridge
which in its turn will ignite a fhre. (See Pl. XXXV.)
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It must be borne in mind thnt flares lighted within a few
yards of the perimeter of a camp, or close to a parapet, are
difficult, to screen effectively and are likely to be a sonrce of
greater danger to the defence than to the attack; t,he_y should
therefore be used with grt:iat caution. At uight troops have a
tendency to concentrate their tire on any brilliantly illuminated
area. A number of flares cap,Lble of bnrning from two to five
minutes are preferable to one or two bonfires; a better effect is
obta.ined from flares by placiug them at some height above the
ground. Convenient trees may bP usl:'d for this purpose.
Arrangements for autoU1a.t'\c alarm signals. in connection
,,vith entanglements or intermediate fn-ices, generally have to
be improvised on the spot with whatever materials are
available.
A trip flare tbat has been found to work satisfactorily
consists of a hahrnced board fixed :in a tl'ench having at one
end the flare and at t.he other a heavy weight which is
temporarily supported. 'The trip· wire having beeu pulled, the
support beneath the weight is withdrawn, and the end of the
bea,u falls. By this meaus the flare appearR above grounJ, and the
jerk given to the beam fires a friction tube attached to tlw. tla.re by
iustanta11eous fuze and so lights the flare. (See Pl. XXXVA.)
The flare is composed of a mixtuL·e ot uitrate of potash,
sulphur and orpiment (Lights G.S. long, Mark III).
Pl. XXXVB shows a similar device for the firiug of a mine
or bo11:fire outside the pit. A boHfire cornposed ot straw, dry
wood, &c., is readily set on fire by a small oue-ounee C;ll'tridge
composed vf 5 part!:i white sugar aud 4 parts chlonde ot potash
euclosed in grease-proof paper fired by either instanta11eous
fuze or electr,call,r by Nu. l-l, E'uze, with metal cap with tl,e
meal powder re1uoved.
The spring- gun shuwn in sketch, Pl. XLIX, },ig. 2, is Spring gun.
reliable aud easily tixed.
ElectriC'a,l fence contacts were devised during the South Electrical
African VVar for intermediate fences betweeu blockhouses. contact.
They may be classed under two he,,dings. ln the simpler torm
the contacts are fixed on one of the feuce posts,or on a post
erected for the purpose OIi. the line of the fenee. This simpler
form will give a signal whether one or all of the fence wires
are cut or pulled. Fig. I, PI. XXXVI gives a suggestion for an
alarm clrcuit of this type. In the more complicated form the
contacts are mounted upon a suitable carrier, which is se,·nred
to the fence wires more or less· midway between two fence
posts. With this arrangement, since the contact makers are
"floating," a signal will only be given when there is relative
movcruent between one or more wires.
Pls. XXXVlI,
XXXVlll, XXXIX, and XL refer to an example of this
type, employed to some exteut in South Africa. The circuit
mav be arranged a.s a simple hell alarm circuit, as shown in
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Pl. XXX:VIl, or the nlarm circuit may be combined with
a mine.firing or flarepigniting circuit, fl,S shown in
Pls. XXXV'UI, XXXJ X, aud XL.
Wit,h the latter
arrangement the mine or flare may be fired either by an
exploder, or automatically b,v a battery of sufficient strength.
Uules~ automatic firing is drsired, it i8 important t,o remember
that t,he hell battery must, 11ot be stt-ong euough to fire the fnze
or deto1in.tor. The adio11 is as follows·The ga.lvn.nized iron wire Y (normally in~nlated from the
feuee wires by tl1e porC'elain insulators) ma.y be put in contact
with the fence wires either if it be tied up t.o onB of the fence
wires. or by thH relative horizontal movement of the wires,
c:-1.asiug eill1er of the wire8 D t,o make contact with the brass
contact-piece. In either case the bell circnit is completed
vid the insulated corper wire X and mine (or flare) circuit.
Lest there should be a failure of the lighting arrangements,
it will in any case be a sound precaution to have a second
slight obstacle immediately •in front of the parapet. See
Pl. LII.
Grass fires.

231. Grass .fires may be made to serve various purposes in
countries where the grass is high, and when it is dry enough
to be burnt. ll,or iustance, by burning the g-rass in front of a
position much cover is destroyed which might be of value to
an attacker. 1rhe fire wiU ahm act as an obstacle to an advance,
whilst the smoke may screen the moveruent of troops before a
coo.nter-a.ttal'k.

Barricades.

232. Bwn·icades are used for the defence of streets, roads,
hridg·e::i, &c., aud may be made of almost any materials that
happen to be at hand. Furniture, vehicles either overturned or
with the ,vheels taken off, carts tilled with earth, timber, heaps of
stones, rnbbish, iron railings, bales of goods, &c., can all be
made available (Pl. XLI, Figs. 1, 2, :l). Earth should always be
used, however, wliere the barricade is exposed to artillery fire.
When trees grow alongside a 1·oad, a barricade can be rapidly
made b_y felling them across it, or, more effectively, by entangling them as explained in para. 218.
In the case of a barricade for the defence of a street, it
should be so constructed that fire can be delivered from it, and
should, in addition, be flanked from loopholes ,n the adjacent
houses or walls. The loopholes should as far as possible be
arranged so as not to fi:r;e into each other; the defenders on being
posted should be cautioned as to the direction of their tire.
On each side of a barricade the doors and windows on the
ground floor which look i11to t.he street should be blocked up.
'l'he en~~y will be thereby prevented from forcing an entrance
and dr1vmg out tbe tlanking parties.
PassageR a.re-generally required through barricades, to allow
of the advance or retreat of outposts, but from the front these
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passages most not appear as openings. This can be arra,nged
by making the barricade in two or more pitrts, overlapping each
other, as shown in Pl. XLI, Fig. 3. By placing the barricade at e. sharp bend in the roe.d, or where a house stands
back from the genera.] line of building, a passage can be
arranged round the end of the barricade. One or two le11gths
of chevotux-de-frise, or wagons made bullet proof, may be kept
at hand to close up tlie openings.
233. A honse to house defence will usually be arranged in HoUBe
connection with street barricades. 1,he ho11se immedia£f!ly in defence.
advance of the barricade should be held. The best way to stop
the enemy's attempt at systematic advance through the houses,
is to loophole the party-walls of one house and to block the one
next to it on the enemy's sidP; this may he done eit.her by
blowing down with guncotton the floors and ceilings above the
lowest at.orey, or by sawing through the joists snd lett.ing the
wre,·k of 8onrs nnd ceilings r,·mnin where it falls. If this
cannot be done, the party-walls should at all events be loopholed, and barricades of furniture should be arranged so as to
make it difficult for the enemy to attack the def~nded walls
with explosives.
234. When a. position is occupied near a Htrearn, the water Inundations.
may sometimes be retained by dnms, so as to form an inundation

in from of the line. When the inundation is to he shallow,
ditches of snfficieut depth to prevent wading should be cut
cheqnerwise through the ground to ho inundated, befol'e damming up the stream.

Harrows, &c., may be scattered abont. and

deep pits dug. The most favuu,•able positions for forming
inundations ai:e those where the bed of the• stream has only
" slight fall, the sides of the valley being regular, and risiug
rather rapidly; where these featUl'eS do not exist the wo, k is
gPneratly too extensive to be undcrtn.ken.
·
In making an iuondation the portions of t.he dam on either Dame.

side of the stream should be completed first.

The soil of which

the da.m is composed should be irnper'l"ious to water, otherwiRe

a wa.ll of puddled cla.y" must be constructed inside it.

If there

are to be two or more inundations, the materialR for each dam

should be taken from the lower side, so "" t.o increase the dept,h
of the inundat.iou next below it. The earth forming the tl•m
should he carefully rammed. The chief difficulty is the construction _of the part across the bed of the stream; this part
must be built as rapidly as possible, since when once the stream
is dammed up the construction of the dam must keep pace wiih
the rise of the water. Materials should be collected below the
dam on each side of the stream, a.nd as large a working party
as possible employed. A bank of earth is lirst made •cross the
• Olay ii puddled by bfling well kneaded with a. !!!mall qua.ntitv of water.
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opening between the two finished portionR of the dam, so as to
The
enahle the foundations of the remainder to be put in
thickness of the dam at top should be made equal to the depth
of water retai11ed; the slope of the up-stream side is usually
made ½, and of the lower side f.
W88te we,ir,

Ditches of
field wurk'4.

Fougo.ssea.

235. Uuless the surface of an earthen dam he protected, it
will soon be washed a,vay by any wftte1· flowing over it i a wastPweir should therefore be made, la1·gp enough to carry off the
water of the stream. A chn.11t1el for a wa:-:;te weir should if
possible he cut through the solid ground, clear of the dam,
otherwise it must be formed in the dam itself. Such a channel
ca.n be made of fascines or hurdles. if plauk::- and timber cannot
be procured. rrhe bank near a weir mu:--t be well re,·etted,
the revdment. extending beyond the foot of the dam on the lower
side, HO as to pl'otect it from the rnsh of water over ·the weir.
A douLle layer of fascines, securely picker.ted, forms a good
revetm1·nt. 'I1he surface of the weir should- be 2 or 8 ft. below
the top of the dam. according to the liability to floods. Dams
and waste weirs may be constructed of tirn hers roughly framed
together, and covered with a 1ayer of clay (Pl. XLII, Figs. 2
and :3). Sluice gates are occasionally required to drain the
inundations.
236. An inundation may somet.imes be formed by damming
up the arches of a bridge or culvert, as, fol' instance, where an
embankment crosses a valley. But this is very likely to endanger the stability of the bridge or embankment.
The ditches of field works, if snfficiently deep, form a considerable obstacle when flooded. Flooding may be effected by
damming up the natural course of a stream and diverting it
through the ditches, or by cutting a channel and leading the
water into them. This should often be feasible in the case of
bridge heads.
237. Fougasses are not, strictly speaking, obstacles, but are
generally described in connect.ion with them.
A fougasse proper is a land mine loaded with stones, bricks,
&c., and arranged so that when it is fired the force of the charge
is expended in driving the stones in a given direction.
Fongasses may be arranged so that they are automatically
fired by the enemy on bis approach, but a more reliable system
is to fire them by observation. Their moral effect is considerable,
and they may be especially usefol against troops attacking on
a narrow front, as will be the ease in a defile. But it, must not
be forgotten that every explosion of a fougasse will leave a
crater that may serve as cot•er to the attacking troops.
For a stone fougasse an excavation is made in tLe form of
_ tl>e frustrum of a cone or pyramid. a box of powder is placed in
a recess at the bo-ttom, and on the box a wooden platform or
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shield 3 or 4 in. thick, over which the stones, &c., are piled.
The axis of the cone shoul,l be inclined at about 40° to the
horizon, varying a little more or leaH as the ground in front is
ascending or dei-lceuding; the sides should form an anO'le of
a.bout 12° with the axis.
~
FougasRes 1nay be fired by electricity, or by fnze or Powder
hose passed through a, hole in the box, a groove to receiv.e
the wires or fuze being cut in the back of the excavation i this
groove will protect the fuze from iujury during the operation of
lo:-lding, which should be performed with great care. Caution
is specially necesHary when powder hose is used, siuce this is
liable to be fired during the loading of the mine.
A fougasse of the form shown in Pl. XLIII, if charged
with 80 lbs. of powder, should throw 5 tons of bricks and
stones over •a surface abmlt, 160 yards long by 120 y,u·ds wicle.
The line of least resistance must be so arranged that by
placing the excavated earth on the back edge of the fougasse,
at a, the powder will act in the direction of the axis, and not
vertically.
In eij,:-\Y soil two untrained men can dig out a fougasse
(nbout 350 cub. ft.) in 8 hours-in hard soil iu 10 to 12 honrs.
A smaller fougasse ma.y be dug out by two men in two
hours. With a charge of :JO lbs. of powder and ¾ton of flints
or stones such a fougasse has covered by its ex:plosiou a space to
its front of about 2UO yards long and 90 yards wide, the bulk
of the missiles lying in an area of 115 yards by 40 yards; with
25 lbs of powder it covered a space about 140 yards long and
90 yards wide.
Land mines are small charges of powder, guncotton, or other Land mines.
explosives, placed on or near the surface of the ground, and
fired either automatically or by observation. Their moral effect
is great, but they should only he laid and worked by officers
having a thorough knowledge of explosives. They possess the
same objection as fougasses in forming possible cover for the
attack.
Passage nf Obstacles.
238. Before trying to pass obstacles, such of them as can be De,truction
injured by artillery fire should be thoroughly shelled, supposing by artillery.
that their positions can be ascertained; if used in sufficient
quantity high explosive and large calibre shells may destroy
obstacles, but wire entanglements and abatis do not suffer much
from field artillery, except that the last named may sometimes
he set on fire if the wood is dry or resinous.
An obstacle may be passed either hy cutting through or
by climbing over it. Cutt,ing' through entails a fairly long halt
on the part of the attackers, and losses may he heavier than if
the obstacle were passed over. But a pass'lge, once it bas been
cleared, enables the supporting troops to advance more rapidly.
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Obstacles of the nat,ure of abatis are difficult to cut through.
The trees and boshes composing them mnst be dragged to ono
side.
Wire entanglements can be cut through with axes or with
wire-cuttprs
G<'od effect is sometimes, thongh not always, produced by
Exploaives
explosh•es thrown by hand. Gnncotton, on account of the
thrown by
band.
security with whir.h it may be carried under fire, is specially
snitahle. It should be made up in bundles of 4 or 5 slabs, with
the holes for primers ve_rtically ovPr one another. A I-oz. primer
with a No. 8 detonator (see M.E. Part IV) is arranged so !,bat
the top of the detonator is below the top of the guncotton. The
slabs ,u·e securely tied together. The detonator is thus protected
from any accitlental blow which might cause prem.,.ature explosion. A charge of 6 lbs. (four lJi-lb. slabs) has completely
cleared the wires between fonr picket,s of high wii•e eotauglement.
Ladden.
Rough la.ddl'rs with broad steps made out of pieceR of board
(Pl. XL[, l<'ig. 5) are useful for general purposes. The.v can
be used to bridge small ditches, or to surmo1'.nt escarps, palisades,
chevanx-de-frise, wire entanglements, and even abatis.
If
thrown on high wire entanglements their weight crnf!}ies down
the wires, the effed, h'ling greatly increased if at the same
time a few of the pickets are cut through by hand axes. One
man can carry a l:l ft. or 15 ft. ladder; but in order to allow
for caimalties, and to have spare men for meeting unforeseen
difficulties, it is well to tell off three men to every ladder ( one
at each end and one in the centre) and to arm at least the
centre man with a hand axe.
Grapnels ba,·e been used for pulling down entanglements,
Grapnels.
but are not very eff1.:·ctive.
Spunyarn Relvagees, or even iron hoops off barrels, will
Sel vageea and
assist men in pas:-1ing over palisading where the horizontal bar
iron hoops.
of the palisading is near the top. The selvagees or hoops are
looped over the uprights of the palisade, and act as stirrups
for men climbing over.
Straw.
Straw makes a good passage, but is too bulky and heavv to
bring np in large quantities, and when once used cannot be
taken up and carried forward to a second line of obstacles. It
should be made up in long bundles not too heavy for a man to
carry eai-.ily.
·
When there is plenty of time for preparation, and when it
Light bridge,.
is possible to effect a surprise, light bridges may be used
for crossing ditches, &c.
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SECTION 12.-COM:MUNICATIONS IN CONNECTION
WITH DE1''ENSIVE POSITIONS.
239. In preparing a defensive position, the provision of good General prin•
ciples.
communications is a most essential pojnt.
Tactical communications, considered specially in connection
with defence, should folfil, as far as possible, the following
general conditions:(a.) They should be amilable fo,· use tmder all &ircumsta,.ces.
All risks from torrents, inundations, landslips, falling
timber, sand, &c., must be foreseen and provided for.
(b.) They should be specially a,·ranged for convenience and
rapidity of MILITARY movements.
Communications between the firing line and the troops in
rear should be as direct as is possible without
undue exposure.
Provision should be m•de for free lateral movement of
troops along the firing line, or close in rear of it.
Troops should be so posted that when taking up their
positions, or wht,n re-inforcing, they sha.11 not cross
the line of.march of any other body of men.
(c.) They should p1'Dvide fo,· moveme1't ;,. both directio1's,
The width of existing roads and bridges ca,nnot as a
rule be quickly increased; all that can be done is to
improve the road surface, and to provide crossingplaces on roads which are not wide enough for
traffic in both directions. In new works, snch as
causeways over marshes, or clearances througb woods
and hedges, allowance should be made for move·
ments of troups ou as broad a front as possible.
The exits from a bridge should always be made
wider than the bridgP itself.
(d.) They should be concealed from the enemy's observation.
By .using communications concealed from the view of the
enewy, a defender both protects his own troops
and confuses the attacker. But it may be preferable
to have a short portion of the commnn,cations
exposed to fire, rather than to losp, time by making
a wide detour. Much may be done by a judicious
selection of the routes for communications, taking
ad vantage of folds in the ground, belts of trees,

(Bll840)
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cuttings, embankments, &c. Exposed port.ions may
be covered from view by screens of bushes ortall corn.

(e.) The!/ should be easily identified and their destination must
be unmi'stakable.
At every road junction, sign-posts should he put up on
which are written directions and informA.tion as
to distances. Rough sketches, drawn on planed wood
and showing neighbouring villages, are most usefuL
Tough paper such as the "\Villesden paper used in
surveying, may with advantage be uailed to sign·
posts or trees ; on this paper staff officers can write
any occasional instructions which may be_ wanted.
In woods, indistinct tracks should be marked by
"bla~iug " trees. A regular system of blazing must
be adopted throughout; for instance, if only those
trees are blazed which are on the right of a track:
when advancing, a man can then at once ascertain,
in which direction he is going, by noticing on
which side of the track are the blazed trees. From
each blazed tree it must al ways be possible plainly
t0 see the uext one.
Requirement.

for infantry.

240. Infantry can cross a ford 3 ft. deep, hut it is undesirable that they should be required to wade through v.ater;
a number of narrow and light bridges, or even st.eppingstones, will obviate this necessity. Troops Ahould if possible be·
spared the exhaustion entailed by struggling through deepmud, Rand or snow, or through reeds, cane brakeR, or brushwood. In marshy places a thin layer of hurdles, fascines, &c.,
will enable them to pass; in the absence of nndergrowth,
forest trees do uot impede them.
I11fant.ry moving on a
front of one company require a passage about 40 yards wide.

241. Cavalry can cross a fo1·d 4 ft. deep.
It requires.
broader and heavier bridges tha.n infantry, and will founder in
soft ground where infantry can pass; causewayR acrosi:; marshes
need most careful preparation when they are to earry cavalry.
Since a horse requires more room for movement than a man,
cavalry are relatively more impeded by woods than are infantry.
On the othei· hand, since cavalry can make a dash through a
nan-ow defile, such defiles check the advance of cavalry less
than that of infantry.
Requireruents
Pack animals in i::teneral conform to the same conditions as
for pack
cavalry, but cannot ci·oss so deep a ford. They can be employed
animals.
where wheeled transport is impracticable.

Uequiremeuts
for ca-ralry.

Requirements
242. Gnns a;,d wagons require a hard surface not less than,
for artillery
8 ft. wide; they can cross fords 2 ft. 4 in. deep. Bridges toa.nd train.
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carry them must be very solidly constructed, partly on account
of the heavy load, and partly because it may be necessary for
guns to cross rapidly.
During a long engagement ammunition wagons and carts
will have to return in order to refill, and every precaution must
be taken along the roads which they will ase, so as to ensure
that there shall be no blol"king of traffic.
On narrow roads
extensive crossing-places should be prepared. Although a single
vehicle only requires a width of 8 ft., still, when two or more
have to pass each other or move abreast, a width of 9 to 12 ft.
should be allowed for each.
243. Railways can rarely be used tactically for the move- &ilwa.ys.
ment of troops, but a position astride a railway, or ln its
neighbourhood, has the gre,tt advantage that it can be supplied,
without much labour and with a fair degree of certainty,
with provisions and stores of all kinds, especially when branch
lines or tram ways can b~ carried from the main line to
minor depots.
244. In the case of a position deliberately occupied for
def"'nce, existing communications can generally be materially
improved; roads can be repaired, bridges strengthened, and
wide clearances can be made throughout.
A force acting on the offensive is confined to the existing lines
of approach, or to such routes as can be hastily cleared.
An important part of the preparations for defence consists,
therefore, in obstructing cxistiug approaches; at the same
time their possible use fer an offensive movement 1nust be
kept in view.
Under no circumstances must an.y important
Works, t,:;uch as railways, bridges, or river walls, be destroyed
'"lithout the orders of tbe commander of tbe defence.
Particular at,tentiou should be given to such Jines of
approach as favont· turning movements on the pa.rt of tlie
attack.
Approaches can be most effectively blocked by the
removal 01· demolition of bridges (see M.E., Part IV) at points
where they are lea.st easily replaced, and where there is no other
means of passage. In low-lying country the cutting of sea
walls or dykes will often render large tracts impassable.

Existing communications.

Obstruction
of communi·
cations to
the front.

1!45. Communications along the front of a deliberately Communioccupied position will often have to be excavated.
In some cations a)ong
cases it ma:y be impossible to move troops except along the fire the front.
trenches, which for this purpose will have to be made wider
than usual.
246. It is desirable to establish a system of telephones 'Ielephones.
between the various commanders, in order to obviate the
necessity for sendiog messt,ngers under fire, and to save time in
obtaining information.
(Bll840)
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SEG"TION 13.-STOCKADES AND BLOCKHOUSES.
St.ockades.

~'ambours.

Stockades.
24'i'. Stockrtdes are improvised defensible walls, which, in
addition to affording cover to their def'en<lcrA, form a fair obstacle
to an assault. They are only suitable for defences of a purely
passive character, and can ouly ho used where not exposed to
artillery tire, in country where timber is pleutiful, or where
railway plant is close at band. In village fighting, they may
be used to barricade narrow openings, but they require time
and a comparatively large working party for their construction.
Stockades were formerly most often made of timber alone,
and agiliust an enemy armed with a rifle of low penetration,
such stockades may still be used.
Ag;ain~t a modern rifle bullet, no practicable quantity of
timber, by itself; will make a bullet-proof stockade. The commonest form of stockade consists of earth, gravel or broken
stone, between two upright revetments. The necessary thickness will be obtained from the ta:ble in para. 12. See Pl. XLIV,
Figs. 1 aud 2.
Railway metals fir iron plates, if avai1ab1e, are useful
materials. Types of stockades made of rail way metals are
.shown on Pl. XLIV, Figs. 2 and 3.
It must be remembered that the loopholes through which
the defenders deliver their :=re should be so a,·ranged that the
,enemy, if he succeeds in closing with the stockade, will not be
able to use the loopholes in his turn. For this purpose it is
suffieient that the loopholes shall he 6 ft. above the ground on
the e1•emy's side of the stock.de.
Loopholes may be formed of sand bags, or by inserting a
pla.!lk box in the earth, gravel, &c., taking care to give some
splay to the rear in order to admit of lateral range. They
should be from 3 to 5 ft. apart, and blinded if necessary.
t:iee para. 179.
If required, two tiers of fire can be obtained in a rail
stockade by arranging a staging of sleepers for the upper rank
to stat1d on, leaving sufficient head room underneath the staging
for the lower rank standing on the ground level. In this case
there should be a ditch in front as in Pl. XLIV, Fig. 1.
248. In order to flank stockades and walls, projections of
etockading, triangular or rectangular in shape, cal1ed tambours,
are sometimes employed.
Tambours can be arranged for either one or two tiers of
fire. One tier is, however, generally sufficient, the loopholes
being placed as close as possible, provided that there is room
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to use the rifle. It will be desirable to provide them with a
rough roof. They can be advantageously placed so as to flank
the passages or entrances leading through walls or stockades,
Pl. XLV gives an example of a rectangular tambour of
the smallest size, to take two men._
Blockhouses.

ll49. Blockhouses are defensible buildings designed to give
both shelter and protection to small posts. It is impossible,
with the resources ordinarily available in the field, to make them
capable of resisting artillery, but they may be very useful
a.gainst infantry, or against cavalry withont artillery. They
should, therefore, be buildings whose roofs give shelter from the
weather, and whose walls, up to the necessary heigbt,give protection against rifle bullets'. It will sometimes he necessary
to give overhead cover ~gainst descending. bullets. For this
purpose a ceiling of 3-in. planking might be provided.
Blockhouses may be used for the protection of picquets
guarding mountain roads, bridges, or fords, where g1ws are
not likely to be employed against them. If good fire 1renc·nes
are used in conjunction with them, they may be held even
against guns.
Pl. XLVI, Figs. 1 and 2, shows a blockhouse for about 80
men; the walls are made bullet proof with planks an<l earth.
The trench showu outside snppli,·s the earth for the walls, and
will be occupied by the defeuders wheu exposed to artillery fire.
Pl. XLVII, Figs. l and 2, shows an arrangement of two
hlockhoust:>s protecting a culvert on a railway. TheEie are for
picquets of about 12 meu each. In this case the walls might
be of steel plates or iron rails, or of ballast between hoards.
A wooden hut may quickly be made defensible by lmilding
up sand-bags either within or without the ~aJls.
Pl. XLVII, Fig. 5, is a section of a machit·oulis arrangement for defeuding the ground floor of a blockhouse.
Stone blockhouses are much used in the Balkans. Some
of the smaller ones are simply round or rectangular enclosures,
for 8 or 10 men, consisting of dry stone walls without roofs. The
large ones, for as many as 00 men, aL·e i-;ometimes iu the form of
a cross. Their walls are built ,vith mortar, they have roofs and
sometimes two stories. See Pl. XLVII, E'igs. :; and 4.

Blockhouses.

Blockhouses
protecting a
culvert..

Ma.chicoulis

for blockhouse.
Stone blockhouses.

250. Blockhouses should be protected by a good obstacle. Obstacles and
A barbed wire entanglement is most suitable since it does not bonfires.
obstruct the view of the defende,·s. Bonfires or flares should be
provided for lighting up the foreground.
Blockhouses should be well stored wit,h ammunition, water1
provisions ; there should also be a. sunken latrine ot1t,~i.lle, with
a trench leading to it.
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251. Large uumbers of circulnr blockhouses were erected
in Snuth Africa, for the proteetion of the railways during

the wnr of 1899-1902; t.hey gave ent.ire satisfaction. They
were built of sheets of co1Tugated iron 6 in. apart,, fai=.;tened
to a wooden framework; the space between the sheets was
'l'he loopholes w~re frames of
packed with small stones.
sheet iron built into the ,,·alls. The entrance consisted of a
small hole covered by a movable screen of corrugated iron and

stom•s.

See Pls. XLVIII, XLlX, and LVII.

Iu order to obtain a maximum fire effect in any direction,

the blockhouse was surrounded by a firo trench. The blockhouse itself was only allowed to be used for close defence.
The fire trench served also a~ a protection for the sentry.
The whole structure could be sent to the required site by
train and erected by half-a-dozen men (carpenters and fitters)
in a cou pie of days.
Suggest.ions

252. In the construction of st.ockades and blockhouses,

for design of good hints as to design may, in the case of a war against
stooke.dea t1o nd savages, be got from the enemy, who in tile course of inter~
blockhouses.

tribal warfare will most likely have evolved the types of defence
best snited for local materials, and for resisting the weapons
and form of &ttack which he will employ against us. Such
types, when improved by the light, of our own knowledge,
modified to suit our weapons, and executed with the aid of good
tools and engineering skill, will, as a rule, be suitable for our
own use.
On the N.W. frontier of India stone sangars are the rule;
in the Lushai Expedition of 1889 bamboo stockades were made;
in the Soudan, breastworks of sand and thorn zerebas.
Where railway stations need protection, it cau be given by
blockhouses, stockades and splinter proofs made of rails; in
the case of a bridge the piers and girders can oft.en, with a
little ingenuity, be made int.o good eover.
For types of such defences, see Pls. L to LIV.

/,lEOTION

14.-lJltFENCE OF BUILDINGS.
Gmeral Principles.

253. Houses, and other buildings standing alone, give very
Effect of
field artillery. Ii ttle protection against artillery fire to troops posted inside
them ; field gun sl,ells can penetrate the thickest walls of ordinary buildings ; their fazes are set in action by striking the
wall, and the contents of one shrapnel or common shell
may disable all the occupants of the room in which it bursts.

CORRUGATED

Rubble dwarf wall, or bank of earth, This wall, or ba,nk, sup1
two corrugated iron skins 4"to e''apart, packed with hard shini
loopholes being provided as shown. Roofof'corrugated iron or t,
the whole structure supported on a wooden frame. Care must l
thti.t any of the woodwork f'rame exposed to /'ire is adequately pr
by shingle_ Entrance partly underground, protected by traverse.
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Men in t,he back rooms or a large house will have protect,ion £01·
a t.ime, but aH soon as breacheR are made in the fr-Jnt wall,
shells will begin to pass through the breaches and to penetrate
the inner walls. In very large houses with many int,erior walls,
troops in the back rooms will be fairly safe, but in such a
position they c~n be of little use.
Field howitzer common shell will make the wbo]e interior Effect of
field
of a building 11ntenable from the first.

254. Therefore, when buildings stand alone, in positions
where they are exposed to art.illery fire, it will seldom be
worth while to spend time and labour in preparing them for
defence, for during a bombardment they will not be tenable, and
after it, the defensive arrangements will for the most part be
fo11nd destroyed.
It is not., therefore, proposed to consider the defence of
buildings against artillery. Houses, farms, &c., standing in
a defensive line where they are liable to be attacked by all arms,
will still ha.ve a certain value. both because they may give cover
to troops posted behind them, and because they may have
eurrom,ding them waJls and other enclosures which will be
easily defensible. Ag ..in, it will sometimes be possible for
troops to occupy them to advantage after the enemy's artillery
fire has ceased. When tirne and labour are available, they
may be prepared with this end in view.
Sometimes, on the other hand, it will be best to destroy
buildings or to set. them on fire, so that they may not be of use
to the enemy, b!J.t to ensure this result the debris must be
carefully scattered, a proceeding- whir-h will often involve more
time and la.hour than are available.
255. When buildings are screened by their position from
the enemy's artillery, and are occupied by detached bodies of
troops, they may he put iota a state of defence, as their value
in withstanding close attack is considerable.
Tbe defence in this case has to t.ake account of only thr-ee
methods of attack, viz., musketry fire, direct assauha on the
opeuings in the walls, and tho lodgment of explosives against
the walls. To meet the first it is necessar_v to clear the foreground, so that the enemy may have little chance of establishing
a superior fire against the loopholes. The second must be ruet
by ob8tacles, by barricades, and, if possible, by flanking fire.
The third method will not be commonly employed, as the
attacking party will not often be provided with the necessary
explosives. It must be met by obstacles and by f!ankmg fire.
When flanking fire is impossible, a more extensive use of obstacles
becomes necessary, in order to give greater value to t-he frontal
fire.
2-56. The danger of a house being set on fire by shells varies
according to the class of building. In a modern fire-proof
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Whilst the details of the defence are being settled, work can
be started by collecting gravel and st,ones from paths and roads,
taking up a quantity of floor boards from points where the
want of them will least inconvenience the defence, and starting
to clear the foreground with a view to collecting materials foL·
obstacles.
When very little time is available, as much as possible must Ha,ty
be done in the following directions : defenc•.
(a) Clear the field of fire.
(b) Barricade the ent.rances.
(c) Provide loopholes.
These measures are all equally important, and should he put in
hand together.
Details of Defence.

may be defended in the following ways
(Pls. LV and LVI):(a.) Struts or bars which can be removed at will from the
inside (Pl. LV, Fig. 1), may be employed to prevent the
door from being forced opeJJ. Otherwise a cupboard, or wardrobe, or a couple of chests, filled with earth or bricks (Fig. 2)
and placed on rollers, may be used to secure the door from
being fired through, or burst open. It will not be possible to
render the door bullet-proof, and at the sarue time admit of its
opening, unlestt it can be plated with iron or steel.
(b.) .A door can be barricaded by placing fhgstoues or by
building a wall of bricks against it ou the inside; inside this
barricade, aud supportiug it,, place one of the inner doors of
the house taken off its hinges, a.ud either strut it, or, if thel'e
be a passage leading to the door, secure it by strong haI"s
passed through holes in the walls of the passage. Or bricks
may be built up iuto a rough wall, not less than 1 ft. 6 in. thick,
outside the door, as sho . .vn in Figs. :3 and 4.
(c.) 'l.'irn bel'S may be laid horizontally upon one another across
the inside of the door; they must be spiked to vertical ribands
held at the foot by blocks nailed to the floor, anJ at the top by
struts. The space between the timbers and the door should
be filled with stones or shingle.
Other methods, such . as that shown in Pl. LVI,
Figs. 1 and 2, can be employed according to the material
available, care beiug taken that sufficient tbickness is given to
ensure the wurk being bullet proof.
Any door which is reservt>d for use and not barricaded,
should if possible be in a re-entering augle of the bnilding, or
so situated that it cannot be fired into from outside.
258. Doors

Barricading

doore.

Door resened
for we.

2,59. Windows may be barricaded in a similar manner to BaITicading
doors. Shutters are often of assistauce.
windowa.
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'l'he windows on the upper floors generally require only to be
made bullet proof up to a l,~ight Rufficient to cover men's heads.
Bedding was formerly used for this purpose, but is not proof
flO'ninst modern rifle bullets.
~ Other methods of defending windows, more particularly
those on the ground floor, nre given in Pl. LVI, },igs. 8 and 4;
these show a method which is often feasible, and wl1ich can be
rapidly earried out, the intervals between the planks being filled
wit.h shingle, grn.vel, or macadnn1 off the surface of the roads.
Sl,ields made of two sheets of corrugated iron kept 6 inches
apart, prepn.red with loopl10les rmd filled with broken stone,
ca.n easily be adnpted to fit most. openings in a house.

260. Loopholes should, if practicable, be arrauged so as to
allow as much lateral range as possible to the fire from the lower
floor, and as much depression as possible to the fire from the
upper floor. The number and situation of the loopholes will
depend on the amount and direction of the fire required. It will
be advisable to provide a liberal number of loopholes round thfl
building, even if the avai]able garrison be insufficient to man
all sides at the same time. The fire can then be increased in
any direction according to circumstances.
The miuimum distance apart of loopholes depends on the
thickness of the walls and their strength. The ordinary interval
is 4 ft., or 6 ft. in the case of thick walls loosely built. In
g-ood 9-in. brick walls, it may be reduced to 3 ft. if desirable,
Y ery thick walls, such as those of churches, cannot always be
loopholed; the fire must he delivered from the windows and
doors, or from the roof. It is desiraboe that loopholes for frontal
fire should not be less than 6 ft. above the grnund outside, but
flanking loopholes may often be advantageously made near the
ground level, sons to a.void undefended space. The floor must
be broken away inside so as to allow of men using these low loopBanquettes, which may be necessary on the ground
holes.
floor, can generally be made with furniture and planks, but must
be firm and steady. .A. commanding line of fire may often be
obtained with very little labour by removing tiles or slates just
above the eaves of the roof, so that the men may fire over the
top of the wall.
Ventilation and light should bP- provided by leaving openings
at the tops of the windows when barricading them, by making
smoke-escape holes through the walJs of the top storeys, close
under. the ceilings, or, in buildings with only one floor, by
removrng t1Jes or slates, and breaking the ceiling away if one
exists.
. Whe_n the building is likely to come under artillery fire,
high ch1mneys should be removed and the bricks made use
of elsewhere,
.A. good obstacle is generally to be preferred to flank defenoe,
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when the choice lies between them, but a combination of both
is always desirable.
lf it be considered a<lvisable to create
flank defence where the plan of the building does not lend
itself t,o the purpose, tambours may be constructed. (See
Pl. XLV.)
ExiRting openings should if possible be used to communicate
with tambours. When, however, a t.ambour is constructed at the
corner of a building, an opening must be made in the wall
for communication between the building and the tambour.
26 l. In some cases macliicoulis galleries may be employed
as a substitute for flank defence. ·.rhey consist of ga.Jleries
from which fire can be directed vertically downwards, which
object is usually attained by loopholing the flo9r; loopholes
so placed have the ad vantage that they cannot be fired
into by an enemy at a distance. They are easily arranged by
making the parapets of balconies rifle-proof by hearthstones, bags
full of earth, &c. When there are no balconies, a window can
be adapted to form e. machicoulis gallery, the wall below it being
cut away to the floor level. Two beams or strong poles are
laid on the floor so as to project 3 or 4 ft. through the window
opening, the inner ends being firmly lashed or spiked to the
floor joists. Planks are laid on the beams to act as a floor, and a
bullet-proof parapet is built round the platform thus formed.
One or two men sitting or kneeling on the floor, and protected
in front by the parapet, can fire down wards.
In t-he defence of buildings, obst.acles are always advantageous, especially e.t night. When suitable me,t.erial is available, e.n
abatis can he quickly constructed; wire entanglements, palisa.des 1
&c., may be employed ; exi~ting objects, such as fences,
pieces of water, shrubberieR, &c.~ should be turned to account
aud improved.
Small ditches dug outside t,he doors and
windows, being almost useless as ob~tacles, are rarely worth the
labour of excavation.
The approach through the obstacles to the door reserved
for use, should not be easy or direct and should, if possible,
be brought nuder a cross tire.
The line of obstacles should be continu0us in front of the
weaker parts of the buildiug, and should be connected at
its endR with the walls of the huilding, in order that it may
not be turned.
Obstacles should also be so arranged that the
enemy, should he 8Ucceed in penetrating to the building at any
point, shall _be una,ble to extend close to the walls underneath
the line of the defenders' fire.

Maehicouli;,

Ob,taol...

Ditches of
little value.

Pa.eea.ge
through
obstacles.
Line of
obstacles to be
continuou1.
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262. Villriges have always µosxesiled considE'irable taf•tiral import,a1 1ce, from the fact that, i11 n1a11y case!'. tht-y can be.obstinately
defeuded, even wit.bout prt--vious preparation. 'l'hcir presence
in a dt->fensive position is not always to be dt'.sired, ai,. t,Ley have
defects in proportion to tlH.'it· ad\'a.ntages; they requi,e a large
numbt->r of men for effective cl1•fe11ce, and the garri:-ons are
necessnrily scatt1•red, so t.hat ther·e i:-1 a difficult.y in exercising
effective command. At the sau,e time, in a civilized cnuutry, a
villagt· or two will geuera.llJ be found in or ntar .a defensive
posit.ion of any extent; si11ce they are difficult. to demolish,
and on :iceount of t,he abme-mt·111io1:eJ defensive qua]ities, they
should not, as a rule, be resignt->d to the enemy, it will often
be necessary to hold them.
Tbey have in mvst ('ase:.. the following advantageR. They
con(_'eal t.lie strength and diRpm~itions of their garrisn11s, and of
reserves posted in 1·ear of thern. 'l'hey pr1)vide shelter from
weather for their g:u·l'isons, which iH valuable in proportion to
tlie time which precedPS attack. Their t-·nc1osurei:i, such at-. walls
and hedges, will genera.Hy otfe1· g-ood positions fur i11fa11try
defeuce. Large building-s or groups of buildings in rear of the
village, which by tl1eir position art· not much exposed 10 artillery
fire, c;m l't:'aclily be prepared fur obstinate defeucc as a :a-econd
line of resistance.
When a village bas an ndeqnate garrison, it will be usele~s
for t.he enemy to assault it. witlwut previous preparation by
artillery. The effect of such preparation will vary according
to the (·lai:-s of projectile which tile ent>my can employ .
.Field l1owitzer shell will soun make a smalJ village un~
tenable, but in a lal'ge village t bis 11eed not be tbe ca8e, As the
splinters are VPry easily stopped, the damage must cbieHy be
coufined to the points where shells barst. A considerable
nnmber of shells a.re requirt.!cl to destroy auy la.rgt-' nmnber of
hoases, audit must be remen1bered that the number of available
howirzers aucl the quantity of arnn11rnition will always be li1uited.
The question of the occupat.i11n or non-occupation of a village
is one of tactics. Should the vilh1ge be sitnated in or near the

general line of battle, it will, as a rule, be absolutely nece,sary
to occupy it. lf the village be "ery badly situated for defence,
it may be best to throw the line in front of it.
Suitability.

263. The suitability of villages for defence depends
upon:a. The forrtt and nat11re of the ground on which they are
situated.-The form ancl nature of the ground should be such
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that ouly a small amount of lahour is reqnired iu providing a
good field of fire, and in assisting freedom of movewent for
coun!,er-attack.
b. The shape of the village, ,md nature of the houses, enclosures,
4"0.-St,rag!'li11g hamlets lying end-ou to the enemy are weak
if they project far in front of the genPral line.
lt will often .be ne.cessary to abandon the more advanced
portions of such a village, and to 1•educe as mnch a~ possible,
by hnrniug and other means, an_y cover that the enemy might
;itilise.
The question of cover for the defenders is affected as
regn.rds amount, of protection afforded, eaRe in preparation, a.nd

liability to catch fire, by t-he cons,.ruct,ion of the houses, and
the materi,i Is ot' which they are built.
The •nita.bility of the enclosures for defence is also a matter
of great iwpor·t.ance.
Ge11eral Ar.-angements for Defence.
264. In holding villages, whet.her in the main line or as General
Kupportin~ points in reu.r of it, every ud,·antage should be taken arrangements
of the opport.nnity they offer for obstinate defence. A village for defence.
remain.ing- in the hands of the deftmderi-;, a.fter the line on either
side of it haH bef-\n forced ha.ck, is a g-rea.t help towards the recapture of the position. Similarly, 011e or t.wo specially strong
poi11ts in the village itself may be prepare,l.
l'hey are
geuerally spoken of as "keepR," ancl wil. great.ly facilitate the
re-ca.prure of the village by prevt-"ntiug the ene1Uy from establishing himself firmly. Their garri:-ions wilJ, as a rule, have
order• to hold out to the la•t.
t65. The dispositi,m of the defenrling troops will entirely
depen,l on the uature and sh>1pe of the village. This should
be divided up in10 well-defi.nt-·d st-c1io111"J, ench held hy a company or companieR, half-b1tttaliou or hattalion, according to
size, and each httving its own l't'Sponsible co111mander, acting

under the commander of the whol~.
sectious should bo well marked.

Th.e boundaries of the

Ea.1·h &t-ction can have two lines of defence, the main
line holding tb.e outer enclosnres a,.d a second or inner line
holdrng enclo•ures or groups of buildmgs nearer the e.eutre of
the village.
UndE>r the commander of the village, there will also he a
reserve. This may be posted in the village or in rear of it,
or part of it. inside and part outside, as may suit the form of
village anti plau of the fight. The reserve must be in readiness
to make local counter attacks round the flanks of the village,
.or to reiuforce auy section which is hard pressed. The garri.eon of the keep, if any, will be furnished from the reserve.
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266. It is difficult to eatimate the e:iract strength of the
garrison, as it will depend upon the form of ~he village, the
time available, and the natnre of defence required.
Jt i.~ must important to prevent the enemy from obtainin/? A.
foothold at any point inside the village, since he at once begins
to meet the defenders on even t,erms. To this end the main
line of defence must be very strong-ly held, special attention
being directed towards the repulse of any att~mpt at turning
the flanks of the village.

Preparations for Defence.
267. In preparing a village for defence the following steps
should be taken : a. Or~anize t.he sections of defence and allot the troops to
them.
b. Provide loopholes, if required, for the outer line.
c. Clear the field of fire.
d. Provide for free communication within the sections.
e. Improve cover for outer line.
f. Make obstacles, 9,nd barricade the roads.
This cau be
pnrtly done whilst clearing the field of fire.
g. Prepare retrenchments and keeps.
'rhe cover for the outer line, as already explained, will con·
sist mainly of defensible hedge8, garden walls, and fences,
cover for the supports beiug provided immediately in rear.
The irregularity of form of sueh enclmmres freqllently enables
certain pniuts in the line to be u~ed a~ ciiponiers; fron1 these a
flanking fire can be brought to bear on the assailants should
they e11deavour to break the line. The first reqni:--ite, however,
is a powerful frontal fire on the principal lines of approach.
Trenches with obstacles in frout will be used to supplement
the enclosure~, in accordance with the principles laid down
in Section 8.
Duriug the artillery attack, and whilst the enemy's infantry
is still beyond effective rifle range, the first line should be kept
well under cover. If in trenches, they will be fairly well
protected, but behind walls it may be desirable to provide
either splinter-proofs or deep trenches, a few sentries being left
on the front line to give warning of the enemy's advance.
Obstacles should be plentifully employed to strengthen weak
points. 'l'he roads should be blockt>d within effective range,
and ba1Ticaded at their entrance to the village, the houses on
either side of the entrance being prepared so as to flank the
barricades.
268. It is generally inadvisable to place guns in a village,
because it impairs their mobility. They should be on the flanks,
so as to bring an effective fire to bear on the field of attack,
and to command the roads and approaches, or they may be
placed in rear.
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269. To make additional provision against the part.ial pene- Partial
tration of the first line by small bodies of the enemy, short penetration
lengths of wall, hedge, &c., which run perpendicnlarly to, and of first line.
in rear of, the first line, may be prepared for defence in order
to prevent any assailants who may have forced their way in from
spreading along the line. Any walls which form the boundaries
between sections. of the defence should be prepared iu this
manner.
270. The cover for the second or subsequent lines of defence Nature of
eeoond line
will usuanv consist of an irregular line of loopholed walls and or
retrench•
houses made aa impenetrable as possible, roads crossing this line ments.
being barricaded. Houses close in front of the second line
should be demolished, or their use denied to the enemy by
cutting away the floors, clearing the window openings duwn to
the ground, and so forth.
Buildings selected as keeps must be loopholed and barricaded Keeps.
all round.
271. The interior communications 0£ the position are of the Communiutmost importance. Commnnications through the buildings catiom1,
should be arr@onged, and easy movement along the front of the
various defensive sections is essential. Free radial comn1unication is also necessary for the rapid advance of supports and
reserves. Finger-posts should be freely provided to prevent
mistakes. No communication should pass through the keep.
272. If the enemy's projectiles are of a nature likely to Fires.
cause fires, a party should be told off in each section to extinguish them, water being kept ready at hand for the purpose.
In the more import.ant buildings, water and earth shonld be
provided on each floor. Buckets, garden hose, wet blankets,
and bags partly filled with earth, should be collected at cent-ml
positions; if a tire engine be available it should be kept in
a sheltered spot.
273. Machine guns may be adrnntageously placed behi11d Maehine
barricades, to sweep long broad Streets. They should be kept at guns.
hand, under cover, so as not to be exposed to the enemy's
artillery fire during the early stages of the attack.
27.J.. A building selected on account of its strengt.h and Hospital.
sheltered situation should be prepared for use as a hospital.
275. With adequate working parties, from 12 to 18 hours Time.
will generally suffice to place a village in an effective state of
defence, but the first line may be organised for a more or less
effective resistance in two or three hours, according to the nature
of the boundary. Even during the course of a tight, a village
may be seized and turned to good account by well-trained
troops.
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276. Owing to the dense population of many countries, it
will sometimes happen that line8 of defcn<'e must run through
lar(J'e suburbs and townships. The conditionR here will be
fou~1d very different from those governing _the defence of
villages.
Against a village the :rnsai]nnt has t.be power of concentratiu(J' his art.illm·y, but a soburb offer:-. such a wide target t.bat
no fo1~e can afford the expenditure of arnmunitiou necessary to
inflict severe injury.
To hold the outer edge of a suburb will mm·ely bring about
the ordinary conditions of village <lefonce, in which, 80 far as
conccntrati~n of artillery fire is concerned, the advantage lies
with tlw assailant.
It will therefore, be better, in most cases,
to hold a liue across the centre of the suburb, clearing the
hom•es to tl1e front to a distance of perhaps sixty feet. The
field of tire is thus very much restricted, but the enemy will
find it rlifficult to get the range of such a clearing, amidst
the mass of roofs which presents itself as a target. By a
judicious use of obstacles, aud by arranging certain buildings
as capon-iers to flank the clearing, it should be possible to
prevent any of the attackers from coming t.o close quarters with
the garrison. The honses ou the enemy's side should have
t,heir window openings cut down to jhe ground, and be as far
a.s possible rendered useless as co,·er.
The assailants may
attempt to bring up guns to t.l1eir side of the clearing, in order
to drive oat the defonders at point blank range, but the
advantage in such a contest ~:hould lie with tbe defence, whose
communlcations and facilities for concealment will be t,he
better.

SECTION

16.-DEFENCE OF WOODS.

General prin·
277. Woods vary so much in character that it is impossible
ciples.
to give instructions for their defence suitable to all cases.
A. wood may consist in parts of large trees without any undergrowth, and in other parts of tangled brushwood impassable for
infantry. With these varieties of natural growth, the ordinary
variations of surface must also be taken into acconnt. The
ground may have the smooth, even surface that is often found
in pine, woods, or it may be broken, rocky, and intersected
with ravines. It is obvious that under thes~ various couditione
the style of defence which is suited to one wood may not be
suitable to anot,her.
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The prot<-ction afforrlcd by woods again•t hostile fire is not
great, but the conccalmeut which they give to troops occupying
them is of considerable rnlue, especially to the defence. In all
wood fighting, wl1ether in at.tack or defence, the movement of
troops is much hindered by the undergrowth and by the
ditlicult.y of maint-aining direction, whilst the very limited view
makes the exercise of command a mat.t.er of the greatest
difficulty, and hampers combination of action. In an attack
through a wood of average density great confusion is bound to
occur, and it will be necessary to rely for success on the
individual efforts of subordinate commanders.
278. Where the line of defence of necessity follows the
general direction of a wood or copse, the firing trenches should
if possible be thrown out fift,y to one hundred and fift.y yards
towards the enemy, for the sharply defined erlge of a wood is
easy for artillery to range on, and the noise of bullets and shell
crashing through the branches overhead has a most unsteadying
effect. But a wood frequently has a boundary which can with
very little labour be made into a good fire trench, and must for
this reason be selected as a position.
When the num her of the defenders is limited, much can be
done towards the defence of a wood by holding some portions
of the boundary and entangling the rest.
279. Intrenchments a.nd breastworks in the interior of a
wood involve great labour, on account of the interlacing roots.
If no clearing be· ma,le in their vicinity, however, fortifications inside a wood will be quite invisible to the enemy's
artillery, and under such conditions a strong defence should be
made by blockhouses or breastworks. They may be constructed
of' rough hurdling inside and outside, with 2 ft. 6 in. of earth
between, and should be loopholed. Abatis or entanglements
must be nsed to assist them.
280. When time admits of a broad clearing being made
across a wood, the defenders' edge of the clearing can be so
traced as to enable a small force well entrenched, to sweep the
clearing with a flanking fire. This can be readily effected by
cutting the edge into a succession of flat bastions. The trees
felled in making the clearing can be formed into abatis, and,
with the help of machine guns, the defence should be able to
prevent any of the attackers crossing a clearing fifty yards
wide. The enemy's artillery will find great difficulty in getting
the range of such a position.
281. When holding a position in front, or in the interior, of
a wood, it will ae1'.erally be better, supposing time to be limited,
to improve th; cover and communications of the firing line,
rather t,han to multiply obstacles.
A signpost showing the
reserves the way to the front may be of more use than a wire
entanglement.
(B 11840)
G
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:!8:l. Tho rear e<lgo of " wood will vory seldom be a good
lino to hold. If t.lie defenoo of tho rear of n wood be more
t.~ouvonient thnn tho front, the host arrangement will be to
entangle tho re&1· edge, and to take up a defensive posit.ion
commanding it and some distanro b1.1hind it.
2~:t Another expeditlnt is to out th~ rear erigo of a wood
so l\S to leave wt1ll-defined salients. 'rhis will induce t,he
attacker• to crow,i into these salients, and so make a good
target.
2S4. ,vhen holding a position in rear of a wood, the
approaches through it must he blocked, and every effort made,
by using obstacles, to break up the cohesion of the attack.
285. No reliable data are available as to tbe aotion.of modern
artillery on woods. Concealment apart, the question as to
whether troops are better posted in a wood than in the open
largely depends upon their fighting qualities. They will
suffer to some extent from splinters of wood and from falling
branches, but these most.ly giYe slight wounds. A certain
number of shrapnel bullets will be stopped by tree trnnks aud
branches. As for high explosive shell, their effect will presumably be no worse in a wood than out of it, though here and
there a tree may be brought down; a large number of splinters
will be stopped, and the concussion will be somewhat modified.
286. When clearing the field of fire, it must be remembered
that no tree sbould be felled which is too large to admit of
Such trees give more cover when down than when
'removal.
standing.

SECTION 17.-DEFENCE O'F POSTS AND CAMPS.
287. A campaign usually entails a line of communication in
a co1;1ntry which may be hostile. This line is exheme!y liable
to ra1ds, and most be protected by fortified posts at intervals
along its length.
Conditions
288. Two conditions differentiate the defence of such posts
affecting defrom that of an ordinary position:-·
fence of posts.
(a.) 1t i~ not. always possible to select the position of a
fortified post. In many cases it has to be established
at some P';'int of imp?rtance, even though the ground
at that point be unsmtable for defence. For instance
the bridges and junctions of railways must be protected, no matter bo,v unsuitable their positions.

Use of fortified posts.
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(b) Every man employed to guard the line of communication is a loss to the field army, consequently the
garrisons of posts must be kept as small as possible.
Owiug to the small numbers of the garrison, the
defence of a post must, as a rnle, be ent,irely passive;
as many rifles as possible shonld be in the firing line,
and in no case can there be more than a very small
reserve.
As regards obstacles, clearance of foreground, &c., the same
steps should he taken for the defence of a post as for that of
any other position, hul, the conditions are modified by the
above limitations as to choice of ground and strength of
garrison.. For instance, where a counter-attack is not contemplated, obstacles can be multiplied to the utmost.
289. A fortified post on a line of communication may be m.., •• of
designed to serve either of two purposes:poet..
(a) 'l'o protect a definite point such as a bridge or
signalling station.
(I,) To protect a comparatively large area of gronn,d, as
must be the case at posts where there is an advanced
depot, a railway junction, or a halting place for
convoys; the area protected must be large enough to
ensure the safety of the animals, rolling st.ock, or
supplies, which may be collected at the post.
290. The type of ·work varies with the class of attack to be Type of v.·ol'k,
expected, but always provides for an all-round defence. Against
badly armed snvages, stockaded enclosures, laagers, or zarebas
are sufficient. But against a civilized enemy provided with
artillery, it may be necessary to use low command redoubts and
deep trenches, .with sunken living quarters for the garrisons.
Towards the end of the South African war, when the enemy
was withont artillery and invisibility became of little importance, blockhonses were almost exclusively employed.
As a rule there is ample time for the preparation of a post Prepa.rnf,iu11
on the line of communication, and the garrison can be made for defew..-e.
both comfortable and secure. Since they may have to stand a
short siege) provision must be made for a reserve of water,
ammunition and supplies; special sa.nitary arrangements are
necessary, to be used when th~ works are under fire. In these
respects eacl1 work must be self-contained and independent.
Unless a fortified post be unusually large, the works composing it will be liable to enfilade and reverse fire ; dispositions
must be made accordingly.
291. A good obstacle is one of the most important items in a Obstucle,,
fortified post. Automatic alarms and flares may also be most alnrma, &c.
useful in case the enemy attempt a surprise by night. See
para. 230.
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llEl<'trnc1~ OJ:o' 1'08'1'8 AND CAMPS.

Sincf' t.110 fighting mn.y be at very short range, it is n.dvi_sable
to haYe the more exposed loopholes protected by steel Rhtel(l:i.
See PI. XXI, Figs. 1 ,1nd 2.
On a dark night nccurate aiming is out of the question, n.nrl
it is enm difficult to C'nsure that t,hc men's rifles are pointed in
the ri(l'ht direction.
Jn the South African war lixC'd rifle rest:-1
were ;mplo}cd for works :flanking au obstacle: By the arrangement shown in Pl. LIX, a number of rifles cun be kept
permat1C'ntly poiuted at the right spot; only one man, who c_an
keep under co\"cr, is required to load and tire them.
A device
which nnswer~ fairly well is to fasten It. wooden bar across the
loopholes, so ns to prevent men from pointing their rifles too
l1igh. ,vhcn the night is not too dark, it, may be po~sible for
men to a.im at wooden pickets; U1ese should be painted white
on the defender's side, and placed ou the correct line of fire at
a short distance from the work.

Post protecting 11 bridge.

29~. When a post is intended merely for the protection of
a point snch as a. bridge, the number of works composing it
mft.y be vPry 8mall.
In some cases one will be enough.
Pls. XLVJl, LVII and LVIII show arrangement,s for defending
a railway bridge.
In such posts, since the enemy may approach frmn any
direction, the garrisons live inside the works they have to
defend.

Post protecting con,oye,

298. A post intended for the protection of convoys, &c.,
com:ists of a ring of closed works surrounding the area to be
protected.
The garrison being of necessity limited, it is not possible to
occupy a. continuous line of defence, therefore the works
composing the post are placed in the best positions for defence,
and the intervals between them are, as far as poBsible, closed by
obstacles. The works tlank the obstacle with their fire, and at
the same time support each other.
The distim~e of the works from the centre of the protected
area should be such that the enemy cannot establish himself in
any po:-;ition whence he can bring an effective fire to bear over
that area. But it is generally impossible to prevent long-range
firing by individuals at night.
Since the enemy can only approach from outside the ring of
defences, it may not be necessary fol' the garrisons to li"·e
actually inside the works, ,but they must live close by. In the
confusion of a sudden night attack, it is rarely possible to
reinforce, consequently the works and garrisons must be capable
of holding out by themselves, even should the enemy break
through the line of obstacles at night and obtain a foothold
inside the post. Unless he can capture the works, his position is
not likely to be tenable by daylight.
·
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It may be advisable to provide an inner ring of works;
thm;ie need not be so elaborate as those in th,e outer rin(J".
They may consist of fortified houses, garden, enclosures,
arranged so as to sweep the defended area, and to render it
impos~ible for n..n enemy to ma.int,a.in himself there.
A good telephone system should be organi,.ed throughout
the post.

&;,,

Defence of Camps.

294. When operating against an enemy who is accustomed Essential.A
to make night attacks, the defence of camps is a most important for cu.mp
defence.
question.
There are two essentials for camp defence: the first is
a well-defined' firing line for the defenders, and the second is
a good obsta.cle in connection with it.
For a small force the firRt thi og to be done on a.rri va] in
camp is to mark out the positions to be taken up to repel a
night attack. Even if there be only time to do this with a line of
stones, it will give the defenders a definite line of defence and
something to which they can hold on.
For convenience in camping, troops should generally occupy
the same relo.tive positions each uight; but t,his convenience
may have to be sacrificed, as it is very important that units
should camp close to the ground which they would have to
hold in case of attack.
·
In selecting a camp, regard must, of course, be had to the
position of the water supply This should always be under
effective rifle tire, but it must be remembered that a good
posit,ion against night attacks is the first consideration.
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HISTORIES, SHORT, OF TH:S TERRITORIAL REGIMENTS OF THE
BUITISH ARMY. 67 nuruber11, each ld. 1n one volume, f>a. (3,. 9!L)
Ditto.
The Scots Guards. ld. (ld.)

B!:~~: ~::i:!~ ~~it~~~l-linr} Dr(f;t;n:~c1/t~ (Id.)
Alexandra, Princ,~ssof Wales's Own
(Yorks\1irL' H.t•gi1nent).
The Bedfordshire Regiment.
The Black Watch (R-Oyal Highlanders).
1.'he Cameronians (Scottish Rifles).
The Cheshire Regiment.
1.'he Duke of Cornwall'& Light
Infantry.
The Duke of Wellington's West
Riding Regiment.
The Durham Light Infantry.
The East Lan'!ashire RPgunent.
•r11e East Surrey Regiuw11t.
The Hampshire Rt·gi1nent.
The Highland Light Infantry.
'l'he Kiug's Own (Royal J ,a.m::aster
Regiment).
'1'11e King's Own Yorksldre Li3l1t
Infantry,
The Kini's Own Srotth,h Bonlercr:3,
The Lancashire Fusiliers.
The Leicestershire Regimeut,
The Loyal North Lancashire Regiment.

'l'he Northa.mptOnshfre Regiment.
The Oxfur<lshire a.nil Buckiugl1~unsliire
Light lufantry.
The l'rinC'e Albert's (8omorsetsl..iire
'l'l~igl~;i~~!a~t{J~les's Leinster Regiment (Royal Ca11a,lia11s).
The Pdnce of Wa.les's Own ('Vest
Yorkshire Re~inwnt).
,
The Priuc0 of Wales'~ Volunteers
(South La11ca.shire llri-;inwllt),
The Princess Charlotte ul \Va.lell's ('l'he
Hoyal Bcrk11hire RC"gi111ent_).
The Prine,,:,;-; Loui::iu':. Argyll and
Sutherl;-ind lliglilandcrs,
The lJ11te11's (Royal West Surrey
Hel,!:imeut).
The Hoyal Inuiski\linr; Fusiliers.
'l'he Hoyal Husse::i:: He;;imeu,
The Ruyal Warwicksliire R,--.gimeut.
The lfoyaJ Welsh Fusiliers.
The SoUth Staffun.li;hire Rl'giment.
The Suffolk Regimt:nt.
The Weltob Regiment.
The \Vorcestershire Regimeut.

E.'lSPITALS. MILITABY FAMILIES'. Nursing Staff Regulations. Dec.
1909. Id. (ld.)
HOSTILITIES WITHOUT DECLARATION OF WAR FROM 1700 TO
1870. 2,. (h. 7d.)
HYGIENE. ELEMENTARY MILITARY. Manual of. 1912. 6d. (6d.)
INDIAN EMPIRE. OUR. A Short Review auJ some Hints for tlie t,6e of Soldiers
proceeding to India. 6d. (6d.)
INFANTRY TRAINING. (4-Compa.ny Org-a.niza.tion.) Ull-1. 6cl (6.i)
INJURIES IN WAR. )I,_•mor::tDdum on th(' Tn•atmeut of, ba.-;o:cl or;. {·xpcrieoce of
tile prt:seut Cawpaig:n. July 1V l5. 4d. ( 4J.)
INSTITUTES. G&rrison a.nU. Hei;imcntal. Rules for the Management of. 1915.
Id. (Id.)
INTELLIGENCE DUTIES IN THE FIELD. Regns. for. 1904. 2d. (2d.)
ITALIAN CAVALRY TRAINING REGULATIONS. 1911. Training for
Marches, Tactics of Minol' Units, and Training of Patrols. 'l'ra.osla.ted.. 4d. (3rL)
JAMAICA. Standing Orders. 1912. 1.t. (9d.)
JERSEY. BOYAL MlLITIA OF THE ISLAND OF. RPg-ulatious, 1914.
With the Jersey Militia. La.w, 1905. ls. 3d. (lld.)
JUNG'S REGULATIONS AND ORDERS FOR THE ARMY.
1912.
(Reprinted, with Amendments published in Army Or<lel'S up to Aug. 1, Hll4).
u. (11.)
JUT PLATES:Artillery. Royall. Horse and Field. Ktt in Baria.ck Room. 1912, 21/. (1.rl)
2.
Ditto.
Kit laid out for Jnspect100. 1908 1
(Id.)
6. Garrison. Kit laid out for Inspection. HI09. 2d. ('l.d.)
10.
Ditto.
Kit in Darrack l~uum. 1909. 2d. (:!d.)
C&Valrv. 1891. Id. (Id,)
11
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19H.

Full Ktt laid out for

Iusp,•..:tiun i11 J:arraek l:00111. l\llll. ld. (!:1._:
:MouutL>d.. Detail l•f 1-illl·lf a11ll fl('d<liu:;. ltll!J. ld. (ld.)
"
,
Drin-r, with pair of Jlors,•,;. Fh·hl Kit laid out f<ir h1:'lpectiou on Para.do,
iudutliug ~\rtides cai-rieJ in \·a.li::ic on lhg-:;age '.\l'agou. 1~~9. ld. (ld,)
(ufautn-1 l~it iu Harra.ek R,,om. !D0.J. :!,/. ('2d.)
:!. hit hitl uut for ln.spt'ction. H!U.i. '!.d. ('21l)
(Out of pri11t)
Highlaud. ll::ilH. td.
(ld.)
.Medical Ctirps. Hoyal Arm:,·. Ki~ i11 Ihrrac-k Roni.n, 191:t '..'d. (:d.)
.
Unfoauce Corp:,;. Army. For i;uula11ee at Mni-cLrng Unlor aud h.1t !ni-:pcct1ons
'2d. ·(:!.,/,)
LARGE FORMATIONS. Tht> Oper;1tions of. (Gonrluite des Gr:uidcs Unitl's).
Translah·1l from thu Fil'ill Service Hl'g-ulatious of tlm French Army, da. L'il Uct. "!.~,
HllJ. 1id. (:",d.)
..
LA.W. Militar,. Manual of. l!lH. '.!.s. (1-". (Id.)

H.

LA. W FOR T.HE RESERVE FORCES AND MILITIA. Manual of. 1886.
1.,, Gd. l 1.~. :!il.)
MA.CHINE-GUN. 'l'est.;; of Elementary Trainin-:;. ld. (ld.)
MACHINE GUNS AND SMALL ARMS, ·;i0J-iuch. Xomcnchtnre of Parts,
~trip)Jing, i\s:wmh!in.~. Action, ,la.1m>, llisslirl'S, Failures, and Iuspcctiou of.
MA~~~~J~itti~~Dl!lb~it'it· o~ 1-~AR MATERIEL. Regnl:1tioni1
Hirn.

fo;,

9d. (!ld.); .A.mc-1l(lnwut,;,Jnly Ull--1-, June Hll&. Each ld. (ld,); ~\ppt-"udix VJ,,
Jan. l!\lli.
ld. 1 ld.); _\rn,-u,lm,·11t~, ,Jan 1!•11>, n,mpri,..i11µ- :-3l'l'. XXI. allll
A1,1w11,lix Yll. 1,l. ( ld.J

MAP READING aND FIELD SKETCHING
Manual. 1912. (Ilcpriutcd,
with Additions, l~lH). 111. (lld.) (.·l1td see ~clw"J,:;, .Arrny.)
?t'CECHANISM AS APPLIED TO ARTILLERY. Xotes on. Second edition,
190:!. 1.,. (lid.)
MEDICAL CORPS. Uoyal Army (an,l see Ten·itoria\ Force):Admission to. Regulathms for. ,fan. l~U. ld. (lJ.)
Staudiug Orders. HIH. h. ( 10d.)
Training. HHI. 'Jd. (9d.)
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. Army. lmlex t.o Appendic-es of Reports from 1859
to 1896. 3d. (3d.)
MEDICAL SERVICE. Army:Rl:'~ulatious. 190fi. ( tt,.. priut,•,l, '\it!.,\ m,,n,lmPnt;:: np to S1>pt. 30, t'.114), 4,/. (!id.)
Ditto.
H,.·Yis,•,l .\JJJ!l'WliX };0. )l. ~,·all' ot :\h·dkal a111l ~ Ul'gical Equipmeut
f,,r r:uit,; in th,· Fi•·lll. ld. ~Jd.J
MEDICAL SERVICE. Strategical and 'l actkal l·,nip 1n.nneut ol tllf', as carried out
in a.n A:my Corps; with a series of l t·o0lerns., Tmuslated !rotll the Au!Strie.::i.
4$. 6d. (ci<, -!d.) .
·
MEDICAL SERVICES . ..\rmy. 1)dd1.cir/ Board for. The Treatment cf Venereal
0
~~5e.ase 2~~d
j ~;
UJ (

(l~~ ~J)

~~i~l'i'E;:!;.t. 1i~i~. 11~.

10\}.)·; :\:-t3./1~:;~~t. R7oiJ:

6d. (5d.)
DIEDICAL SERVICES OF FOREIGN ARMIES. Handbook of. Part T.
FRANCB 6<i. (5cl). (Unde1•1•evi.riu11); !'art IL. GBICMAN1". 6d. (5d.); Par~ III.
AusTIUA-Ht:?l"GA.ltL 6d. (Gd.)'; Part lY, I'.t:"si-:1A. 6d. (5d.); Part V.
lTAI.Y,
111tE~O~~lkJi~JJ·D~~~f.z1·~19B1~~A~~~
rn11. 6d. ( 5d.)

A(~J.YELGIUM.

KILITARY LANDS ACTS, 1892 to 1903," Dyelaws,
Rangas Act, &c.).

(See Art.iU<iry aud Rifle

Jt!OUN'fED '!'ROOFS (DIVISIONAL) TRAINING, rrovi,;ona!.
ld. (ld.)
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ll[UBXETRY REGULATIONS:-l'art J. Hl09. (Hf'printed, with Amendmcut.i,, ]!1H), 6d. (Id.)
Ditto. A11wrnLn,_•11t:1, Nov. 1~115. ld. (ld.)
Part 11. RiflP Hanges au(l !i[usketry Appliances. Hll0. (Reprinted, ,•,ith Ame.nd-

XIGHT0Q~~i'..ilT~Jif~~Hl:1e:1l!,nJ:;~.raining in. 1911, ld. (Id.)
NUMBER OF TROOPS 'l'O THE YARD in thr! Principal Hattlea since 1850
Memo. on. With opinions of Modern Authorities on limits of ei.:tensiou a.t the
prC'SPUt day. 1884, 9d. (id.)
NURSING SERVICE. Q,ueen A\examlra's Imperial Military. r:~g-ul,1.tions for
Adrnieeion to the. 19l-l. ld. (ld.)
OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS,Regulations. 1912. 2d, (:!.d.)
( U,,der ,·eri.~ion)

~~.~

citt?

0
Sp~!t!I·A.O., ~~a~-~t
(Rei-ii;ion 1rn,hr considuarion)
9~;~)- l<}~·
Junior Division. InAtructions for the Annual Oamps. UH3. 2d. (:!d.)
OPERATION ORDERS. A 'l'eclinicnl Study, by lLn;s Y0X KIESLING. 'l'rau!,-lated
from the German. ls. 6d. (1.~. 3d.)
OPTICAL MANUAL or Handbook of Iustructfons for the guidauce of Snro-eons,
Third edition. 1885. ls. 6d. (h. 3d.)
e
OPTICS, Notes on. 6d. (5d.)
ORANGE. FREE STATE. Topographical Survey of the. H\05-l'Jll. Report on
tllf'. lus. (7a.)
ORDNANCE COLLEGE (a11d see Artillei·y College):At"~~~~d ~l~~ses6~up
33rd.) lh•ports on. Each ls. (9d.)

(i}~e

...\.rtificl·rs, Military. Ilaudbook f,,r. lUtl1 E,Jitio11. Hilt). 'Jd Cid.)
Dynamics. Notes On. Second edition. 3s. (t.~. br/.)
Officers' Mees (Royal Artillery) Management and First Priuciples of Bovk-keepiu@',
3d. (3d.)
Ordnance Courses. Reports on. Each 1.1. (!Id.)
Regulatious. Hl07. 2d. (id.)
ORDNANCE CORPS. Army. Standing Orders. rn1~. (H,·printe·.:, 1dtli _.\.mewl~
ments to June 30, 191-l). 6d. (!id.)
ORDNANCE MANUAL (WAR). mu. 6d. (5,/.)
ORDNANCE. SERVICE. Treatise ou. Sewnth edilit1n. 1fl08. \'\.itL \'oluroe
of plates. i.~. 6d. (5s. 6d.); Ame11dmeuts. June 1U09, Dec. lfll0. D<-!c, ·1912.
April 191-t. F.:ich ld. (ld.); Do. D('c. HI0\l, Dt•c. nlll. Each '2d. ('1J.)
OBDNANCE SERVICES .. ARMY. Regulations: Part I. 1911. (Reprinted, with Amemlnwuts np to July 1, 19L;). 6d. ('id.)
Part II. Instructiu11s for Laboratories atid LalH.rratury Operntious, Examination cf
Explosives and O1·,lnance. 1914. h
(lld.)
Ditto. Amendments, June, DPc. 1915. Eacl1 ld. (ld.)
PATHOLOGICAL SPECIMENS in the Museum of the Army 1fcdic11.l Department,
Netley. DescriptiYe Catalogue of. Third Edition. Vol. I. By SirW. Aitken,
M.D. 1892. 5s. (~,. 8d.)
PAY DUTIES of Officers Commanrl.ing Squadrons, Batteril-s, Companies, &c.
Instructions. (Revised for the prritid of the War). I. llunrn aud Golonies.
II. In the Field. May 1915. ld. (ld.)
PB~!~~!LA;;1~-~~.~:!·ri(':.rr~~!~Lt·
.1908 with AmenJments pubPLACE... NAMES OCCURRING O.N FOREIGN MAPS. Rules for the Transliteration of. 1906. ls. (\Id.)
·
PORTABLE SUB-TARGET (:Uark I.), and How to Use it. EHI. (Tieprinted,
with Amendments, 1914). ld. (ld.)
POSTAL SERVICES. ARMY. Manual of. War. 1!)13. (Repriut-e<l, with
Ameudm~nts, 1915). 3d. (3d.)
PROJECTION, &c. Linear Persp'c'ctive. A Text-Rook fur use of the R.M.
Academy. Part I.-Te::r.t Part II.--Plates. 1904. 68, (4.i, 5d.)
PUBLICATIONS (RECENT) OF MILITARY IN·rEREST.
Li,t of,
Quarterly.
Noa. 1 to 8.
2d. (~-i.) ea<:h; Nos. 9 to l'i. 4d. (4d.) ea_ch.
[CClntinued by THE ARM-Y RBVIBW J.
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BAILWAY DISTANCES. Ireland.
(61, 3d.)
BA.ILWAY lllANUAL (WAR),
6,1,

llandbook of.

1!111.

Third edition,

188'. '11. 61l.

(ll<'priutocl, with Amendments, 1914),

(5d.)

BAILWAYS, MILITARY. RECONNA.ISSAl!IOE AND SURVEY OP.
Notes on, for Officers of R.E. Railway Companies. 1910. 2•. Sd. (b. 8d.)
BANGE-FINDER Jlandbooks :fofo.utry. :No. 1. (Mad11tli11). 1913. (Ill•priHtl'il 1915). 3d. (Sd,)
Ditto.
No. :?. (Barr am! Stroud). 31·5-inches base. 1918. 81/. (Bd.)
Ditto.
Addt•ndum. Id. ( ltl.)
Watkin, Rt>gulatious for Instruction in, and practice with. 188~. b. (9d.)
RANGE PINDJNG, COAST DEPENCE. Manual of. Part!. 9d. (8d.)
Ditto. ,...\mE'tHlments. Jun,• SO, l!IH. ld. (ld.)
Ditto. AJJemlum. S(•lf-cont:line<l-lk,~e Ini.trumcnts. l!J15. lrl. (ld.)
BA.NGES, MINIATURE CARTRIDGE. (Rep1·i1iterlf,·un1 'l'1IE ARMY Rllvn:w,
January 1914). Stl (3d.)
B.A.NGING. Examph-.s of. (Stt' Artil1ery. 'fraiuiug. FiC'ld.~
B.ANGETAXERS.
lnstrudions for the 'l'raiuing of, with the Range-finder,
Artille1·y. ld. (ld.)
BECRUITING FOB THE REGULAR ARMY AND THE SPECIAL
RESERVE. Regulations. 191:?. (Reprinted, with Amendments to. Aug. 31,
19lol.) 3d. (3d.)
REMOUNT MANUAL (WAR). 1913. 2d. (2J.)
REMOUNT REGULATIONS. 1913. 3d. (3,l)
REQUISITIONING OP SUPPLIES, TRANSPORT, STORES, ANIMALS,
LA.BOUR, &c., IN 'l'HE FIELD. Instructions for the. 1907. ld. (ld.)
RESERVE (and see Sp<'da.l R<lsen•e: Territorinl Force):Army Hest!t\'e, Class I. R(•gubtious. 1911, ld. (ld.)
Ditto. Amenllments. June, tns. 1d. (ld.)
National Reser\"8, Rt•gulations. 1913. ld. (ld.)
BIFLE. ROSS MAGAZINE ·3U3-iucli, lJnrk Il!u. Ifamlhook of the. 1915.
Id.

(Id.)

BIFLB RANGES, TRAINING GROUND, AND MUSKETRY CAMP,
PENALLY. (Western Coast Defences). Standing Orders. 1910. 2d. (2d.)
RIFLES, &c. Cleaning of. Notes on the. 1911, 20 for 6d. (7d.)
BIPLES, SHORT AND CHARGER-LOADING, MAGAZINE, LEEENFIELD.
Handbook for Serjeant-lnstructors of Special Reserve, Ofiicen
Trainiug Corps, and 'l'erritorial Force in regard to the Care, Inspection, &c., of.
3d. (3d.)
BUSSIAN MILITARY AND NAVAL TERMS.
Dictionary ol.
1906.
s,. 6d. (2,. 6d.)
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAB,:Medieal and Elanita.ry lteports from Officers attached to the Japanese and Russian
Forces in the Field. 1908. Os. (:3.i, 10d.)
OfficW.l History.

inci:d~

Pa~t:· B~~:se:tft:~e l~~~f~. Ops::;dE:~it~~~p to1;;:
(ls. Sd:); Part II. From the Ba.ttle of the Ya.-lu to Liao-yang,
exch1S1ve. 1908. 51. (38. 8d.); Part UL 'l'he Siege of
Port Arthur, 1909, 48. 6d, £38. 4d.) i Part IV. Liao-yang.

PfJ1. i·.Lino-yang,
T~ !~g. ~!~i·nof-: ~i&a.~::·~;
the SI.a-ho, Port Arthur.
1
Repo~!t fr~~e ~~iJ~tP(}m~;;/atftcl;,i\°:·tt~d-Japanese and Russian rc;rces in the
Officinl History (Na~·~1°~nl'ilif~!),\
Maps. 1910. 15,. (10,. 7d.): Vo1. II.

Field. In three Vols,, with two cues of Maps (not 111ld ~parc,tel11), 2b. (15,.)
SALISBURY PLAIN. SOUTHERN COMMAND. Standing Orders applicable to :tll 'l'roops Encamped on Salisbury Plain, and applicable generally to
~lartc;;) at Bulford and 'l.'idworth. 191iJ, (Repriuted, with.) m.endmenb,

?~foors
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8AM-BROWNE" BELT, SCABBARD, AND SWORD KNOT.
tion &nd Drawings, 1899. ld. (ld.)
SOROOLS. Army:Annual Reports on. 1911-12: 1912-13. Each b. (9d.)
6Fie::t· sk(;!(.ing).
Map
t~::~i:·g
11

/~:,:i!~~gMa;

Speoiflca-

!~l

M~itart2;,)d other Ternis, &nd Words which occur in Orders,

Lists of.

1914.

Elementary. Handbook. 1901, ld. (lei.)
~f:~rit;;ien!~ 11lia~iboo\4
For Teachers. 6d. (6d.)
Singing in. Regns. for Teaching. 1911. ld. (ld.)
8
8
fit 1
1r!:if;;r~e~~1 •1
ior 1:~~- or6tan~~~Ztes for
'l'hird-ola.ss Certificates of Education. 1912. 3d. (3d.)
&COUTS,' Tra.ining e.nd Use of. Lecture by Col. F. C. Carter. 1905. 2d. (2d.)
tJOBEWS. Standard Leading. Provision of, for Screw-cutting Lathes. Report of
Committee, 1905. ls. (10d.)
SEVASTOPOL. Siege of. 1854-55. 3 vols., with Caee of Maps and Plane. Half
Mor., £5 4s. Uloth, £4 4s.
Or sepamielg :- Vol. I. Enginet'r Operations. £1 6s. ; Vol. II, Ditto. With
Case of Maps and Plans. £2 10s.; Vol. 111. Artillery Operationa. 10s.
SEWAGE. Pra.ctic&l 'l'rea.tment of, The latest development of. 1903, 6d. (5d.)
SHOEBURYNESS GARRISON. Standing Orders. 1913. ls. 6d. (!,. ld.)
SIEGE OPERATIONS in the Ca.mpa.ign a.ga.inst France, 1870-71. ( ron Tiedemann.)
Tra.nslated. 4s. 6d. (3s. 3d.)
SIGNALLING. Training Manual. 1915, Provi:;ional. fid.
(In tl1eprt-1s)
SIGNALLING DISC. Directions for use. 19Ll. ld. (ld.)
SIGNAL SERVICE. THE ARMY. Id. (Id.)
SIGNAL SERVICE. ARMY. Manual of-WAR. Provisiona.l. 1~14. 2d. (2d.)
SMALL ARM.S Text-Book. 1909. ,vith Tables. 2s. 6d. (2s. ld.)
SMALL WARS. Their Principles and Practice. Third Edition. 1906. (Reprinted,
1909), ... (3,.)
SOMALILAND :Military Report on. HJ0i. Vol. I
Geographical, Descriptive, and Historical.
28. (ls. id.)
Operations in, Ul0l-04. Official History. Vol. I. 3.,, (2s. 4d.); Vol. II. 4s. (3<>'.)
SOUTH AFRICAN WAR, 1899-1902 : Medical Arrangements, 7s. 6d. (5s. 6d.)
Medical History. An Epidemiological Essay. [Reprinted from 11 The Journal of
the Royal Army Medical Corps."] 3s. 9d. (:ls. i.Jd.)
Railways. 4s. (Sa.)
Surgical Cases Noted. 7s. 6d. (5s. 6d.)
Telegraph Operations. 10s. (is. lei.)
·
Voluntary Organizations in aid of the Sick and Wounded. Report of the Central
British Red Cross Committee on. 1902. 3s. (2s. 5d.)
SPECIAL RESERVE:Regulations for Officers of the Special Reserve of Officers, and for the Special
Reserve, 1911. 4d. (5d.)
Scheme for the l'rovision, Organizntion and Training of tl1e Special Reserve
requir,:d to supplement the Hegular Army, and the Application of the Scheme
to the existing Militia. (Special A.O., Dec. 23, 1907.) 2d. (2d.) ·
Scheme for the Provision. Organi?.ation, and Training of that portioa which will
ln3 drawn from the 1'erritoria.l Force to supplement the Regular Army on
Mobilization being ordered, (Special A.O., Nov. 20, 1908), 2d, (Zd.)
B'r.AFF COLLEGE Regulations (Camberley). 1905. Reprinted "·ith Amendment,
up to Nov. ao, 1910. Id. (Id.)
Phy~iology.

~i.

~:d:::

~~;~uE;~~t:;:_ ;;r::r:
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STAFF.

General.

J)utics of the. ( l·o11 SchellendOl:/f:) Fourth Edition. 1906,
( Our of prinl)
STATIONS OF UNITS OF THE REGULAR FORCES, :MILITIA,
~PECIAL HESE1n·1,;, X!':D 'l'EltH.l'l'OHIAL FUHCE. (.JmLrtL•rly up to :Ko. 45,
,luh· l!lH.

Eal'it ':!1l.

(~d.)

(l'11blil'atio11-su.,pcnded)

STATIJTES relating to the War Office antl tv the Army. 1880. 5s. (81. 9d.)
STATUTORY POWERS of the Seo!ret::i.ry of Sta\e, Onlntrno!e Rrar.cb. 1879.
0,. (3.,. 9d.)
STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS, AND GAS AND OIL ENGINES,
Mauagcmt'ntoL Notcsa1nl Memoranda. 1911. ld. (ld.)
·
SUDAN ALMANAC. 191G, Compih,d in t.hf' lntt·llipiuce 'nl'.'pnrtment, Ce.iro .
•h1r<>n<•111ka 1 ( 'akubt i, ,11,; rn:i<\,· in the l-"_!..:"_\"J'l inu )I iui,,try nf l'ul ,lit- ,v<>rks, l'hysil'a.l
S,·n i,·,'. ( 'airo. ls, (Dd.)
SUDAN. BRITISH FORCE IN THE. Standing Orders. lflH. 9d, (id.)
SUDAN, The .Ani.do-Egyptian. A Compl'lldium prepared by Officers df the Sudan
GoYerument :Yol. I. Geographica:, Descriptive, and lli.,;torical (u·itl, Eighty-two illuatrritio11.~) .. 10s. (7s. 4d.)
·
Vol. 11. lfoutcs. is. 6d. (5s. 5d~) (.Yof crmtaiNh1g Chapter 'V//., Supple-men!

(A).)

Jn Separate Cliaptns. ls. (Hld.) cach:--1. and 11., ,Xii.
III. North-F.a1>t{•n1 Sudan. IV. Easkrn Sudnn.

Ditt~,.

V.
Crntrnl Sudan. VI. Sonth-Easfrru :,;udan. VII. Bahr-cl-Ghazal. VIII.
Kordofau. JX. North-"'est<'rn Surlan,
Ditto, Clmptc•r \"II. Supplemeut (A). Dahr-el-Gh..ual. Additional Routea.
I,, (!Od.)
SUDAN CAMPAIGN. History of the. Two parts, aud Maps. 1800. 151.
(10,. lid.)
SUPPLY :MANUAL (WAR), 1909. 6d. (Gd.)
SUPPLY. RE-ORGANIZED SYSTEMS OF, and of Arumunitio11 Supply of the
J-:x1w<liti1lnary Force u1 ""ar, (.;0116,.•quent t•n the. introduction of Mechanica.1
'l'rnnsport. Memorandum explaini1!g the, Feb. 1912. ld. (ld.)
SUPPLY, TRANSPORT, AND BARRACK SERVICES.
Rcgulatione.
19l5. Gd. (Gd.J
SURVEYING. Top0g-raphical and Geographical. Text. Boo\: of. Second edition.
1913. /:;, 6d. (5s. Gr!.)
Ditto. 1905. Appendix XI. Tables for the rrojC'ction of Grat:cules for squares
uf 1° ::-:ide on scale of 1: 2ZIO,UOO, and fyr squares of ! 0 side
on scale of 1: 125,000; with other Tables used in rrojcctiun
Maps. 4d. (4d.)
Ditto 1905. Appendix :XII. 'l'aLlcs for the -I'rojection of Graticules for
maps on the scale of 1: 1,000,000. 1910. 2d. (2d.)
TACTICAL RIDES AND TOURS ON THE GROUND.
The Preparation
and Conduct of. Tran~lated from the German. ls. 3d. (ls. ld.)
~.rELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. Army. Instrnctioa in:-·vol. J. Instruments. (Rcpl'infrd. with Cnnwtinus, l!ll4). ls. 6d. (ls. 4d.)
Vol. U. Lines. 1!'109. (llepri11t(•1l. with Corr•·ctions. 1914). 1.~. (lld.)
Ditto. ReYicled Clwpter I. Fid,l Cal,l,·s. l'rodsioual. lrl. (ld.)
'I'ERRITORIAL FORCE (mid st?e. Equipment):C:Hlet List. A List of all Ca,1,·t T,'"uits which h'.lJ recel\"e<l Official RL'Cognit:o::i :in
~larch 31, 1 ':!15. -tid. (/,/.)
Cadet Units i~ the Hdti;;h Islo.·s,
RPg-n\ations governing the l•'or.mo.tion.
Organi7.a.tion, and Admiuistration of. 1!)14. (Reprinted, with Amendments in
Army Ord_ers to Dec. 1, HJ\-!). ld. (ld.)
Field Kits. Officers and Men. lrl, (ld.)
Hospitals, Gener:1.l, of the. Regnlatfons for. l912. 2d, (2rl)
Medical Corps. Rnyal Army. S_,llalrnl" of Trair:ing. l!'!H. ld. (ld)
lG
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Terr1.toria.l Force-continu~l.
1-lobilizR.tion of a· 'l'1•rritoriril Jufantry Da.ttaiion. (Reprinted frc•m 'l'nB A1on:
RBYJEW, July 19lo.) 3d. (Hd.)
Nursiug- Service,
Standing UrJl•rs. 191:!.
(TI1·pl"iut.e1l, wit.!i Amcn,lments,
1914). ld. (l,l)
Pay Duties dnri11;; Embodi11wnt .. Ju:-:trncti,111s in. '1,/. ('.d.)
Regulations for the (ii1cl11din1 the 'l',•rrit,,rial l<\,rc,i Hl•:-:1•n·e). and for Ouunty
Assucio.tiuns. 191:!. (Repriuted, witli .\.111eudnie11ts publi:-iheJ iu Army Ori.lorn
to DC'c. 1. 1\11_4). 6d., (id.)
Volunta.rv Ai,l : Schcine for the Oq;auisation of, in E11gla1JJ auJ Wales. Dec. l!.110.

Dittu.

Ditt,1,

.-\menJments.

Id.

(ld.)

l Vut of }'rint)

DittDi~~()~C·~~,:~: f~~~~,!~~1;,'.:it;~- l~~d. (1.(i.)
Traiuing, (Extracts from" Medical C,.1rps. Iloyal Army. T1·ai11ing. 1911.")
6d. (7d.)
TRACTOR TRIALS hl)lrl by the E:xp(•rim<'nt:l.) Suh-Committee of the ).fochanicl.l
Transport Oomruiltee at Ald,~rshut, Sept. 1lllll Oct. 1~0:1. Hqmrt ou. 6d. (5t/,)
TRAINING AND MANCEUVRE REGULATIONS. lalj. 4d. (5<1.)
TRANSPORT. MECHANICAL:...Heavy Pontoon Rri1lge for use by. I'n,visional. 1914. 2,7, ('2J,)
Hegulatiurni for the i\ppoiutment of Iuspedors of. ld, (ld.)
TRANSPORT. PACK. !fotcs on. Id. (Id.)
TRUMPET AND BUGLE SOUNDS for tl1e Armv. With Instructions for the
'l'rainiug of 'l'rumpetns anll Bu);!ers. HJH. ~ld. (8.i.)
TYflHOID (ANTI-) COMMITTEE, Report. IHI:!. :!s. 6d. (V. lld.)
TYPHOID (ANTI-) INOCULATION COMMITTEE. Hepurt ou Dluo<l Changes
following 'l'yphuid Inoculatinn. Hl05. ls. 6d. (ls. '1.,l.)
URDU-ENGL!Sll PRIMER.
For the uso uf Colouhl Artillery. 1S'J9, 1511,
(10.,. td.)
VALISE EQUIPMENT. In:-1tructions f::ir Fitt1ug :Path-rn 1888 with pattern 1894 Pom::h opening outward::i, 1895. Id. (ld.)
Bamlolil•r pa.tteru. ltl03. 2d. ('2d.)
VALPARAISO. The Capture of, in 18:ll. ls. (lO!t.)
VENEREAL DISEASE. See :Medical Servicos.
VE'IERIN ARY CORPS. Army:Regulatio11s for Admission. 1910. '2d, (2d.)
Stau<liug Orders. HlOti. -ld. ( 4d.)
VETERINARY MANUAL (WAR). !nl5. 1,/. (ld.)
VETERINARY SERVICES.
Army,
He;ulatiou:;,
Hl06.
(Rl?priuted, with
Ameudrneub to Dec. 1, ltll-1). 3d. (31/.)
VOLUNTARY AID. See 'l'erriturial Force.
WAR OFFICE LCST, AND ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTORY FOR THE
liRITlSH .llD,l Y. l~H. Sv.'d h,11 /l(trrisvT£ ,j 8v11s, ,1J, Pall Jl,iL/, .i~. 11~t.

( Uwltr redsion)
WATER SUPPLY MANUAL. ls. 6d. (Is. 4d.)
WORKS MANUAL. (WAR). 1913. ¾, (4d.); Appendix I.

Id. (Id.)
X-RAY APPARATUS. Hiuts RegarJing the !fanag-ementa.nd Use of. 3d. (3d.)
YEOMANRY AND MOUNTED RIFLE TRAINING.
Parts L a.11d II.
191:!. (l,iepriutell, wii-h Amcndmen!s. 1Ul5). 6d. (6d.)
ZULU W Alt. OF 1879. Narra.ii;·e of- the .field Operations connected with the. 1881,
(Rtprinkd 1904.) 3.t. (:!s. -!d.)
'
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